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Chapter 1Introdution
One of the most promising aspets of the Java programming language has alwaysbeen the fat that it beame easy to reate portable graphial appliations withit. Though the �rst release was not yet fully usable in this regard (mainly due toin�exible event handling and portability issues) and su�ered from a very limitedset of user interfae omponents, the situation improved dramatially with therelease of the Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.2 and espeially the Swing toolkit.Today's most widely used graphial user interfae (GUI) toolkit for Java remainsthe Swing API, whih originated at Netsape as part of the Java FoundationClasses projet and was added to the o�ial Java distribution with JDK 1.2. Ithelped to overome many of the limitations and problems present in the formerlyused Abstrat Windowing Toolkit (AWT) implementation (this was the only graph-is toolkit available until then). In this respet, the release of JDK 1.2 and theSwing toolkit that ame with it an generally be onsidered a suess, and madeGUI programming in Java a lot easier to manage.But there is another aspet of user interfae programming that is often overlooked:There is a growing trend during the past years to no longer aept � even tem-porarily � unresponsive user interfaes. In the �rst years of the World Wide Web,people were happy when a browser rendered a requested web page at all. Conse-quently, the �rst web browsers (quite naturally) hoose the easy way of loading apage ompletely before displaying any ontent to the user. Networks were slowerthan today and users were used to the fat that network operations take time.This situation hanged dramatially, however, with the �rst release of the NetsapeNavigator appliation. It featured what is known today as �inremental render-ing�: Updating the appliation window to ontinously re�et the amount of dataalready reeived from the server. It looked almost revolutionary at the time, andimproved the user's pereption of the appliation's responsiveness dramatially.Netsape was an instant suess. Now, more than a deade later, users often ex-6



pet operations that take time to not blok the program's user interfae, even forappliations that have nothing to do with networking.Today, inremental display has beome more and more ommonplae: all webbrowsers have it (ever sine the days of Netsape), many image viewers, �le man-agers, even some text editors do inremental loading of long douments. But todo this, there needs to be some way to run the task that loads or generates theontent to display in parallel with the program's user interfae. They should notblok eah other without a good reason to do so. And the only available answerto this problem in Java is: multi-threading.1.1 OverviewThis thesis will look the question of how this requirement for improved appliationresponsiveness is re�eted in the general struture of an appliation, how well theommon user interfae toolkits for Java an deal with this, and what ould be doneto improve on this.The old Abstrat Windowing Toolkit, whih has been part of Java sine the earlydays of JDK 1.0, in fat initially supported thread-safe aess to GUI omponents.However, the newer Swing toolkit does not, and the same is true for most of theother graphis toolkits that emerged for Java over time (the urrently most widelyused third-party toolkit is the Standard Widget Toolkit that was developed as partof the Elipse IDE projet).Notably, support for �exible multi-threaded programming is sorely laking in thewidely used user interfae libraries for Java. In partiular, the rather natural ideaof assigning the responsibility for managing logially separate parts of a program'suser interfae to separate threads is not easy to takle, if at all. As a result, theprogram's responsiveness depends diretly on the amount of e�ort invested by theprogrammer to work around this.Just imagine working today with a web browser that bloks all forms of userinteration with any of its windows while a new web page is being loaded in aompletely unrelated window. Working with suh a program would be nearlyunbearable, yet even today's user interfae toolkits for Java are still designed withsuh a usage model in mind. If a program is supposed to atually be responsivewhile long-running tasks are performed �in the bakground�, a lot of extra areand e�ort needs to be invested on the side of the programmer.Some of these problems are inherent in the arhiteture of these toolkits (likeusing a single dediated event thread that should never be bloked), others anbe worked around with some extra e�ort by the programmer, e.g. by routing any7



updates to graphial omponents through the event thread. All of this will bedisussed in more detail later on.1.2 ObjetivesThis thesis will present a di�erent approah to aess GUI omponents from Javain a way that is inherently thread-safe, easily portable and yet very e�ient due tothe fat that user interfae ontrols an be implemented in native C or C++ ode.It is based on the idea of separating the atual implementation of the ontrolsfrom the Java based appliation programming interfae (API) for aessing theseontrols and using a message-based model for ommuniating between user threadsand the GUI omponents themselves.This implies both enapsulating method alls direted to the ontrols (ommonlyreferred to as requests) as well as enapsulating the �ow of events. The om-muniation between the di�erent threads is realized by using bu�ered hannels(inter-thread message passing mehanisms), a onept that originated in C.A.R.Hoare's famous paper on Communiating Sequential Proesses [12℄ (later extendedby Rosoe in [22℄) and has already been suessfully applied for example in theAlef programming language [28℄ on the Plan 9 operating system as well as inLimbo for the Inferno operating system (as desribed in [13℄ and [6℄).This niely solves the problem of multi-threaded aess by impliitly serializingthese messages (whih is generally required by the underlying native GUI libraryused by Java), allowing onurrent aess to the visual omponents from anythread. By passing events from the user interfae to the appliation via han-nels as well, events an be forwarded between threads and there is no longer anynotion of a single event handler thread. Eah thread an independently listen toevents from ontrols assigned to this thread.Moreover, this approah allows a separation between the Java program and theuser interfae library into two separate proesses, e�etively resulting in a toolkit�server� proess. If the messages an be transported aross a network, the serveromponent an even be run on a ompletely di�erent system, e.g. running theappliation itself on a Windows mahine and displaying the user interfae on anApple Maintosh. This separation also makes it possible to easily replae theunderlying GUI toolkit � without reompiling the appliation � by simply runningit with a di�erent toolkit server omponent for the program.1To demonstrate that this approah works and to evaluate the performane impat,this thesis also inludes a prototype implementation based on the GTK toolkit1Though it annot be hanged while the program is running.8



library, whih is a native GUI library implemented in the C programming languageand part of the Gnome desktop projet. This is disussed in more detail in hapter5. While this prototype implementation is mostly based on the GTK toolkit, thehoie is really arbitrary: The general approah is suitable for other toolkit librariesas well. As a (somewhat extreme) example, an alternative bakend is also inludedthat is built in Java itself, based on the Swing omponents.1.3 Struture of the ThesisThe ompat summary given here provides a short overview of the hapters thatfollow:The next hapter starts with an introdution to the general onepts of eventhandling in graphial user interfaes, foused primarily on Java, but largely appli-able to other programming languages as well. It explains the terminology usedthroughout the later parts of the thesis, desribes what sets graphial appliationsapart from traditional ommand line programs and presents the problems thatarise from this, with a speial fous on aspets related to multi-threading.Chapter 3 presents the broader ontext for the work desribed in this thesis: Asurvey and ritial assessment of many di�erent existing graphial toolkit librariesand their approah to (or in some ases, their failure to approah) the issuesbrought up in hapter 2. Again, it fouses on the various toolkit libraries designedfor the Java platform, sine all of these have to deal with similar requirements andpremises. However, toolkits developed for other systems like Mirosoft Windowsand Luent's Inferno system have also been inluded.Following this, hapter 4 ontains an analysis of the issues presented in hapter2 and disusses possible ways to improve upon the limitations seemingly inherentin the way that the traditional graphial omponent libraries organize the eventhandling proess. Here, a message-based approah to event handling and requestproessing in general is proposed and it is shown how this an solve the issuesraised.The next hapter desribes in detail the prototype implementation of the approahpresented in hapter 4. It also disusses implementation onsiderations and theironsequenes where appropriate (most of the time there simply is not just �onetrue way� to solve a problem).This is followed in hapter 6 by a ritial evaluation of the message-based approahitself, its appliability in a larger software system, the requirements it imposes onthe underlying implementation and the limitations and tradeo�s involved, espe-ially onerning performane. A performane omparison for a simpli�ed test9



ase is inluded here as well, though not every aspet an be measured obje-tively, in partiular when areas of usability like pereived responsiveness or easeof implementation are onsidered.Chapter 7 is a olletion of some ideas for possible further improvements, bothupon the design of the message-based approah and espeially the implementationof the prototype presented in hapter 5. In this ontext, it disusses di�erent waysto further enhane the performane and usability of the prototype.The thesis ends with a onise summary of the important ontributions and a shortonlusion and list of aknowledgements in hapter 8.
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Chapter 2Bakground and Motivation
This hapter starts by giving some bakground and ontext for the work presentedin this thesis, fousing in partiular on the topis of user interfae toolkit design,general onepts for event handling mehanisms and threading issues in graphialappliations. Many of the onepts introdued here will be touhed upon in moredetail in the following hapters, but it is neessary to get a basi understanding�rst. Although � as already stated in the introdution � the primary interest isin Java based toolkits, most of what appears in this hapter is in fat relevant tographial toolkits in general, independent of the partiular programming languageand underlying platform involved.2.1 Conepts of User Interfae ToolkitsThe following setions provide an overview of the terminology and the fundamen-tal onepts used aross all user interfae toolkits, namely the idea of omponents,events and event handling. A general understanding of objet-oriented program-ming onepts is assumed here (interfaes, lasses, objets, methods, inheritane).2.1.1 Graphial ComponentsTo failitate ode reuse, it has beome ommonplae to use standard omponentlibraries to onstrut a program's user interfae. These libraries are often providedas part of the desktop environment (e.g. Mirosoft Windows, BeOS, Unix/X11) ora partiular programming language runtime, as is the ase with in Java or Tl/Tk.Sometimes, an appliation also ontains speialized interfae omponents reatedfor use in just that appliation, but this is beoming less ommon nowadays, mostly11



beause more and more funtionality is integrated into the toolkits in the form ofready to use omponents.These reusable, basi building bloks that make up any user interfae are alledomponents. Some other terms for these are also in use on spei� platforms:The Mirosoft Windows API alls these objets ontrols to indiate that the userutilizes them to interat with the appliation. On the X Window System the termwidget is in ommon use (it is said to be derived from �window gadget�), mainlydue to historial reasons1. All of these refer to the same priniple: A on�gurableuser interfae element designed for some kind of interation with the user. In thisthesis, the term �omponent� will be used throughout, sine this name is universallyunderstood, and it is also the name ommonly found in Java.It is generally onsidered a bad idea to invent one's own GUI omponents whensimilar ones already exist in a readily available library on the platform. Thisis to enfore a ommon look and feel aross appliations as well as a ommonbehaviour aross the desktop: There are so-alled �style guides� that de�ne howuser interfae omponents should behave. To make the omponents are widelyusable as possible, it is desirable that they are highly on�gurable, both in visualappearane (inluding ontent, text and bakground olours, text layout, imageset.) and their behaviour on user interation. This refers to what happens whenliking, dragging or editing the omponent.Figure 2.1 on the following page shows a typial olletion of user interfae om-ponent lasses and their relationship in the lass hierarhy. This example atu-ally shows just a few seleted lasses taken from the GTK toolkit library (de-sribed in detail in [3℄) for illustration. The basi omponent lass of this libraryis GtkWidget, the base lass GObjet visible at the top of the lass diagram is the(non-graphial) root lass of the GTK objet system.Among the omponent lasses there is a speial lass of omponents that ats asa ontainer for other omponents � both visually and oneptually, thus enablingmany omponents to share the visual spae alloated to the ontainer they live in.These are generally known as panels or ontainers in Java, though the terminologymay vary in other toolkits. Sine a ontainer an hold other ontainers as well,ontainers are used to tie the individual omponents of the user interfae togetherin the form of a omponent hierarhy. As a result, the struture of the userinterfae of a program an be desribed as a number of omponent trees, one foreah appliation window.1Xt, the �rst toolkit on the X Window System bak in 1987, used this term
12



Figure 2.1: Exerpt from the GTK toolkit lass hierarhy2.1.2 Windows and DialogsA window is atually just a speial ase of a graphial ontainer: One that hasbeen assigned a spei� area of the physial sreen for display. It is thereforealways neessary for a graphial appliation to have at least on window (or maybeone of its more speialized sublasses) to hold the other user interfae omponents.A omponent generally needs to be inside a window's omponent hierarhy to bevisible on the sreen2.Windows are also speial in that they annot be plaed inside other windows, whihis why objets like windows and dialogs are referred to as �top-level� ontainersin Java: Eah window represents the root objet of its own omponent hierar-hy. Furthermore, these hierarhies are disjoint: Any given omponent annot bepresent in two windows at the same time.Again, a dialog is a speial kind of window that is designed to be short-livedand is used to either gather information from the user or to provide additionalinformation about the ontents of one of the appliation's main windows. Dialogsare typially attahed to another window to indiate this relationship and will thenfor example be minimized together with the window they belong to.2Early toolkits for the X window system had the onept of eah omponent itself also beinga window, so isolated omponents were indeed possible, but this idea has not aught on and isno longer found in newer toolkit libraries. 13



Due to the short-lived nature of a dialog, it is sometimes used as a so-alled modaldialog, whih means that all user interation with the program is foused on andrestrited to this dialog while the dialog is on the sreen. Modal dialogs are oftenused when the program annot usefully proeed without further information fromthe user, for example when opening a doument in a word proessor it is neessaryto selet a �le before anything useful an be done in the doument window. Athorough disussion of the usability aspets of modal dialogs is beyond the sopeof this thesis, however. More about that topi an be found in [10℄.2.1.3 EventsTraditional ommand line programs are mostly input driven: They read data froma �le, soket or other input soure(s), proess this data in some way and produeoutput to a onsole, �le, or other destination. This is all �ne when there is only onepossible soure of input at a time, like when reading text from a �le or from a usertyping at the onsole, but this model is not appliable to the way user interationworks in a visual environment:Here, the user has many di�erent ways of interating with the program via theomponents desribed in the previous setions. Suh omponents an range fromsimple buttons and menus to omplex objets like tree views of strutured data,and there is most of the time very little restrition on what the user may do next.As a onsequene, the program e�etively has to �monitor� all possible soures ofuser interation at the same time. This transforms the fundamental struture ofa program into a model where it merely reats to what the user does.Any suh kind of interation by the user with the program is alled an event. Whenlooking at the program from this perspetive, pratially all of the ations whihthe program an perform are implemented in the form of event handlers, thatis ode fragments whih are exeuted in response to an event that ourred. Themost ommon examples of events are: A key is pressed or released on the keyboard,the mouse has been moved, one of the mouse buttons has been pressed (possiblyon a omponent) or even some ombination of these like dragging the mouse witha pressed button for srolling. Note that not all events are user-initiated, however:A program may hoose to generate events itself, whih is sometimes used for simpleinter-proess ommuniation among di�erent appliations on the same sreen, andsoftware timers an be used to automatially generate events at regular intervals.At the level of the user interfae toolkits, events are generally represented as in-dividual objets, where the di�erent kinds of events arry di�erent information.There is a broad distintion between two ategories of events:
• �primitive events� 14



Suh events generally re�et some kind of physial ation by the user like keypresses or mouse movements. They merely tell that an ation has ourredand arry no semanti information about the atual intention of the user, e.g.whether a lik was designed to selet a piee of text or initiate some otheration. So the same kind of primitive event an be interpreted di�erently fordi�erent omponents.
• �semanti events�A omponent an deide to assoiate a partiular meaning with a spei�sequene of events. For example, a list box may interpret a lik onto anitem as a �seletion� event, while or a button will reognize the sequene ofmouse lik and mouse release (while the mouse pointer is still on the button)as an �ation� event. Suh events that are generated by a omponent itselfare alled semanti events. In fat, most of the events interesting to anappliation programmer fall into this ategory.2.1.4 Event HandlersAs desribed above, events are essentially an asynhronous way for the user in-terfae omponents to signal to the appliation that something noteworthy hasourred. Deiding what (if anything) to do in response to this information isthen the job of the appliation, and the parts of the program that do this arealled the event handlers. On a oneptual level, an event handler is simply anappliation of the Observer design pattern desribed in [7℄.Thus, a typial graphial appliation onsists of two parts:
• A main program that reates and sets up the initial state of the user interfaeand binds the program's event handlers to the appropriate omponents inthe interfae. The last ation done by the main program is typially to startthe main event loop (if this is expliit in the ode), at whih point the useris free to interat with the program.
• A set of event handlers, whih are invoked at the appropriate time in responseto user ations. This is by far the largest part of the appliation, sine nearlyall ations that a program will do fall into this ategory.Event handlers generally do not have result values and the order in whih multipleevent handlers are alled that are registered for the same event type on the sameomponent should not be relied on. The point where there are the greatest di�er-enes between di�erent user interfae toolkits is the design deision of whih typesignatures to use for event handlers. As is disussed in [7℄, the Observer patternan generally be implemented in a push vs. a pull model: In the push model theobserved objet (the �subjet�) sends all its relevant state to the observer upon a15



noti�ation, regardless of whether this information is atually needed or not. Inthe pull model the observer only gets the referene to the observed objet and hasto request (�pull�) the spei� information it needs from the subjet.Both of these strategies have their advantages and disadvantages, of ourse, andboth are in real use. Java and GTK are examples of the �rst strategy, whih isvisible from the fat that the type signatures of the event handlers are always veryspei� to the kind of event they are intended to handle: A handler for mouseevents will get the urrent mouse position for example, whereas a handler for listseletion events will be passed the index of the seleted item in the list (whihis atually state information forwarded from the list model). On the other hand,Ma OS X is an example of the seond strategy, where the only information passedto any kind of event handler is a referene to the sending objet (the soure of theevent). If further information is required, it needs to be queried on demand.Using a more spei� type signature for the event handler allows all the state ofthe sending objet to be transmitted easily, but at the ost of making the handlerless reusable in other plaes of the ode. Imagine for example the ase of losinga dialog window in response to either pressing a button inside the dialog, losingthe window via the window manager (a window manager handles the windowplaement and deoration on the desktop and normally provides a lose buttonas part of the window border) or pressing the Esape key on the keyboard. Inthis simple example, three di�erent kinds of events are involved: A mouse event,a window event and a key event.When using a push model with spei� parameters for eah event handler (like itis done in Java for example), it is impossible to write a single handler for all ofthese beause of type on�its: Three di�erent methods ontaining essentially thesame ode would have to implemented. To avoid this ode dupliation, one an ofourse move the ode to lose the dialog to a separate method and simply all thisfrom eah of the handlers, but the basi problem remains. So, one has to �nd abalane between too many or too spei� type signatures for event handlers andthe minimal amount (one argument, either the event objet itself or the sendingobjet).Finally, there is yet another aspet to onsider: If the appliation is designedaording to the Model-View-Controller pattern, most of the state informationrelevant to the event handler (the ontroller part in MVC) should not be knownto the GUI omponent that is sending the event anyway and instead needs to bequeried from the model part.
16



2.1.5 Main LoopsSo, what is the appliation atually doing while it is waiting for the user to triggerthe next event? To understand this, a more detailed look at the event handlingproess is needed:Events are generated at the user interfae level, either through the windowingsystem or sometimes by the omponents themselves, and are then plaed insidethe appliation's event queue, a toolkit spei� data struture that ontains a listof all the events that still need to be handled by the program. At the ore of eahappliation resides a entral piee of ode � the appliation's main event loop �whose sole purpose is to monitor this event queue for any new, unhandled events.Its job is to lassify these events if appropriate and to dispathes eah event inturn to the orresponding event handler(s) registered for this event type. Dueto the fat that this ode is fairly generi, many user interfae toolkits hoose toeither hide this event loop ompletely from the user (Java does this for example)or they inlude a omplete implementation as part of the toolkit library. MostMS Windows and Unix/X11 toolkits do this, as well as the Cooa Appliation Kitlibrary on Ma OS X3.It is important to remember that sine events are always proessed sequentially bythe main loop and handling an event an take an unpreditable amount of time, anumber of still unhandled events an pile up in the event queue. This should beavoided however, beause it leads to the e�et that the user interfae �lags behind�in terms of user pereption. So the rule of thumb is that event handlers shouldalways �nish quikly in order to not delay the proessing of further events.Some toolkits also allow the programmer to hook piees of ode into the main loop,whih are then exeuted whenever there are urrently no events to proess. Thetypial struture of suh a main loop is illustrated using pseudo-ode notation in�gure 2.2 on the next page. The funtion DispathEvent() would be responsiblehere for identifying whih omponent a partiular event originated from, fethingthe list of registered event handlers for the given type of event from the omponentand alling eah handler found in this way in turn.2.2 Threads and SynhronizationThreads in the ontext of appliation programming refer to independent �ows ofontrol inside one proess. Like multiple proesses than an run simultaneously onone omputer, multiple threads an run in parallel inside one instane of the Javavirtual mahine. Eah thread an exeute its own ode, but all threads share the3The Ma OS X API uses the term �Run Loop� for this onept.17



EventQueue queue;Event event;while (1) {while (IsEventPending(queue)) {event = GetNextEvent(queue);DispathEvent(event);}} Figure 2.2: Typial struture of a main loop (pseudo ode)same proess memory, that is they an aess data from and share data with otherthreads in the same proess. The idea behind this is that independent operationsan often be performed in parallel (whih an also be more e�ient on the properhardware), and the general program struture may be simpler.The Java programming language has had the onept of threads and the orre-sponding synhronization primitives integrated as a ore language feature rightfrom the �rst publi release. However, Java is portable to a wide range of plat-forms and devies, not all of whih an support native threading, where nativehere means �provided by the operating system that the Java virtual mahine runsupon� (this is also known as preemptive threading). If there is no thread support atthis level, the Java virtual mahine will provide its own simulated thread support(also known as ooperative threading or �green threads� in Java). This is mostlytransparent to the appliation, apart from the fat that in the latter ase, threadsheduling only takes plae during a few, seleted operations like yield, wait andsynhronized. Another restrition of ooperative threading needs to be onsideredwhen using the Java Native Interfae [14℄: If one thread exeutes a native method,all other threads will be bloked until the native method returns.It is important to realize that working with multiple threads on ommon datawithout proper synhronization is asking for trouble: If a data objet is examinedby one thread while another thread is modifying it at the same time, the informa-tion seen by the examining thread is non-deterministi and therefore unde�ned.Similar problems ensue when multiple threads simultaneously try to modify thesame data objet. The only general solution to this problem is to serialize theaess to the data (i.e. prevent onurrent aess), and this is done using threadsynhronization: De�ning hekpoints in the ode that are used to delay exeutionof a thread until a spei� ondition is true.Thread synhronization in Java is handled typially by using the so-alled Mon-itors4 provided as part of the language syntax: A monitor is an arbitrary Java4These are also known as Loks to emphasize the mutual exlusion behaviour.18



objet ontrolling aess to a ritial region of ode that may only be exeuted byone thread at a time. Various other synhronization primitives ful�lling the samepurpose an be emulated in Java using Monitors, notably Semaphores (originallydesribed by Edsger Dijkstra in [5℄) and Channels as proposed in CSP [12℄, whihare used extensively in the approah desribed in this thesis.2.3 Threads in User InterfaesWhen working with GUI toolkits for di�erent programming languages, it beomesapparent that most try to avoid dealing with multi-threading in the �rst plae.Even in ase of programming languages like Java that intrinsially support thenotion of threads (or parallel proessing in general, for that matter) it is stillrelatively unommon to �nd a design for a user interfae toolkit that supports adeent degree of multi-threading. So one has to ask: Why is this? What is it thatmakes this problem hard? There are several answers to this question that will bedisussed in this setion.
• There is no native ross-platform thread APIThe majority of the GUI toolkits available are implemented in C or C++,inluding the toolkits aessible from other programming languages like Java,Perl, Python or C#. Alas, there still is no ross-platform thread API forC/C++ yet, whih makes it di�ult to support multi-threading in a portableGUI toolkit. There is now a POSIX thread API, but this is not yet availableon Windows5 and only very reently on Ma OS X, both of whih have theirown native threading APIs. Furthermore, many of the standard systemlibraries are not thread-safe, whih in turn makes it di�ult to develop atruly thread-safe native GUI toolkit.
• Multi-threaded programming is hardAny program that involves the use of multiple threads of exeution to solvea given task will have to deal with the problems of interation between thethreads and with their aess to ommon data. Sine the �ow of exeutionis no longer linear, the program behaviour may no longer be deterministi,whih may be the ause of subtle bugs or misbehaviour. All programminglanguages that support multi-threading also provide some kind of synhro-nization primitives (loks, semaphores, mutexes, hannels et.) that an beused to synhronize the exeution of the di�erent threads as desribed be-fore. This is most often used to ontrol aess to data shared between thethreads.5There is atually a projet that tries to implement POSIX threads on top of the Win32 API.19



But applying these mehanisms orretly is hard, and even synhronizationexamples in text books on the matter get this wrong sometimes. This led tothe observation by John Ousterhout (the designer of the Tk Toolkit for theTl sripting language) that �Threads Are A Bad Idea (for most purposes)�in his 1996 USENIX presentation [21℄, where he proposes to avoid the use ofonurreny as muh as possible (in favour of events) and simply try to livewith the restritions plaed on the event handling by using a single eventloop. He onludes with the remark that �Threads [are℄ muh harder toprogram than events; for experts only.�. Or, to quote two of the designers ofthe Swing toolkit for Java:Component developers do not have to have an in-depth under-standing of threads programming: Toolkits like ViewPoint andTrestle, in whih all omponents must fully support multi-threadedaess, an be di�ult to extend, partiularly for developers whoare not expert at threads programming. Many of the toolkits de-veloped more reently, suh as SubArti and IFC, have designssimilar to Swing's.� Hans Muller and Kathy Walrath in �Threads and Swing� [19℄So it is only logial to want to avoid these pitfalls whenever possible. Manyproblems that an be solved more elegantly using multiple threads an also besolved using just a single thread if the programming language supports someform of asynhronous I/O, whih would allow the program to treat pend-ing input as just another kind of event. Interestingly, this has long been aproblem for Java, whih did not support the idea of I/O multiplexing (equiv-alent to the selet() system all on Unix or WaitForMultipleObjets()on Win32) or asynhronous I/O before the inlusion of the java.nio pakagein Java 1.4.
• Multi-threaded programming involves a performane tradeo�A graphial omponent library annot easily detet whether a program ismulti-threaded or not, so if it supports multi-threaded aess at all, it hasto assume that all method alls have to be orretly synhronized, unlessthere is a way for the programmer to expliitly indiate the use of threadsto the library. As a onsequene, this introdues some extra overhead for athread-safe omponent library even for programs not using multiple threadsat all.Designing a GUI toolkit for multi-threading therefore always involves faingthis tradeo� between performane and ease of programming. And if theprogramming language and the system libraries do not already support multi-threading, this tradeo� is deided in favour of performane more often than20



not. Again, this has been one of the design deisions that led to the fatthat Swing does not support onurrent aess to its GUI omponents, yetin this ase despite the fat that Java provides a well-designed thread APIto the programmer.2.4 MotivationThe next topi that will be looked at here is the amount of limitations plaed onan appliation by a lak of thread support in the user interfae toolkit and whatan be improved in this area to deliver a better user experiene as well as improved�exibility to the programmer.Traditionally, the general rule is that an appliation's event handlers are exeutedsynhronously, whih means that no new events are dispathed while an eventhandler is still running. This makes programming event handlers easier, sine thereis no need to e.g. make them reentrant. Also, all event handlers will typially berun in the same (dediated) thread, if the program is multi-threaded at all (this isexplained in more detail in the next hapter starting on page 25). As a onsequene,any event handler will �blok� the program's exeution for the time it is running,making the user interfae unresponsive during this time. This is not a problemwhen eah event handler does not need to do a lot of work, but this is not alwaysthe ase and generally annot be guaranteed. Some ations like loading omplexdouments � possibly even aross a slow network onnetion � simply will taketime. So there has to be some way to keep the user interfae responsive while stillsupporting suh longer running event handlers.Another important point is that many of today's programs are modelled aordingto the so-alled �multi-doument arhiteture� that allows the user to manipulateseveral di�erent douments (like images, text �les, web pages et.) in separatewindows or possibly sub-windows of the same appliation. A natural assumptionto make here would be that user interations with separate douments in the sameappliation do not interfere with eah other, even while performing a long-runningoperation on one of the program's douments. One example of this would be run-ning a omplex �lter on an image in an image editing appliation like Photoshop.The user may want to work on a seond doument while a �lter is running, or evenrun separate �lters at the same time on di�erent douments.When looking at the above model for event handling it beomes immediately learthat this is not going to work in suh a way: If there is only one main loopand all events are proessed synhronously, running a �lter will blok the programompletely until this �lter run is ompleted. In partiular, the user interfae wouldappear to be �frozen� (i.e. ompletely unresponsive to the user), a�eting all of21



the program's windows.Suh behaviour is of ourse not aeptable to the user, espeially given that therewould not even be a way to abort the operation beause no new event to initiatethat ould be proessed either while the event handler is still running. So inpratie, one of two approahes is used to avoid this e�et:
• Push long-running ations into idle handlersOne ommon way to avoid bloking the event thread is to defer any long-running ations to so alled idle handlers or use timers to exeute themompletely asynhronously. An idle handler is a funtion that is automati-ally alled by the main event loop whenever there are urrently no events toproess (just like an event handler, but without an event). The general ideahere is that the time whih the program is spending while waiting for userinput an be used for performing some �bakground� tasks, without reatinga new thread for this purpose. Supporting suh a model requires a slightmodi�ation to the standard main event loop:� If there are pending user events waiting to be proessed or the list ofidle handlers is empty, the event handling is performed normally. Theorresponding event handlers will be invoked for all pending events.� Otherwise, the program will invoke eah registered idle handler in turninstead of immediately waiting for the next event to arrive. As no extrathreads are involved here, all idle handlers will run in the same threadas the main event loop, and event proessing will ontinue only afterall handlers have returned, and an ill-behaved (i.e. long-running) idlehandler an blok the event loop just like a normal event handler.The intended usage pattern for an idle handler therefore is this: Divide thework to be done in response to an event into very small steps and let eahall to the idle handler perform a single one of those steps. In this way,the program an stay responsive while still proessing the steps one after theother as long as no events arrive. It is quite obvious that in this model the idlehandler must have some impliit knowledge of the progress of the operation,and the work must be dividable into �small� (in the sense of program runtime) steps in the �rst plae.Although idle handlers are a nie idea to avoid bloking the program's userinterfae for longer periods of time, they fundamentally share many of thesame problems as the event handlers, in partiular that idle handlers areexeuted synhronously on the event thread. This means that they must�nish eah invoation in a reasonably short time frame, otherwise they willblok further event proessing (along with other idle handlers) just like long-running event handlers would do. And in addition to that, the programmer22



has to make sure that no on�iting operations are initiated while the idlehandler is still ative, like � in the example ited above � running a seond�lter on an image on whih a �lter is already running.
• Run the ode of the ation in a separate threadAnother way is to run the ation performed by the event handler in a newthread started from the event handler, so that (again) the handler invoation�nishes quikly and the event thread is ready to proess the next pendingevent. This new thread will run in parallel and obviously will not blokthe program's user interfae, though may require some extra logi inside theappliation in ase that a previous asynhronous operation must ompletebefore a new one is started (like disussed for the �lters). As this introduesthreading into the user interfae, it means that some form of loking needsto be applied inside the appliation.This model allows the work triggered by the event to proeed despite thefat that the event handler has �nished. Alas, this is likely to ause yetanother problem: If the toolkit is not thread-safe, aessing the user interfaeomponents from the bakground thread is generally not allowed, so whilethe new thread may alulate some result, it annot diretly display this tothe user. In order to work around this restrition, there needs to be a wayto pass method alls to the event thread whih are then exeuted from themain loop.In summary, both of these strategies are not without problems, as they will on-strain the programmer in a signi�ant way, like requiring the operation to behopped up into small hunks of work or going through hoops just for updating asingle user interfae omponent. Yet the question remains: what an be done toimprove this? The answer to this question is atually not that surprising:If bloking the event loop is the ause of the responsiveness problems, one ouldtry to deouple the user interfae from the event loop, putting the task that isresponsible for updating the omponents into its own thread. Then, bloking themain loop will not have suh immediate negative onsequenes for the appliation'sresponsiveness. Putting the main loop into its own thread of ourse will requirethat more than one thread is allowed to interat with the GUI omponents, butdoing so has the additional bene�t that spawning new threads from event handlerssuddenly beomes muh less of a problem as well, this may be worthwhile.Another interesting question in this ontext is how main loops and threads or-relate. As desribed, a main loop is designed to proess an inoming stream ofevents in a sequential way. Can an appliation have more than one main loop, andif so, an it bene�t from this fat? It is obvious that any given thread an only runone main loop at a time, so it requires the use of multiple threads to use several23



main loops onurrently.One interesting use ase here would be to use di�erent main loops for event pro-essing in distint areas of the appliation's user interfae (like separate windowsfor example). For this to be feasible, however, it would need to be possible toseparate the stream of events into one stream direted at eah main loop. So,unless there is some infrastruture in plae to tell either the events or the ompo-nents generating these events whih main loop is responsible for handling them,the appliation will not gain anything. What is needed therefore is a way to telle.g. one omponent (or maybe set this on a per window basis) that all events orspei� types of events should be direted to a partiular main loop.The general approah presented later on in hapter 4 of this thesis is able tosupport all of these ideas.
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Chapter 3Related Work
There have been a number of di�erent approahes in the past for making variousgraphial toolkits aessible from Java, eah with its own goals and onstraints.This hapter will present the most important of them and evaluate for eah onehow the event handling is done and in whih way support for multiple threadsis inluded (if at all). As already mentioned in the introdution to the previoushapter, the fundamental onepts behind graphial toolkits, event handling andmulti-threading are not in any way spei� to Java, so this hapter will also lookbeyond Java and inlude some non-Java toolkits as well, both for omparisonand inspiration. While ertainly not all ideas will be appliable to a Java basedtoolkit, it is nonetheless interesting to see how other systems approah the samefundamental problems. Still, the main fous of this hapter will be toolkits relatedto Java � either implemented in Java or otherwise aessible from Java � and itwill disuss only some of the more widely used non-Java solutions.The hapter will start with some general observations and then give a short sum-mary of the main features and design goals of eah toolkit in turn, followed by aritial evaluation of how well eah one an handle the problems detailed in theprevious hapter. Note that none of the toolkits desribed here an support loa-tion transpareny for the display omponents (i.e. displaying an appliation's userinterfae on a di�erent system from the one that the appliation runs on), beyondthe usual remote display apabilities of the X window system.3.1 Graphis Toolkits for JavaThe available toolkits for Java fall into two general ategories: Those that imple-ment one of the standard Java APIs for graphial user interfaes (i.e. are modelledafter either AWT or Swing) and those that de�ne their own API, often in order to25



make some existing non-Java toolkit available to Java programmers. Toolkits thatmerely provide alternative implementations of the standard APIs are of ourserestrited in muh the same way as the toolkit library they try to emulate.3.1.1 Abstrat Windowing Toolkit (AWT)The Abstrat Windowing Toolkit was the �rst graphial toolkit for Java as alreadyexplained in the introdution to this thesis. Its goal was to provide a standard setof omponents available aross all platforms supported by the Java language itself.The omponents themselves are implemented in native, platform-spei� ode andonsequently follow the look and feel de�ned by the platform.To do this, the AWT toolkit introdued the so-alled �peer� lass model for userinterfae omponents: Every omponent atually onsists of two separate objets,a platform independent objet that is implemented in pure Java � this is the onethat is aessible through the publi API � and a platform dependent part thattypially ontains mostly native ode (i.e. either C or C++) for interation withthe native graphis toolkit. This seond part is alled the peer objet.This separation allows for a simple way to replae the peer lasses: Sine they arenot part of the publi API, they an be transparently replaed with a ompletelydi�erent implementation (whih needs to follow the same interfae, obviously).This strategy is known as the Bridge design pattern (see [7℄). Eah platform hasits own spei� realization of these peer lasses, always based on the �default�toolkit used on that platform. The drawbak is, however, that the variety ofavailable omponent lasses is severely limited by the fat that the AWT has torestrit itself to the ommon subset of the omponents available on all supportedplatforms. Also, the features supported by these omponents are limited to whatevery platform ould support at that time, whih is why AWT omponents arerarely used today. For example, there is a non-editable ombo box but no editablevariant, beause this ould not be supported on all platforms.The situation regarding the thread-safety of the AWT is somewhat ambiguous:The peer lasses do partly allow onurrent aess by multiple threads, but theAWT publi API lasses are no longer o�ially onsidered thread-safe, as is learlystated now in Sun's Java tutorial:Note: Although this setion talks about Swing, the same issues applyto all Components. Spei�ally, AWT omponents are not guaranteedto be thread safe.� exerpt from �How to Use Threads� in the JFC Swing Tutorial [26℄The AWT in fat initially allowed onurrent aess to its omponents and wasonsidered thread-safe, but this promise was later dropped by the developers at26



Sun beause it simply ould not be kept due to some ongoing loking problems.An analysis of these problems an be found in the web-log of one of the developers,Graham Hamilton [9℄.What remains is that only the dediated event thread is allowed to interat withthe user interfae omponents. Starting with the JDK 1.3 it is also possible todelegate exeution of Runnable objets to the event thread, so it is possible toupdate the omponents from another thread using this tehnique.3.1.2 Swing (Java Foundation Classes)Starting with Java version 1.2 there is a newer API for user interfae omponentsin Java: The Swing lass library, whih was originally developed as a part of thelarger Java Foundation Classes projet at Netsape. The major design goals forthe Swing toolkit were:
• platform-independent, portable implementation of all omponents in Javaitself (as far as possible), inluding the rendering of the omponents them-selves
• extensive bakwards-ompatibility with the AWT omponents, allowing bothSwing omponents inside AWT ontainers as well as AWT omponents insideSwing ontainers (with some limitations)
• pluggable �look and feel� to emulate (in part) the look and behaviour ofthe native omponents of the di�erent supported platforms: X11/Motif, MSWindows, �Metal� look
• Model-View separation of many omponents, allowing for multiple views ofthe same data
• all omponents follow the JavaBeans onventions (desribed in [18℄)As a onsequene of the �rst two design goals, however, two new problems havebeen introdued by the Swing toolkit ompared to the AWT:Firstly, Swing omponents still feel somewhat sluggish � even on moderately fasthardware today � both when looking at the time to reate new windows anduser interation with the omponents like srolling, but this problem is bound todisappear over time due to faster omputer hardware.More importantly, the Swing lass hierarhy is based on di�erent lasses from theAWT, whih leads to some unusual inheritane relationships in the Swing API asnew lasses had to be �tted in there: For example, the JFrame lass representingtop-level windows in Swing is derived from the similar AWT lass Frame in orderto be displayable on the sreen in an AWT ompatible way. Alas, this leads to the27
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Figure 3.1: Component lass hierarhy of AWT/Swingimmediate problem that a JFrame has to be used di�erently from most the otherSwing omponents, whih are sublasses of the JComponent lass instead.The same an be seen in other plaes as well, as illustrated in �gure 3.1. In partiu-lar, there are about seven di�erent Swing ontainer lasses unrelated to eah otherin the lass hierarhy. Consequently, a lot of the basi Swing omponent methodsare therefore either not available for these lasses or had to be re-implemented foreah lass.Interestingly, the separation between the Component and MenuComponent lassespresent in the AWT has not been arried over into Swing1. This was both teh-nially the right thing to do and shows that the designers were willing to breakompatibility in some plaes. Doing so for all omponents would probably havebeen bene�ial in the long run.Of ourse, any toolkit that laims to be �100% pure Java� has not muh of a hoiehere: It has to depend on a few seleted (primitive) AWT omponents to be ableto display anything on the sreen at all, sine even basi operations like openinga window require interations with the native graphis library on any platform,whih is here done by the AWT on behalf of Swing. What an be observed is thatobviously onsisteny was onsidered less important that ompatibility with theAWT. Whether this was the right deision in the long run remains to be seen.1This separation was aused by di�erenes in the event handling for menu omponents inJava 1.0 that should not have been visible to the programmer to begin with.28



As already mentioned in the introdution to the thesis, the Swing toolkit has notbeen designed to be thread-safe either, and so it also shares the limitation thatonly the event thread may interat with the user interfae omponents. If anyother thread needs to update the interfae, it is neessary to push ode (Runnableobjets) into the event thread for exeution using the invokeAndWait() andinvokeLater() helper methods of the java.awt.EventQueue lass. The ratio-nale behind this is explained in [19℄.3.1.3 Elipse Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT)The Standard Widget Toolkit is part of the Elipse Platform projet and provides aommon and portable programming interfae (API) for user interfae omponents.It inludes its own lass hierarhy for omponents (not based on Swing) and hasimplementations of these for di�erent platforms (Windows, X11/Motif, X11/GTK,Ma OS/Carbon).This ful�ls one of the projet's stated main goals: To provide an e�ient imple-mentation of user interfae omponents that is portable aross di�erent platforms.However, some features may exist only on a spei� platform, like embedding ofAtiveX ontrols, whih is only possible on Windows. The Elipse DevelopmentEnvironment (IDE) is the major appliation based on top of the SWT toolkit.When looking at the interation between threads and the GUI omponents, therules and restritions appliable to the underlying toolkit apply to the SWT aswell, and it expliitly does not try to hide these from the appliation programmer,nor does it attempt to provide onsisteny here aross the di�erent platforms. Asa onsequene, portable programs simply annot rely on thread-safe aess to GUIomponents at all, so the same model already seen for the Swing toolkit is usedagain here: There is one dediated thread that is responsible for the ompleteevent handling proess and methods are provided to shedule Runnable objetsfor invoation by the event thread either synhronously or asynhronously (i.e.without waiting).3.1.4 GNU lasspathThe goal of the GNU lasspath projet is to reate a ompletely free, GPL liensedimplementation of all of the Java lass libraries ompatible with those providedby Sun Mirosystems as part of the Java SDK. Currently, only the Java ompilerfrom the GNU Compiler Colletion (GCJ) and the Jikes Java ompiler (initiallydeveloped by IBM) are supported, not the Sun Java ompiler.
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There are two sub-projets within GNU lasspath that are relevant in the ontextof this thesis:AWT/GTK Peer ClassesThis version of the AWT peer lasses using the GTK toolkit is done in muh thesame way as the original AWT peers in Sun's JDK, implementing the same peerinterfaes in native ode. Therefore there is no fundamental di�erene on a designlevel between this peer implementation and the one provided by Sun for X11/Motifand MS Windows.Just like the AWT peers, the GTK peer lasses permit thread-safe aess to theirmethods, using the thread awareness of the GTK toolkit: there is a global mutualexlusion lok that is requested at the start of eah method, yet it remains unlearwhether this translates into a thread-safety for the ombination of the peer lasseswith the platform independent parts of the AWT, the doumentation does not sayanything de�nitive on that matter. It would be possible to extend this lokingsheme to the Java lasses as well using a monitor objet.Beause these lasses simply re-implement the AWT interfae, the same problemsalready desribed above regarding long-running event handlers our here as well.In addition, the GTK peer lasses share the same limitations regarding the rathersmall set of available omponent lasses. The main advantage remains the e�ientnative implementation of the GUI omponents.Swing Implementation on top of GTK PeersThere is also a yet un�nished projet to provide a re-implementation of the SwingAPI on top of the GTK peer lasses, analogous to the Swing lasses in the JDK.The lass hierarhy is � as far as it is omplete � exatly modelled after the hierar-hy of the original javax.swing pakage, as expeted, inluding all its inonsisten-ies. Beause the original Swing is not thread-safe by design, the re-implementationfollows the same idea and is likewise not thread-safe, so all the points mentionedabove for the Swing toolkit apply here as well.There have been no e�orts yet to port this part of the lasspath projet to platformsbeyond Unix/X11. But onsidering that the underlying toolkit is portable enough,it should be possible to do so.
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3.1.5 Java-GnomeThe Java-Gnome projet is part of a larger e�ort by the developers of the Gnomedesktop to provide bindings for a number of programming languages for all ofthe ore Gnome libraries, and Java is just one of the supported languages. SineGnome is built on the GTK toolkit, the Java-Gnome projet also inludes a JavaAPI for both the basi GTK library as well as additional funtionality providedby the Gnome framework. It does so by reating individual wrapper lasses foreah of the omponents found in the GTK toolkit. The atual implementation isompletely independent of the AWT and Swing interfaes and uses native GTKomponents exlusively for its user interfae elements. This is implemented in alarge olletion of Java lasses that refer to native methods for performing all GUIoperations.The most important features provided by the GTK part of Java-Gnome are:
• By ompletely relying on a native toolkit, the omponent implementationan be very e�ient.
• Due to not needing to maintain any form of ompatibility with either AWTor Swing, a muh bigger set of omponents is made available than wouldbe possible with the AWT, and the lass hierarhy is not su�ering from theinonsistenies of the Swing API. In partiular, there is a ommon base lassfor all graphial omponents.
• The use of native methods is similar to that used in a peer model, but the�xed hoie of the toolkit makes the abstration provided by the separationbetween a platform-dependent and -independent lass for eah omponentunneessary. Beause the omponent lasses are really just a thin wrapperaround the native GTK omponents, they do not inlude any loking meha-nism, so the same restritions for multi-threaded programming apply in thisase: Only the event thread is allowed to interat with the GUI omponentsat all, and this thread is also exeuting the event handlers. If an event han-dler does not return quikly to the main loop, the user interfae will beomeunresponsive during that time.As a solution to this problem, the library o�ers several methods for a ustomthread to delegate the invoation of a Runnable objet to the event thread,just like the methods invokeAndWait() and invokeLater() are used in thease of AWT and Swing.In theory, the GTK part of the Java-Gnome projet should be usable on otherplatforms as well, though aording to the developers no work has been done inthis area. 31



3.1.6 Qt AWTThis is an (inomplete) implementation of the Java AWT peer lasses based onthe Qt omponent library for C++ [4℄. Qt has been developed by the Norwegianompany Trollteh and is used extensively in the KDE desktop environment forX11 that is ommonly found on Unix and Linux workstations. The initial moti-vation for Qt AWT was the desire to run Java applets in KDE's Konqueror webbrowser without relying on a Java plugin, whih did not exists at the time. Theimplementation is rather un�nished and seems to have been abandoned severalyears ago in favour of the Java Applet Server, whih itself was dropped later onone support for the Netsape plugin API was in plae, whih allows the use ofthe o�ial Java plugin inside the browser.The basi design (and the parts of the ode that have been done) is omparableto the GTK implementation of the peer lasses in the GNU lasspath projetmentioned before.3.1.7 Qt JavaWhat is Java-Gnome to the Gnome projet is Qt Java to the KDE projet: Away to build programs using Qt (and KDE) omponents in Java.It is designed in essentially the same way as Java-Gnome is done: Eah of the Qtomponent lasses is represented by an equivalent Java lass with native methods,where eah Qt method is simply mapped onto a orresponding Java method. Dueto the partiular nature of event handling in Qt � for some kinds of events it isneessary to extend the Qt omponent lass and re-implement the orrespondinghandler � Qt Java takes speial are to allow sublassing of Qt lasses in Java.Beause of the similar general arhiteture and the fat that Qt like GTK is notthread-safe on the C/C++ level, the same points already mentioned for Java-Gnome also apply in this ase: Only one thread has aess to the user interfaeomponents, the event handling proess is designed for single-threaded use andthe event thread provides a mehanism to queue Runnable objets for invoationby the event thread at a later time. This is the only provided way to update theinterfae from any thread other than the event thread.3.1.8 KDE Java Applet ServerThe Java Applet Server mehanism was reated as a di�erent way to support Javaapplets in the KDE web browser, Konqueror. The applet runs in its own Javavirtual mahine in a separate proess, it is only the window of the applet that32



is embedded into the browser window, using standard X11 tehnology of widgetembedding aross appliations (and is thus not portable to non-X11 platforms).At �rst this does not look very muh related to the work presented here. But aloser look reveals a spei� ommonality in a design aspet:Eah time an applet is loaded, the web browser spawns a new proess and starts anew instane of the Java virtual mahine in it. This proess is ontrolled througha pair of pipes (I/O �le desriptors) to pass ontrol ommands (like start() andstop()) to the applet. In the reverse diretion, the applet an send ommands tothe browser to load a new URL or display some text in its status bar. The amountof interation with the applet is very limited, but the general model of replaingmethod alls with proess ommuniation is learly visible.Though the applet server was in a working state, it has beome obsolete sinesupport for using the standard Java plugin was added to the KDE web browser.3.2 Non-Java Graphis ToolkitsThe seond part of this hapter now presents the approahes taken by someother well-known graphial user interfae toolkits towards the handling of multi-threading in general and multi-threaded aess to the provided interfae ompo-nents in partiular. Comparisons to Java will be drawn where appropriate.3.2.1 MS Windows Graphis Devie InterfaeThe native Win32 Shell API and espeially the Graphis Devie Interfae (GDI)on Mirosoft's Windows GUI environment take a very di�erent approah to eventhandling2:Events in the GDI are internally represented as window messages that are dis-pathed to the event handling proedure assoiated with the window in whih theevent ourred, often referred to simply as the window proedure or WndPro()in the API. Eah window an have its own proedure that an handle all theevents related to this partiular window. Combined with the ability to run severalthreads in one proess, this an be used to easily distribute the appliation's eventhandling into di�erent threads (but at most one per window). Eah thread anreate its own windows, but these windows and all omponents therein may onlybe aessed by the thread that reated that window.2Atually, the funtions are spread aross several di�erent libraries in addition to the GDI,but suh distintions do not matter here. 33



Other than this �xed mapping of one WndPro() per devie window, there is noother pre-de�ned mehanism for a �ner-grained event distribution. In a similarway to the invokeAndWait() method used by the Java-API, it is also possibleto (either synhronously or asynhronously) forward suh event messages to thethread that owns a partiular GUI ontrol by issuing a SendMessage() all to thethread responsible for a partiular window. So it is in fat possible to have a modelwith at most one thread dediated to eah window, but additional threads reatedfrom event handlers annot update any user interfae omponents they did notthemselves reate.3.2.2 Windows Forms (.NET)The situation desribed before is also very similar for the Windows Forms librarythat is used for example by C#, C++ or Visual Basi on the .NET platform. Thegeneral rule that applies here is often quoted as:Though shalt not operate on a window from other than its reatingthread.� saying known as the �prime diretive of Windows programming�In essene, the omponents reated by eah thread belong to the ontext of thatpartiular thread and must not be aessed from any other thread. To make iteasier for the programmer to reate invoation onstruts for exeuting ode in apartiular window's event thread, C# supports the notion of �delegates�: referenesto a method with a spei� type signature. This is more or less equivalent to aparametrized Runnable implementation with some syntati sugar applied by thelanguage.A slightly di�erent approah is planned for the �next generation� Windows graph-is API that is urrently in development: Avalon will support separate threadingontexts for eah ontrol. This essentially means that while the ontrol implemen-tations themselves are still single threaded, eah thread may request aess to aspei� threading ontext by alling the orresponding Context.Enter() methodon the ontext, followed by a Context.Exit() when it is done.3 This still requiresare on the side of the programmer, however: He still needs to remember whihontrols belong to whih thread, so that the appropriate threading ontexts anbe requested when neessary. On the positive side, this an of ourse also be a bitmore e�ient than doing this blindly, sine it avoids aquiring any unneessaryloks.3Note that this is basially a loking operation that an blok.
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3.2.3 Ma OS X Appliation KitThe history of the primary user interfae toolkit on Ma OS X (also known as the�Cooa� API to developers) is interesting in that it was atually inherited fromthe aquisition of NeXT In. by Apple in 1999. In large parts, it is the OpenStepprogramming interfae that was developed at NeXT for use on their NeXTSTEPand OPENSTEP operating systems bak then.The Ma OS X Cooa API onsists of several independent libraries ommonlyreferred to as �Kits� on Ma OS X. The most important ones for appliationprogramming are the Foundation Kit and the Appliation Kit. The FoundationKit provides a basi set of data strutures (lists, arrays, hash tables, sets), supportfor threads and Uniode strings and � more importantly here � also a generi mainloop abstration alled NSRunLoop. The Appliation Kit ontains all the varioususer interfae omponents like windows, buttons and so forth.The Foundation Kit allows for a limited amount of multi-threading: It is possibleto have multiple main loop instanes and run eah of these in its own threadin parallel. Alas, the Appliation Kit that manages the GUI omponents is notthread-safe in any way. Therefore, an appliation an ontain multiple threads(and ould in theory ontain even multiple main loops), but only one of thesean reeive events from the window server and interat with the user interfaeomponents provided by the Appliation Kit. Consequently, the threading modelfor GUI appliations is atually very similar to the one used in Java, with thedi�erene that the main loop is made expliit in the API. The main loop alsosupports invoking methods asynhronously in the event thread.3.2.4 BeOS Appliation KitThe Be Operating System was an attempt at a small miro-kernel operating systemgeared towards high multimedia performane. While initially only available inombination with ustom hardware, it was later ported to standard Power PC andIntel/AMD PC systems and sold independently. The ompany behind BeOS (�BeIn.�) is no longer in existene, today. Yet it remains a very interesting experimentwith a di�erent arhiteture for designing appliation programs:Graphial omponents on BeOS are handled by the BeOS Appliation Kit library,a C++ framework ontaining a wide variety of prede�ned user interfae omponentlasses (a thorough desription an be found in [25℄). The BeOS Appliation Kitis one example of the few lass libraries that were designed right from the start foruse in a multi-threaded environment. A part of the lass library is illustrated in�gure 3.2 on the next page: 35



Figure 3.2: Cruial lasses in BeOS Appliation KitThe entral role here plays the BLooper lass, basially an objet-oriented mainloop abstration that is able to reeive event messages enapsulated as an objet(atually, a BMessage). Eah instane of a BLooper has the ability to run in its ownthread, and in fat all sublasses exept for the BAppliation lass automatiallyreate a new thread when instantiated. The BAppliation instane is speial inthat it exeutes in the program's main thread (it is typially invoked at the end ofthe main()), so there is no need for a separate thread to be reated in this ase.Classes like BWindow and BAppliation are derived from BLooper, whih meansthat every appliation window always gets its own main loop that is responsible forhandling events originating from the omponents in that window. This is enforedby the toolkit, so the option of using a single thread and a single main loop simplydoes not exist here. Event messages an be forwarded between di�erent main loops,even allowing for the use of several main loops in one window if desired. This makesit all very easy to run several parallel event loops inside one appliation, whihis ideally suited for a multi-doument appliation model where eah doumentwindow is supposed to behave independent of the others.The Appliation Kit also automatially handles loking for multi-threaded aessto omponents � apart from some speial ases like the lipboard that require ross-appliation synhronization � so any thread may aess user interfae omponentsat any time. 36



button .b -text "Hello" -ommand {puts "Ouh"}pak .b Figure 3.3: Event handling example in Tl/Tk3.2.5 InfernoInferno is an operating system developed at the Computing Siene ResearhCenter of Bell Labs (now a division of Luent Tehnologies) as a suessor to thePlan 9 operating system. The urrent development is in the hands of Vita Nuova.Inferno typially runs as an emulated environment on a host system like Windowsor Linux (it an also be used as a stand alone system) and o�ers an environmentto programs omparable to the Java VM, inluding a virtual mahine abstration,portable ode and data types and automati garbage olletion.The default graphial user interfae on Inferno is a simpli�ed variant of the Tktoolkit originally designed by John Ousterhout for use with his Tool CommandLanguage (Tl) sripting language [20℄. Figure 3.3 above shows a simple exampleof how to reate a button in Tl/Tk that has the label �Hello� and prints thestring �Ouh� to the onsole when the button is liked with the mouse. Thename of the button omponent in Tl is �.b� to indiate that it is a diret hild ofthe toplevel window. Component names are atually path names that re�et thewidget hierarhy inside the appliation, starting at the top-level window.Tl/Tk uses a standard single event loop based model for event handling and doesnot support multiple threads. The handler ode is attahed to a omponent in theform of Tl ommand strings with the -ommand option when reating a widget orthe bind ommand later on, and the attahed Tl ommand string is then exeutedwhenever the orresponding event ours.The Inferno system uses a very di�erent approah to event handling, however:Appliations on Inferno are typially written in Limbo, a C like language runningin a virtual mahine. All user interfae omponents (exept the top-level windows)are reated and manipulated by sending Tk ommands as strings to the displayserver thread, whih ontains a simpli�ed re-implementation of Tl/Tk that onlysupports a subset of the basi widgets o�ered by the standard Tk. In essene, asmall Tl interpreter is embedded into the display server, and the Limbo programan ommuniate with it using Tk ommands. Event handler ode an be attahedto omponents in the same way as in Tl/Tk, but sine the subset of Tl/Tkimplemented in the display server does not support user de�ned variables or anyontrol strutures, it is not useful for implementing event handlers diretly.Instead, Inferno supports typed hannels as a general mehanism for synhronousommuniation between threads running in the virtual mahine, and the displayserver an use these to send event messages to the Limbo appliation. This an37



hannel := han of string;tk->namehan(toplevel, hannel, "hannel");tk->md(toplevel,"button .b -text Hello -ommand { send hannel Ouh }");expl := <-hannel; # will see Ouh when button pressedFigure 3.4: Event handling example in Limbo/Tkbe seen in the Limbo example in �gure 3.4: A hannel is reated in Limbo and isassigned a name in the display server. It an then be used to send bak arbitrarymessages to the appliation, whih an wait for events on the hannel using thehannel reeive operator �<-�.The atual event handler is then done ompletely in Limbo ode, exeuting Tkommands via the Tk objet if it wants to update the user interfae. It is left forthe programmer to deide whether to use di�erent hannels for the various GUIomponents or to pass most (or even all) events through a single hannel. Sinethere is no pre-de�ned main loop lass, the program has to either use multiplethreads to handle multiple event hannels at the same time, or use the alt ontrolstruture of Limbo (whih is itself taken from the Alef language in Plan 9) to waitfor events on any number of hannels in a single thread.Due to the separation between the display server and the Limbo appliation (Tkommands are sent aross a hannel to the display server as well) and the synhro-nization provided by the hannels, any number of threads an ommuniate withthe display server.3.2.6 Toolkits for AdaThe Ada programming language is interesting in this ontext beause it is highlyregarded for its strutured, high-level faility for onurreny. The unit of onur-reny is a program entity known as a �task� in Ada. Tasks an generally ommuni-ate impliitly via shared data or expliitly via a synhronous ontrol mehanismknown as a �rendezvous�. If aess to shared data is su�ient, a data item analso be de�ned as a proteted objet in Ada 95, whih auses all aesses to thisdata item to be automatially synhronized.The ore Ada language does not inlude any features for graphial user interfaeprogramming, but several graphial toolkits exist separately. These are usuallybased diretly on a native toolkit on a spei� platform, whih means that most ofthem are not portable aross di�erent systems. Examples of these inlude GtkAda(based on GTK), Carbon (Ma OS) and x11ada (X11/Motif).38



Sadly, the diret mapping of the platform API to Ada also transfers the limitationsof the native user interfae toolkit regarding multi-threading to the API visible toan Ada program. For example, the GtkAda manual states that:Note that Gtk+ under Windows does not interat properly with threads,so the only safe approah under this operating system is to perform allyour Gtk+ alls in the same task.Under other platforms, the Glib library an be used in a task-safe modeby alling Gdk.Thread.G_Init and Gdk.Thread.Init before makingany other Glib/Gdk alls. [...℄When Gdk is initialized to be task-safe, GtkAda is task aware. Thereis a single global lok that you must aquire with Gdk.Threads.Enterbefore making any Gdk/Gtk all, and whih you must release withGdk.Threads.Leave afterwards.� �Tasking with GtkAda� in the GtkAda User's Guide [1℄The same is true for the other Ada toolkits mentioned above as well: Either thereis no support for tasking in the GUI at all, or it is not integrated transparentlyinto the language. So, while Ada itself indeed o�ers a higher-level model of thread-synhronization than Java, looking at the GUI toolkits for Ada does not seem toturn up any new ideas.3.3 SummaryWhen omparing the available toolkits for Java, it beomes immediately apparentthat all of them share the same fundamental design priniple regarding multi-threading: They use a single event thread and main loop and simply tell theprogrammer not to touh the user interfae omponents from any other thread.While this is ertainly onvenient for the toolkit implementation, it does not helpto make the life of the appliation developer easier.The non-Java toolkits learly show that there is room for improvement when look-ing beyond Java: There is indeed a wide variety in the degree of thread support inGUI toolkits available on di�erent platforms, from the essentially single-threadedmodel of Ma OS X to the fully multi-threaded one used in BeOS. Of speial notehere is the hannel based ommuniation with the display server as used in theInferno system: This was a soure of inspiration for the design of the Java toolkitpresented in the following hapter of this thesis.
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Chapter 4Design of a Message-BasedApproah
This hapter presents the design of a message-based approah to event handlingfor Java. It starts out by looking at the reasons behind the limitations apparent intoday's graphial toolkits available for Java and disusses some possible solutions tothese problems. This part also inludes a set of design objetives for the approahpresented here.It is followed by a desription of the design of a message-basedapproah to event handling for Java built around a lient/server model, and itis shown how this design an atually ful�l the objetives laid out here. Theatual prototype implementation of the approah is disussed in detail in the nexthapter.4.1 Arguments against Multi-ThreadingAs an be seen from the analysis in the previous hapter, the main limitation ofthe toolkits available for Java today is the lak of support for multi-threading.There are mainly two separate reasons for this:

• The native toolkits provided on most platforms are themselves not thread-safe. In fat, user interfae libraries are seldom reated from srath, andoften the basi infrastruture they have rely on is old and rarely updated.This leads to the fat that also newly developed native toolkits often annotguarantee thread-safety even if they wanted to.For instane, most of the ore X11 libraries date bak to the 1980's andhave never been designed with thread-safety in mind. As a onsequene,most of them still are not onsidered thread-safe today, so any native toolkitthat sits on top of them like GTK simply annot be ompletely thread-safe40



either. GTK tries to solve this by introduing a form of manual mutualexlusion loking at the GTK interfae level, whih is neither transparentnor partiularly portable. If a platform ould already provide a thread-safenative toolkit, it would be easy to make this aessible to Java in a thread-safe way. But that simply is not the ase today.
• A single-threaded appliation design is �good enough� in most ases. Whilethe bene�ts of multi-threaded programming beome apparent for large ornetworked appliations, many smaller programs an live just �ne withoutthem, or an be made to �t into the single-threaded model with a bit ofextra work. Additionally, the appliation developers are already familiarwith the single threaded, single main loop event handling model. So thequestion of whether it is worth for toolkit designers to introdue the extraomplexity for making the toolkit multi-threaded is worth it, is answeredwith �no� more often than not.What an be learned from this? Firstly, that requiring a thread-safe native toolkitis simply not an option. Even if a limited degree of multi-threading is supported,as seen for example in the Win32 API, this is not enough and it is not portableeither. So one has to aept that native toolkits urrently simply are limited tosingle-threaded use, and start to design from there.The seond point is that introduing multi-threading into the toolkit requiresadding synhronization to the ode (for example in the form of loks or moni-tors), whih an be di�ult to get right, espeially when allbaks from the nativeode into Java are added to the piture. This an potentially lead to lok order-ing problems and ause deadloks, whih were exatly the kinds of problems that�nally motivated the Java developers at Sun to drop the idea of thread-safety forthe AWT.So it might be a good idea to take a step bak and ask whether to add lokingat this level it is right approah in general, given these problems. How aboutavoiding any kind of expliit loking at the toolkit level in favour of an impliitlysynhronizing ommuniation pattern? This is what leads to the idea of modellingthe message �ow between the appliation and its user interfae instead of lookingat individual loking problems. When thinking about talking to the user interfaeat a higher level in terms of message �ow, the problems may be easier to solve.The need for synhronization does not magially vanish, of ourse, but it is movedto the ommuniation primitives instead, and these are muh simpler to verify.
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4.2 Design ObjetivesThis setion brie�y summarizes the main objetives that the design of the proposedmessage-based approah tries to ahieve:1. Allow aess to the user interfae omponents from arbitrary thread on-texts. The restrition that only one seleted thread (like the �event thread�)may interat with the omponents is very umbersome when trying to dis-tribute event handling ode into multiple threads, espeially when bak-ground threads regularly need to update the user interfae. I onsider thisbasially a tehnial limitation of the platform's graphis library that ideallyshould not a�et an appliation programmer.2. Support parallel event handling for separate logial omponents (like win-dows or independent parts like tabs inside a window) of the appliation usingmultiple onurrent event loops. The job of forwarding the events to the or-ret main loops should be transparent to the programmer.3. Provide a onsistent and lean interfae to the appliation programmer, om-pletely independent of the AWT and Swing omponent lasses. The goal hereis to avoid the inonsistenies seen in the Swing API due to the fat that itwas based on the AWT. To remain �exible, this interfae should be toolkitindependent and able to support multiple bakend implementations, inlud-ing fast native toolkits like GTK or Qt or the Win32 Forms API on Windows.If a native toolkit library is available on multiple platforms, the ode shouldbe portable with a simple reompile, if possible.4. Enable an appliation to display its user interfae on a di�erent system fromthe one is it running on. Although Java is portable to a wide range ofsystems, it would be nie to provide some form of loation transpareny atthe toolkit level as well. Given that both X11 and solutions like VNC arebeoming inreasingly popular, this would provide an additional bene�t.4.3 Possible SolutionsThe following setion will look brie�y at eah of the objetives listed above in turnto disuss how pratial it is to ahieve this within the urrently available Javatoolkits and how a message-base approah will help to solve it:1. Allowing arbitrary threads to interat with the toolkit omponents is mostlya thread synhronization problem: Sine it simply is not reasonable to requirethe underlying toolkit to be thread-safe itself (as desribed in the introdu-tion to this hapter), all aess to the toolkit funtions has to be synhronized42



by the glue between the appliation and the native toolkit itself. While thisould be added to one of the existing toolkits as well, it requires a lot of areand veri�ation.But there are other problems that annot be resolved using loking alone:The limitation that on Windows only the thread that reated a windowmay interat with the omponents therein is a fundamental restrition of theurrent Win32 API that annot be avoided. The only way to solve this is touse just a single thread for all interation with the native toolkit, whih isexatly what the message-based approah is all about: It o�ers a very simpleand �exible way around this limitation by using message passing to delegatework to a single toolkit thread.2. Adding support for multiple event loops with the urrent Java toolkits isnot feasible for two reasons: There is no way to tell a omponent to deliverevents to a partiular main loop, whih makes is impossible to handle thistransparently, and it ontradits the single event thread model, so that anyadditional event loop would have to delegate its GUI updates to the mainevent thread, whih kind of defeats the purpose of having more event threadsin the �rst plae.A message-based approah on the other hand is almost ideally suited for this:Sine events are distributed in the form of messages anyway, it does not makeany di�erene to whih main loop they are dispathed for handling. Theonly requirement is that this information must be provided when attahingan event handler to a omponent.3. O�ering a onsistent interfae to the programmer is atually not muh of aproblem when one is willing to sari�e ompatibility with the AWT. All ofthe Java toolkits exept for Swing do that already, but given how Swing didthis wrong in my opinion, it may nonetheless be worthwhile to add this asone of the goals. A message-based approah an do this as well, although itdoes not have any speial advantage here.Supporting native toolkits is equally possible as demonstrated by e.g. theAbstrat Windowing Toolkit or the Standard Widget Toolkit of the Elipseprojet. The way this is done in both APIs is to provide a set of platformindependent omponent lasses that internally delegate the platform spei�operations to native peer lasses using the Java Native Interfae. Using themessage-based approah for this is oneptually not very di�erent, atually:Both add a level of indiretion that permits redireting a method all to aplatform spei� implementation.4. Supporting loation transpareny in the toolkit is lose to impossible forany of the existing Java toolkits without redesigning them �rst to also use a43



message-based model similar to the one desribed here. This is quite natural,sine being able to support this has never been a design goal for any of them.Of ourse it is possible to use existing solutions instead like X11 remotedisplays, whih is not portable to either Windows or Ma OS, or one ofthe remote desktop protools like VNC or Windows Terminal Server, whihhowever do not work at the appliation level and an onsume a lot of networkbandwidth.The message-based approah o�ers an easy way to support loation trans-pareny here: The design of an arhiteture that uses message passing asthe basi form of omponent interation makes it suddenly fairly simple tomove some of these omponents into a separate proess, or possibly even todistribute these omponents onto di�erent systems by using a TCP soketfor exhanging the messages instead of hannels inside the Java VM.4.4 A Message-Based ApproahThe approah presented in this thesis is built upon the general idea of applying theonept of messages �owing between objets to the �eld of user interfae program-ming in Java. In partiular, it inorporates the idea of using a separate displayserver omponent as found in the Inferno system and X11 and permits onurrentevent handling using multiple main loops inspired by the BeOS Appliation Kit.An earlier version of this design proposal has already been published before in [15℄.The basi idea is to resolve the on�it between the appliation that wants tobe multi-threaded and the toolkit library that annot support this by logiallyseparating the two from eah other, allowing the appliation to run independentlyfrom the toolkit library. This approah satis�es both sides: The appliation is nolonger a�eted by the restritions imposed by the toolkit, and the toolkit an runin its own single-threaded world that it is used to, in partiular no loking has tobe applied there. The glue used between the two is a ommuniation frameworkbuilt around the idea of message passing:All operations on omponents by the appliation's threads are turned into messagessent to the toolkit, and the �ow of events generated by the toolkit is transmittedto the appliation in the same way in the form of event messages. This worksbeause the message passing impliitly fores a serialization of the requests andevents, so that it is possible to add the message handling to the toolkit withoutthe need to make it multi-threaded, whereas the same is not possible using normalmethod alls. To make this proposed separation transparent to the appliation,proxy objets are introdued in the user interfae omponent API that perform allrequest handling on behalf of the appliation.44
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Figure 4.1: General overview of the system arhitetureBy passing events from the user interfae to the appliation via messages as well,event messages an be easily dispathed to any number of main loops inside theappliation: There is no longer any need to restrit the user to just one eventhandler thread. Eah thread an independently listen to events from ontrols as-signed to that thread. Beyond allowing the appliation to beome multi-threaded,using messages for the ommuniation between the appliation and the toolkithas some additional advantages as well: The separation introdued in this wayallows the appliation to beome independent of the toolkit, so that the toolkitimplementation is easy to replae. Furthermore, there is no reason to limit theommuniation to a single proess: The toolkit an also be run inside its ownproess, e�etively resulting in a kind of toolkit server proess, whih an even bemoved onto a di�erent system if desired.The transport mehanism that is used for ommuniation between the appliation'sthreads and the toolkit varies depending on how far the separation between thetwo should go. If both run inside the same proess, hannels an be used as theprimary means of thread ommuniation. The onept of hannels used here istaken from C.A.R. Hoare's Communiating Sequential Proesses [12℄ as explainedin setion 4.5 on the next page. If the toolkit is running in its own proess, someform of inter-proess ommuniation has to be used instead, like pipes or networksokets.A general overview of the system arhiteture and its omponents is shown inthe diagram in �gure 4.1. Eah of the boxes represents a logial omponent thatmay orrespond to a lass or a set of lasses in an atual implementation. Theseomponents an be divided into two groups, forming a Toolkit Client (often simplyalled the �frontend�) and the Toolkit Server (the �bakend�). The term �NativeComponents� has been used in the diagram on the right to refer to the atualomponents inside the bakend's toolkit library. This does not neessarily imply45



that these need to be implemented in native C ode, that is just one possibility.One example of omponents that are not implemented in C is shown in the Swingbakend in the next hapter.It should beome immediately apparent that the arhiteture presented here isgenerally very similar to a distributed objet model like CORBA or Java RemoteMethod Invoation (RMI), and this is not a oinidene: The goal of a distributedobjet system is similar to the approah presented here in that it o�ers a trans-parent way to aess objets loated on a remote server to the program. Whatlooks like a plain loal method all to the appliation is turned into a messagebehind the senes that is sent aross the network and exeuted in a server proess.Referenes to objets in the server that the lient holds are in fat just messageforwarding proxies for any operation that the server objet supports. Yet eventhough the overall arhiteture has similarities with RMI, it is di�erent from justproviding RMI wrapper lasses for (e.g.) AWT omponents, whih would not (onits own) solve any of the problems regarding multi-threading.The following setions will provide a short walk-through of the individual ompo-nents shown in diagram 4.1 to desribe their funtions and their responsibilitieswithin the overall arhiteture, starting with the basi ommuniation pattern usedin this approah: hannels.4.5 ChannelsAll ommuniation between the threads on the Java side is realized with hannels.Channels is a onept originally invented by C.A.R Hoare as a general means forproess synhronization in his work on Communiating Sequential Proesses [19℄.CSP is an abstrat mathematial notation for desribing the interations betweenproesses. This was later piked up by Phil Winterbottom, who integrated the ideaas a ore onept into the programming language Alef [28℄, whih he designed atAT&T's Bell Labs for the Plan 9 operating system.While hannels as used in CSP were initially unbu�ered1, Alef introdued bu�eredhannels as a safe and more e�ient way to interhange data between threadswithout bloking the sender on eah write operation. Synhronization is handledin Alef with standard unbu�ered hannels or speial lok objets handling mutualexlusion. Both bu�ered and unbu�ered hannels are standard data types in Alefand an be stored in variables or passed around as arguments (unlike CSP).Alef itself never beame widely used, but many of its ideas were integrated into theprogramming language Limbo used on the Inferno operating system. Limbo was1 It is possible to use bu�ered hannels in CSP by inserting an intermediary bu�er proess46



designed by Sean Dorward, Phil Winterbottom and Rob Pike as an integral partof the Inferno system and its primary programming language. Among the ideasinherited from Alef was the onept of hannels as a mehanism for synhronizationand general data exhange between Inferno threads. Limbo was the �rst systemto use hannels to deliver user interfae events to an appliation.The hannel onept an be used in Java as well, both as a means for threadsynhronization to model synhronization patterns similar to those in CSP and asa means for data interhange between threads, as used in Alef and Limbo later on.There have in fat been several e�orts to use CSP style ommuniation patternsfor general multi-threaded Java programming, most notably by Peter Welh andPaul Austin [27℄ and Gerald Hilderink [11℄.One ould argue that the pipe streams provided by the standard java.io pak-age ombined with Java's ability to serialize objets an be used in a way verysimilar to bu�ered hannels, but using them would require all data that shouldbe transfered to be serializable and would in fat produe opies of the originalobjets on the reader side (whih is not always desirable for passing objets aroundbetween threads). Very reently, a similar mehanism has been added to Java inthe JDK 1.5 with the java.util.onurrent pakage and its SynhronousQueueand ConurrentLinkedQueue lasses.4.6 Walk-through of the DesignThis setion explains the role of the di�erent omponents in the overall arhiteturestarting at the GUI stub layer and following step by step the way that a typialmethod all to a user interfae omponent would take from the appliation. Theonly lasses that an appliation will diretly interat with are these stub lasses(representing the omponents) and the main loop abstration that is responsiblefor delivering events to the appliation's event handlers as desribed later.4.6.1 The GUI Stub LayerThe stub layer forms the virtual omponent API that is visible to the applia-tion ode: It is a set of omponent proxies that look like real omponents to theappliation, but in fat merely forward all requests to the atual implementationof the native omponents in the toolkit server. Nonetheless, this is the interfaevisible to the toolkit, so it must be designed with are. It should not be spei�for one partiular toolkit but rather designed similar to the Elipse SWT, o�eringan abstrat interfae for several toolkit implementations. For example, it is ne-essary to deide here whether to present layout managers as used in the AWT or47



Swing interfae or to layout omponents using speialized sublasses of a generiontainer lass that provide partiular layout strategies to the appliations.Eah method all on suh a omponent proxy � inluding onstrutors � is trans-lated into a request message representing this method all as an objet, whih isthen passed on to the message dispather using a hannel. One an distinguishhere between synhronous and asynhronous messages: A synhronous messageis used whenever a method needs to deliver a result value or an report an errorto the aller. In this ase, the method of the omponent proxy needs to wait forthe response to this request (whih is again delivered through a hannel) from theevent dispather, and it will return only when the response has been reeived. Onthe other hand, operations that do not produe a result value an use asynhronousmessages, where the proxy method an return immediately.Two aspets are noteworthy here: If errors are reported as exeptions in the toolkitserver, these need to be transmitted as result values and must be reonstruted(and thrown) by the omponent proxy, beause exeptions annot be thrown�through� a hannel or soket. Seondly, the event dispather is also responsiblefor handling reply messages. While this may appear strange at �rst, the reasonbehind it will beome apparent later on.4.6.2 The Message DispatherThe message dispather is the entral omponent on the lient side that handlesall the interations of the appliation with the toolkit. The job of the messagedispather is to reeive the request messages from the individual omponent stubsusing a hannel, and to forward these to the invoation server on the toolkit serverside using a suitable ommuniation mehanism. It is the responsibility of themessage dispather to enode the message for transport if required, e.g. a Javaobjet annot be diretly transmitted aross a soket. The equivalent proess isalled marshalling in the Java RMI.An important point here is that the omplete interation between the the om-ponent proxies and the toolkit server is enapsulated inside the two dispatheromponents (message dispather and event dispather). As a onsequene, theseare the only lasses in the toolkit lient that have to be replaed with another im-plementation to provide aess to a di�erent toolkit server or to experiment witha di�erent ommuniation layer. All the lasses visible to the appliation remainompletely unhanged.
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4.6.3 The Communiation LayerThe ommuniation layer provides the basi message transport mehanism bywhih the toolkit lient and the server ommuniate. Many di�erent transportmehanisms an be oneived here, ranging from simple loal method alls insidethe same Java proess (possibly using the Java Native Interfae) or hannels to aompletely distributed system involving remote method invoation akin to a modelsimilar to RPC or RMI.The main role of the ommuniation layer is to pass requests from the messagedispather to the toolkit server and to send bak a response for a request if appli-able (not all requests generate result values). Event messages that originate atthe toolkit server are transported in the opposite diretion in muh the same way.4.6.4 The Invoation ServerThe invoation server forms the ounterpart to the message dispather on thelient side: It waits for request messages from the dispather. One a request hasbeen reeived, it has to be deoded into a format suitable for the toolkit server asappropriate, e.g. a TCP message has to be parsed and translated into native datatypes. The server also needs to maintain a mapping between the lient omponentproxies and the server side native omponents in order to �nd the native objetthat the message was direted at, and to resolve any omponent referenes in theargument list (�unmarshalling� in the terms of the RMI).The deoded request is then translated bak into a method all to the native toolkitinterfae in the server. For operations that produe a result value, the resultreturned by the operation is likewise wrapped into a response message, enodedfor transport and returned to the event dispather (not the request dispather) onthe lient side. The role of the event dispather in this is desribed in setion 4.7.2on page 51.4.6.5 The Toolkit InterfaeThe part of the overall arhiteture that handles the �nal method alls to the nativeomponents on the toolkit server side is alled the toolkit interfae in this design.The name is inspired by the fat that this layer has to implement the interfaeprovided by the lient omponent proxies to the appliation: Eah method allperformed by the appliation results in exatly one method all to this toolkitinterfae layer. Any result values returned from here will be passed bak to theappliation. 49



Beause the API presented to the appliation and the interfaes provided by thenative omponents are not going to be idential, and in speial ases may even besubstantially di�erent, the toolkit interfae layer plays the role of an adaptor layerbetween the two APIs. This is neessary beause the goal is not to provide thenative omponent API to the appliation but instead a more abstrat interfae.4.6.6 Native ComponentsAs already mentioned in the general overview presented in setion 4.4 on page 44,the term �native omponents� is here just a generi plaeholder for the atualomponent library used in the toolkit server, it is irrelevant for the arhiteturewhether these are atually implemented in native ode or not. And even thoughthe toolkit's native omponents are always referred to as objets, this does notimply that the toolkit has to be implemented in an objet oriented language atall (in fat, the GTK toolkit is a plain ANSI C library), so that the target objetmay just beome another parameter to the native funtion all in the end.As already mentioned before, the API that is used for the user interfae omponentsvisible to the appliation (the omponent proxies) must not neessarily math theAPI of these native omponents, but it must be possible to implement all thefuntionality advertised to the lient using the funtionality o�ered by the nativeomponents in the server.4.7 Event MessagesOn the previous pages the individual steps that a request goes through on its wayfrom the appliation to the native omponent library have been followed. Events�ow in the opposite diretion: They are generated asynhronously by the nativeomponents and are sent to the appliation in muh the same way as requestresponses: In the form of event messages. Like requests, event messages an alsoarry arguments onveying additional information to the appliation about theativity that is desribed by the event. A fairly typial example of event argumentsare the urrent mouse oordinates in the ase of mouse events.The next setions will provide a short overview of the omponents that are involvedin the event dispathing proess from the native toolkit to the appliation.
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4.7.1 The Native Event ListenerWhenever the appliation requests that an event handler is added to a omponentproxy, the toolkit server responds to this by attahing its own native event listenerto the orresponding native omponent. This event listener on the server side is ageneri listener that is suitable for all kinds of events that the toolkit omponentsmay generate. Any suh event generated thereafter by the omponent is handledin the event listener by reating a orresponding event message for this event andsending it through the ommuniation layer to the event dispather in the toolkitlient. And just like the request messages, the event messages have to be properlyenoded for transport as well.In pratie, an additional optimization an be applied here: It is in fat onlyneessary to attah suh a listener the �rst time an event of given type is requestedfrom a omponent, beause event multiplexing an also be done transparently onthe lient side, avoiding the need to transmit the same event multiple times fromthe server to the lient. This is both more e�ient and redues event latenies.Although this is not re�eted in the diagram, it may also be a good idea to passthe event messages through a method in the invoation server in an e�ort toisolate the event listener omponent from any hanges in the ommuniation layer,so that only the invoation server needs to be replaed when using a di�erentommuniation mehanism. Otherwise the event listener needs to be replaed aswell in suh a situation.4.7.2 The Event DispatherAll messages that arrive aross the ommuniation layer at the toolkit lient arehandled by the event dispather. There are two kinds of suh messages, responsemessages orresponding to requests that are still awaiting an outstanding reply inthe lient and event messages reporting about ativity in the user interfae. Thereason that the event dispather is responsible for both of them is quite simple:Sine there is only a single onnetion between the toolkit lient and the server,both types of messages have to be transported aross the same medium, andtherefore there an only be one thread waiting for these messages.While the semanti di�erene between these two message types is irrelevant to theommuniation layer, the event dispather needs to be able to distinguish betweenthem to orretly deode and forward them: Response messages are mathed totheir orresponding request message and diretly forwarded to whihever threadsent the original request. Event messages need to be dispathed instead to themain loops on whih an event handler for this type of event has been registered51



for the soure omponent of the event. This is the plae where event multiplexingis performed when multiple handlers have been registered for the same event.4.7.3 The Main LoopThe main event loop very muh plays the general role already desribed before inhapter 2.1.5 on page 17. It is responsible for sequentially dispathing all eventsdelivered to this loop to the event handler methods inside the appliation ode.The main di�erene in the approah presented here ompared to AWT or Swing isthat the main loop is made expliit in the API, whih gives the freedom to the pro-grammer to atually have multiple main loops inside any given appliation. Eahof these loops runs ompletely independently of the others, sequentially handlingthe events assigned to it by the event dispather. It would even be possible tohandle the same event in several main loops in parallel if desired, though no guar-antees are made regarding the order in whih multiple opies of the same eventwould be dispathed to the di�erent main loops in suh a ase.4.8 Dealing with Modal WindowsThere is one ase that needs speial are when implementing a main loop for theapproah presented here: modal appliation windows. To understand why, it needsto be explained brie�y what a modal window is and how it behaves di�erently froma normal, non modal window. A window in a user interfae an generally eitherbe used in a modal or non modal way, where the latter is the usual ase. A modalwindow restrits all interation of the user with the program to only that partiularwindow, ontrols in other windows of the appliation are bloked as long as themodal window is on the sreen. This is often used for dialogue windows that requireimmediate user attention before the program an proeed in any meaningful way.Modal windows are often used for displaying error messages or letting the userhoose a �le to open as a doument in the appliation.To the programmer, a modal window also looks a lot di�erent: In the AWT andSwing for example, displaying suh a window will ause the orresponding show()or setVisible() operation to blok until the window is removed from the sreenagain. More generally: A modal window allows the appliation to open a windowand synhronously wait for the window to lose. This immediately leads to a veryinteresting question: If the modal window is shown from an event handler � andthis is of ourse the usual ase - this will have the obvious onsequene that theevent handler annot return to the main event loop until after the window is losed.But how does the appliation then proess events inside the modal window? As52



desribed before, not returning from an event handler an have very devastatingonsequenes for a normal Java program.The answer to this question is that for modal windows, the operation that displaysthe window is a bit �magial�: It does not return, but instead starts a new (re-ursive) main loop. Closing the window automatially terminates this main loopagain and returns from the method that displayed the window to the appliation'sevent handler. This trik is why event handling for modal windows works at allin a stritly single-threaded event handling model. So how an this behaviourbe simulated in a message-based approah? The problem here is that due to thelogial separation of the appliation from the toolkit the appliation's main loopdoes not know about the modal window and will return immediately.There are two ways to solve this problem: The simplest way is to de�ne thesetVisible() method as a synhronous operation, for example by making it re-turn a value. This fores the method all to wait until the orresponding operationin the toolkit server returns. The other option is to start a reursive invoationof the urrent thread's main loop from the proxy omponent as well whenever amodal window is about to open. Doing this of ourse requires that the main loopimplementation is able to support reursive invoations.4.9 Java AppletsThe message-based approah an be applied to Java applets as well: An appletis a graphial Java omponent that is designed for running inside a restritedenvironment in a user's web browser. The applet ode is loaded on demand arossthe network, obviating the need to �rst distribute the appliation to the user.Instead of opening its own appliation window, an applet shares part of the sreenwith the browser.Though it is of ourse possible to inlude both the toolkit lient and the server intothe applet, the more interesting ase here is using a network onnetion betweenthem: This leads to a model where the applet is merely funtioning as the userinterfae layer for a server side appliation, beoming very similar to what is morewidely know as a web appliation today: An server side program that is ontrolledby a user interfae in the lient's web browser. In fat, this model is almost exatlywhat Java appliation servers like Jakarta Tomat and Apple's WebObjets try toprovide: The illusion that the web appliation whih is running on the server istransparently onneted with its user interfae in the lients web browser, usingthe stateless HTTP protool. WebObjets even inludes an interfae builder thatallows the developer to design an HTML user interfae where events like buttonliks an be visually onneted to event handling methods inside the appliation.53



But an HTML form is very limited in its model of interation with the user: Theinterfae is ompletely stati, and the server an only update the interfae whena submit button is pressed by the user. Furthermore, it always has to replae theinterfae ompletely, even if it just wants to update a single line of text, whih mayost a lot of tra�. This problem an be mitigated to some extend by moving partsof the appliation into lient side JavaSript: Using JavaSript on the lient allowsfor muh better interativity, sine it enables the program to handle arbitrarymouse liks and proess keyboard input. For example, menus on web pages areoften done ompletely in JavaSript. The obvious disadvantage is that there is nostandard library of �JavaSript enabled� GUI omponents for use in web pages.Using the message-based model in ombination with a Java applet provides an easysolution here: The user interfae an be reated from re-usable Java omponentsand the appliation logi is onneted to the interfae through a persistent soketonnetion that is not limited by the HTTP protool. In partiular, events anbe sent to the server without issuing new HTTP requests that would lead to aomplete re-rendering of the page.Interestingly, a similar approah an be seen in the new Ajax tehnology [8℄ usedfor example in Google Mail. Ajax is an abbreviation for Asynhronous JavaSriptAnd XML and tries to solve the asynhronously event handling problem by usingXML-RPC instead of HTTP to talk to the appliation logi on the server:Instead of loading a web page, at the start of the session, the browserloads an Ajax engine � written in JavaSript and usually tuked awayin a hidden frame. This engine is responsible for both rendering theinterfae the user sees and ommuniating with the server on the user'sbehalf. The Ajax engine allows the user's interation with the applia-tion to happen asynhronously � independent of ommuniation withthe server. So the user is never staring at a blank browser window andan hourglass ion, waiting around for the server to do something.� Jesse James Garrett in �A New Approah to Web Appliations� [8℄While using Ajax is a de�nite improvement in this regard, it fores the appliationdeveloper to move a signi�ant part of the appliation (the event handling) into thelient side ode, so instead of building a single appliation the ode is spread arossthe JavaSript lient and the server side logi. Applying the approah presentedhere allows for an even more �exible way to build web appliations without theneed to separate the appliation into lient and server ode.
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4.10 SummaryThis hapter has presented a general arhiteture that is able to ful�l all of theobjetives outlined in setion 4.2 on page 42:By using messages instead of method alls as a ommuniation tehnique, it pro-vides an inherently thread-safe way to aess user interfae omponents from ap-pliation threads even for multi-threaded appliations, without putting speialdemands on the toolkit or introduing loking at the toolkit level. The samemehanism enables the use of multiple onurrent event loops inside an applia-tion with transparent event forwarding, enabling the appliation to for examplehandle events originating from separate windows in di�erent threads.The abstration enfored by the logial separation between the appliation andthe user interfae toolkit an be used as well to support a wide range of possi-ble toolkit implementations, inluding native and non-native toolkits (examplesfor this are presented in the following hapter). By o�ering the same onsistentinterfae to the program, these implementations an be easily replaed withoutthe need to reompile the appliation. This separation also opens the possibilityfor introduing a remote display apability for Java programs, based on the samearhiteture of message passing.Finally, by applying the same message-based approah to Java applets, a newmodel for reating web appliations arises: Implementing a form of server sideapplets with a lient side user interfae.
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Chapter 5Prototype Implementation
5.1 OverviewThis hapter desribes a prototype implementation of the message-based approahpresented in the previous hapter to prove that the ideas presented there are a-tually viable. It is divided into four major parts: The omponent API visible toan appliation, the native toolkit server, the Swing toolkit server and the TCPsoket based transport implementation for both. This is followed by presenting anexample appliation and �nally a setion on the handling of applets. But it willstart �rst with a short look at how the hannels used for thread ommuniationan be represented in Java.5.2 ChannelsThe bu�ered hannel implementation in Java is atually quite straightforward: Itis based on a linked list as the internal data struture for the objet bu�er beauseit is used as a queue, and an array based list annot e�iently remove the �rstelement of the list1. Care must be taken to properly synhronize all operations onthe bu�er. The send() operation is used to send an objet aross a hannel:publi lass Channel{ private LinkedList queue = new LinkedList();publi void send (Objet objet){ synhronized (this) {1An even faster alternative for a limited bu�er size would be to use a ring bu�er.56



queue.addLast(objet);notify();}synhronized (Channel.lass) {Channel.lass.notify();}}Sending an objet never bloks and noti�es a potential thread that is waiting onthis hannel. It also needs to notify the hannel lass to be able to support thealt() operation desribed below. The ounterpart for reeiving a data objet froma hannel is the reeive() operation, it will blok until data beomes available ifthe hannel's bu�er is empty:publi synhronized Objet reeive () throws InterruptedExeption{ while (queue.size() == 0) {wait();}return queue.removeFirst();}It is also possible to use the available() method to hek whether any data isurrently available on a hannel without bloking the reader. It will return thenext objet from the hannel or null if the hannel is empty. This e�etivelyworks like a non-bloking version of reeive():// note: unavailable is indistinguishable from nullpubli synhronized Objet available (){ if (queue.size() == 0)return null;return queue.removeFirst();}CSP [12℄ also introdued the ALT ompositional onstrut, whih is used to de-sribe that a proess depends on a number of hannels and waits for any of themto beome ready for either reading or writing (the other operations supported byALT in CSP are not used here). Alef and Limbo o�er this in the form of a newontrol struture in the language itself, whih is of ourse not an option here, so itis done as a lass method of the hannel lass. The alt() operation is in fat verysimilar to the selet funtion in POSIX for waiting on multiple sokets or the or-responding WaitForMultipleObjets in the Win32 API. The only triky aspet isthat the monitor onstrut used for thread synhronization in Java is very limited57



when it omes to waiting for multiple resoures: The only monitor operation forwaiting until a ondition is signalled by another thread in the ore Java API is thewait() method, whih releases a single monitor and waits for a noti�ation. Whatwould be needed here is way to release all monitors and wait until any of them isnoti�ed. The only way to model this in Java is to either use multiple threads (onewaiting on eah hannel) or by using a well-known objet like the Channel lassitself as a entral monitor objet that is noti�ed whenever any hannel hanges itsstate to beome ready. The latter variant has been hosen for this implementation.Sine the hannels dealt with here are bu�ered, ALT is really only useful for waitingfor a list of hannels to beome ready for reading, beause a write to a hannelwill never blok. The alt() operation therefore works on an array of hannels andwill return the next data that is available from any of them:publi stati synhronized Objet alt (Channel hannels[℄)throws IllegalArgumentExeption, InterruptedExeption{ if (hannels.length == 0) {throw new IllegalArgumentExeption("empty hannel list");}for (;;) {int index;Objet objet;for (index = 0; index < hannels.length; ++index)if ((objet = hannels[index℄.available()) != null)return objet;Channel.lass.wait();}}It is atually possible to use this method to build a sublass of Channel thatenapsulates a group of hannels to make them look like a single hannel to thealler: A reeive() operation will return the �rst available message reeivedfrom any of the wathed hannels and the send() operation sends an objet to allhannels in the group and therefore an at as a simple multiplexer for messages:publi lass AltChannel extends Channel{ private Channel hannels[℄;publi AltChannel (Channel hannels[℄){ this.hannels = hannels;}publi void send (Objet objet) 58



{ int index;for (index = 0; index != hannels.length; ++index) {hannels[index℄.send(objet);}}publi Objet reeive () throws InterruptedExeption{ return alt(hannels);}}5.3 The GUI LibraryThe implementation of the graphial user interfae library visible to the appliationonsists of four omponents, whih are desribed in the following setions in turn:The event abstration, the main loop, the request dispather and a set of ompo-nent lasses. In theory it would be possible to make the omponent API mostlyompatible with (possibly a subset of) some existing GUI library for Java, but thishas been avoided to gain more freedom in hoosing whih subset of omponentsto implement for the prototype toolkit server.5.3.1 EventsEvents are generally represented as objets that may arry extra state whih isrelevant to the partiular type of event. The basi event type is the Event lassthat only ontains the referene to the event soure, similar to the standard lassjava.util.EventObjet whih forms the base lass for the AWT and Swing eventlasses. The only di�erene here is that the event knows its type name:publi lass Event{ proteted final Objet soure;proteted final String type;publi Event (Objet soure, String type){ this.soure = soure;this.type = type;}publi Objet getSoure (){ 59



return soure;}publi String getType (){ return type;}}More spei� event types typially use sublasses of this lass, as for examplemouse events. Using a sublass is always required when the event also onveyssome state information that annot be queried from the soure objet on demand,i.e. that is not inherent state of the omponent itself. Common examples of thisare mouse events (whih inlude the mouse position and button state) and keyevents (typed key-ode, modi�er keys).5.3.2 Event HandlersThe event handling model follows the general strategy desribed at the beginningof this thesis in hapter 2.1.4 on page 15, with a few notable di�erenes due to thefat that parallel event handling is supported, these are explained below. Eventhandler methods an either implement the pre-de�ned EventListener interfae,whih is � as the name implies � a generi interfae suitable for all types of eventsor they an be arbitrary Java methods that simply follow the method signaturefor event handlers: A void return type and a single parameter of type Event:publi interfae EventListener{ publi void handleEvent (Event event);}This is di�erent from the model used in the AWT and Swing, where there aredi�erent event listener interfaes for eah event type, and the method signatureinludes the onrete event type. Always using the base event type in the methodsignature has the advantage that is allows for di�erent event types to be handledby the same handler ode. The prie for this is that it introdues a small burdenon the side of the appliation programmer, who has to ast the event objet to theproper type before aessing spei� attributes of the event (exept the soure).This also has the e�et of deferring event type heking until runtime. Of ourse,using separate handlers for distint event types remains the ommon ase.As a onsequene, there is only one set of methods for installing event handlers ofany type, and the events types are di�erentiated using standardized event names.The two main methods for attahing new event handlers to a omponent areprovided by the Component lass: 60



void addEventHandler (String type, EventListener target);void addEventHandler (String type, Objet target, String method)throws NoSuhMethodExeption;For example, to add an event handler for a button lik, one would use:button.addEventHandler("liked", anEventHandler);The same method an also be used to apture hange events of a slider omponent:slider.addEventHandler("hanged", anEventHandler);Attahing an event handler to a omponent always (often impliitly) assoiatesthe given handler with an instane of a main loop, so that when the event ours,the handler is invoked from the orret thread whih is running the orrespondingmain loop. This an be done either expliitly by speifying a partiular main loopwhen attahing the event handler or it happens impliitly when this informationis not provided:publi void addEventHandler (String type, EventListener target){ addEventHandler(type, MainLoop.defaultMainLoop(), target);}As desribed in the next setion, every thread is assigned a default main loop whenit �rst tries to register an event handler without expliitly speifying a main loop,whih an always be obtained by a all to MainLoop.defaultMainLoop(). So, inthe ommon use ase of onneting the event handlers from the same thread thatwill handle these events later on, speifying a main loop an be omitted.5.3.3 Enapsulation of the Main LoopThe MainLoop lass plays a very entral role in the event dispathing proess: Allevents are forwarded by the dispather to the main loop responsible for invoking agiven event handler method. To be able to take part in this proess, eah main loopneeds its own Channel for reeiving DispathInfo objets. The hannel to usean be spei�ed when reating the main loop, if desired (otherwise a new hannelis reated for eah main loop):publi lass MainLoop implements Runnable{ private Channel hannel; // event dispath hannelpubli MainLoop (){ this(new Channel());} 61



publi MainLoop (Channel hannel){ this.hannel = hannel;}This lass also maintains a default main loop separately for eah thread, stored in aThreadLoal objet. ThreadLoal is a standard Java lass that allows eah threadto store data visible only to the alling thread, so that a thread an store its ownprivate data without disturbing the other threads (normally, data is shared betweenall threads). The urrent thread's default main loop an always be obtained by aall to the defaultMainLoop method.private stati ThreadLoal loop = new ThreadLoal() {proteted Objet initialValue() {return new MainLoop();}};publi stati MainLoop defaultMainLoop (){ return (MainLoop) loop.get();}publi void setDefaultMainLoop (){ loop.set(this);}The run() method of the main loop itself is almost trivial: It will repeatedly waitfor new DispathInfo objets arriving on its hannel and dispath those to theorresponding handler that is stored inside eah DispathInfo objet. The loopruns until it is halted by a all to its terminate() method:private int level; // is MainLoop running?publi void run () // start this MainLoop{ int urrent = ++level;while (level >= urrent) {try {DispathInfo info = (DispathInfo) hannel.reeive();info.dispathEvent();} ath (InterruptedExeption ex) {terminate();}}} 62



publi void terminate (){ if (level > 0) {--level;}}To properly support reursive main loop invoations, whih may be needed by theevent handling for modal windows (as desribed is setion 4.8 on page 52), aninternal ount of the level of reursion is maintained by the main loop objet.5.3.4 The Request DispatherThe job of the request dispather in this implementation is twofold, as it ombinesthe roles of the request dispather and the event dispather: It has to forward anyrequests arriving on its request hannel to the toolkit server, and it is responsi-ble for delivering message replies and events to the appropriate threads that areintended to handle them.The Dispather lass itself is abstrat and funtions mainly as a fatory for thedispather singleton objet, whih is an instane of one of the onrete Dispathersublasses. The prototype inludes several implementations re�eting the di�erentommuniation patterns (Java Native Interfae, Java method all, remote serverproess). The atual implementation to use in the appliation an be seleted fromthe ommand line when starting the program:
• When the system property gui.toolkit is de�ned, it selets the JNI dispatherand tries to load a partiular native toolkit library, in this example the�toolkit_gtk� library:$ java -D gui.toolkit=gtk demo.Calulator
• When the system property gui.display is de�ned, it selets the TCP dis-pather and spei�es the loation (i.e. host name and port number) of thetoolkit server. In this example, the server is running at port 5000 on thehost suleika:$ java -D gui.display=suleika:5000 demo.Calulator
• Finally, if neither the toolkit nor the display is set, the Java dispather isused (in ombination with the Java toolkit server):$ java demo.CalulatorThe getDispather() lass method always returns a referene to the urrentdispather objet, whih is as explained above an instane of one of the on-63



rete Dispather sublasses appropriate to the appliation: NativeDispather,JavaDispather and TCPDispather. Should a spei� dispather lass alwaysbe required for an appliation, it is also possible to diretly instantiate one of theprovided sublasses.publi abstrat lass Dispather extends Thread{ private stati Dispather dispather;publi stati synhronized Dispather getDispather (){ String display = getProperty("gui.display");String toolkit = getProperty("gui.toolkit");try {if (dispather != null)return dispather;else if (display != null)return new TCPDispather(display);else if (toolkit != null)return new NativeDispather(toolkit);elsereturn new JavaDispather();} ath (IOExeption ex) {System.err.println(ex);System.exit(1);}}proteted Dispather (){ synhronized (Dispather.lass) {dispather = this;}}Beause applets are running inside a restrited exeution environment, tryingto obtain the system properties desribed above in an applet will result in aSeutityExeption, so a simple wrapper for the standard getProperty() methodis inluded here that returns null values in ase a property annot be aessed(there is really no other way to �nd out about this without trying). In fat, theseproperties will never be set in an applet anyway, so this is just �ne.private stati String getProperty (String name){ try {return System.getProperty(name);} ath (SeurityExeption ex) {return null;} 64



}The dispather base lass also provides a getChannel() method to aess thehannel on whih the dispather is willing to reeive requests one the dispatherthread is running:proteted Channel hannel = new Channel();publi Channel getChannel (){ return hannel;}5.3.5 Request and Event MessagesAs one of the major goals of this approah is to represent the �ow of both re-quests and events as messages, the next aspet desribed is how this is done in theprototype. Sine sending a message aross a hannel is always an asynhronousoperation � the send() will omplete before the result value, if any, is known �request replies require their own messages, so there are in fat three message types:Request, reply and event, alled EventMessage here to disambiguate this from theEvent lass desribed in the previous setion.A request is omprised of several piees of information: The hannel where the replyshould be sent to (if any), the target objet (also known as the message reeiver),the message name and the request argument list. The be able to represent anyform of parameter types, the argument list is represented as an Objet array here,whih is the ommon way to store suh parameter lists in Java (as is seen in theJava Re�etion API for example). Additionally, eah request is assigned a uniquesequene number, whih is not stritly required, but helps to detet subtle errorslike missing or out-of-order replies:publi lass Request{ private stati int seqnum;private int number;private Channel wait;private Objet target;private String message;private Objet args[℄;publi Request (Channel wait, Objet target, String message, Objet args[℄){ synhronized (Request.lass) {this.number = ++seqnum; 65



}this.wait = wait;this.target = target;this.message = message;this.args = args;}The reply() method of a request is used to send a result value bak to the orretthread that is waiting for the result using the hannel stored in the request:publi void reply (Objet result){ if (wait != null)wait.send(result);}The Reply lass is muh simpler, omprised only of the operation result value andthe sequene number of the request that this reply belongs to.publi lass Reply{ private int number;private Objet value;publi Reply (int number, Objet value){ this.number = number;this.value = value;}}Finally, events generated by the user interfae need to be represented as messagesas well. These are atually somewhat similar to requests in that they an arryan (optional) argument list, but instead of a target and a message they ontaininformation about the event soure and the event type:publi lass EventMessage{ private Objet soure;private String type;private Objet args[℄;publi EventMessage (Objet soure, String type, Objet args[℄){ this.soure = soure;this.type = type;this.args = args;} 66



A unique aspet of events is how they are delivered: Instead of having a spei�target objet, the event soure maintains a list of observer objets per type thatare noti�ed whenever an event of the given type originates from the omponent.To model this, the EventMessage objet has a dispath() method that obtainsthe list of event handlers from the omponent and posts the event (enapsulatedinside a DispathInfo) to the hannels of eah the handler's main loops:publi void dispath (){ Component soure = (Component) this.soure;HandlerInfo handlers[℄ = soure.getEventHandlers(type);Event event = getEvent();int index;for (index = 0; index < handlers.length; ++index) {HandlerInfo handler = handlers[index℄;handler.getChannel().send(new DispathInfo(handler, event));}}5.3.6 User Interfae ComponentsThe Component lass is the base lass of all user interfae lasses in the API visibleto the programmer. The lass itself is abstrat, so it annot be instantiated, yetit provides the neessary infrastruture for its sublasses to reate new requestsand ommuniate with the request dispather. Moreover, it de�nes a set of basimethods ommon to all omponents, in partiular the methods to attah anddetah event handlers to omponents.Remember that all these omponents are just ating as proxies for the real nativeomponents inside the toolkit library, so the �rst thing this lass has to provide isa transparent mapping between these two layers of objets. To ahieve this, theComponent lass maintains a map of all omponents reated by the appliation(using weak referenes for the reasons explained in setion 5.4.5 on page 85). Ba-sially, a key is de�ned for eah objet and this an be used to lookup a partiularomponent later on if neessary.In the prototype this is simply the unique objet identi�er of this objet in theJava virtual mahine as returned by the toString() method of Java's Objetlass. But this hoie is really arbitrary: Apart from the premise that this string isunique among all reated omponents and stays onstant over time, it is nothingmore than an opaque token used to refer to this objet in the message protool.One an think of this as �assigning names� to the omponents by the frontend.67



The getComponent() method is used to look up a omponent given its key:publi abstrat lass Component{ private stati Map map = new HashMap();proteted stati Component getComponent (String key){ synhronized (map) {WeakReferene ref = (WeakReferene) map.get(key);return ref != null ? (Component) ref.get() : null;}}Due to the fat that this an be used simultaneously by several threads, all aess tothe map has to be properly synhronized. Whenever a new omponent is reated,it is inserted into the map and a onstrutor message is send to the dispather:proteted Component (Class type){ synhronized (map) {map.put(toString(), new WeakReferene(this));}dispathVoidMessage(type.getName(), null);}This is the �rst time that the request dispathing proess an atually be seen ination: dispathVoidMessage() reates an asynhronous request message from amessage name � this is always the type name for onstrutors � and an argumentlist, whih is empty in this ase. The target of the message is impliit, as it isalways the omponent itself, and the message is dispathed immediately.One all the referenes to a omponent disappear, the finalize() method removesthis entry from the map and tells the toolkit bakend that this omponent is nolonger referened from the appliation, using the gui.Component.unref message:proteted void finalize (){ synhronized (map) {map.remove(toString());}dispathVoidMessage("gui.Component.unref", null);}All ommuniation with the dispather works by message passing using hannels,68



of ourse: As already desribed in setion 5.3.4 on page 63, the dispather singletoninstane has its own hannel for reeiving requests, so the Component lass justhas to build a new Request objet and send it to this hannel:private stati Channel dispath_hannel =Dispather.getDispather().getChannel();proteted void dispathMessage (String message, Objet args[℄){ Channel han = (Channel) hannel.get();dispath_hannel.send(new Request(han, this, message, args));}proteted void dispathVoidMessage (String message, Objet args[℄){ dispath_hannel.send(new Request(null, this, message, args));}The di�erene between dispathMessage() and dispathVoidMessage() is thatthe former reates a synhronous request whereas the latter reates an asyn-hronous request. Synhronous requests are used for methods that expet replyvalues. Sine replies are sent as messages via hannels as well, the Componentlass provides a hannel on whih these may be reeived. And beause multiplethreads an be waiting for replies simultaneously, there needs to be one suh han-nel per thread, whih again is handled in Java by using a ThreadLoal objet. ThegetResult() method an then be used to obtain the result of the most reentlydispathed synhronous message in the urrent thread:private stati ThreadLoal hannel = new ThreadLoal() {proteted Objet initialValue() {return new Channel();}};proteted Objet getResult (){ try {return ((Channel) hannel.get()).reeive();} ath (InterruptedExeption ex) {// this should never happenthrow new InternalError("interrupt in reeive()");}}Another important part of the Component lass is the set of methods used to addand remove event handlers for omponents. As has been mentioned before, allevent types use these methods to maintain their list of event handlers, unlike the69



API used by AWT or Swing, where this funtionality is sattered aross (and oftendupliated in) many GUI omponent lasses in an e�ort to provide type safety.Handlers are organized by type and stored in separate lists reated on demand foreah event type:private Map handlers = new HashMap();private synhronized void addEventHandler (String type, HandlerInfo info){ List list = (List) handlers.get(type);if (list == null) {list = new ArrayList();handlers.put(type, list);}if (list.size() == 0) {dispathVoidMessage("gui.Component.attah", new Objet[℄ {type});}list.add(info);}Removing event handlers works muh in the same way as adding them:private synhronized void removeEventHandler (String type, HandlerInfo info){ List list = (List) handlers.get(type);if (list == null)return;list.remove(info);if (list.size() == 0) {dispathVoidMessage("gui.Component.detah", new Objet[℄ {type});}}The remainder of the methods of the Component lass just serve as an examplehere of how the two message dispathing funtions shown above are used inside themethod stubs of the other omponent lasses to forward method alls as requeststo the toolkit server. Eah omponent method uses these dispathing funtionsto build a new Request objet that enapsulates the reeiving objet, the methodidenti�er and the argument list. The request is then immediately sent to thedispather's request hannel. In this way, the omponent lasses are equivalent tothe lient side proxy objets of a distributed objet system like RMI or CORBA.70



All primitive types of ourse need to be wrapped into their orresponding Javawrapper lasses when dealing with messages:publi Component getParent (){ dispathMessage("gui.Component.getParent", new Objet[℄ {});return (Component) getResult();}publi void setEnabled (boolean enabled){ dispathVoidMessage("gui.Component.setEnabled",new Objet[℄ {new Boolean(enabled)});}publi boolean isEnabled (){ dispathMessage("gui.Component.isEnabled", new Objet[℄ {});return ((Boolean) getResult()).booleanValue();}In fat, the onstrution of the request argument lists ould be simpli�ed a lotby using the new syntax for variable argument lists for methods whih has beenintrodued in the JDK 1.5, but the ode generally tries to stay ompatible witholder releases of the JDK, so that is not done here.5.4 Native Toolkit ServerThe native toolkit server is an implementation of the server omponent of themessage-based approah in native C ode that runs in the same proess as the Javainterpreter. Aessing native ode from Java is done via the Java Native Interfae[14℄, whih pratially forms a bridge between the Java language and C/C++: Itallows Java lasses to ontain methods that are implemented in C or C++ andit provides a C ompatible API to aess Java lasses, objets and methods fromnative ode. In Java, suh methods are delared with the native keyword and aremissing a method body (similar to abstrat methods), the implementation is thenprovided by a shared library module (DLL) that is loaded at runtime into the Javavirtual mahine.5.4.1 The Native DispatherThe NativeDispather lass is intended for interfaing with a native toolkit im-plementation that is assumed to be single-threaded. It onsists of two threads:The request dispather thread (mainly implemented in Java) and a native event71



thread, whih is handling all interations with the toolkit library, inluding in-voking native omponent methods, listening to native events and sending bakmessage replies. Beause one annot assume that multiple threads may interatwith the underlying toolkit's omponents, it is very important here that only theevent thread is visible to the toolkit library. This is not unlike the threading modelused in the Swing toolkit where the event thread is both responsible for deliveringevents and updating the user interfae by method alls to the omponents.When the native dispather is reated, it tries to load the toolkit library into theJava VM and starts the two dispather threads:publi lass NativeDispather extends Dispather{ private Request request;proteted NativeDispather (String toolkit){ System.loadLibrary("toolkit_" + toolkit);new EventThread().start();start();}The dispather thread maintains a urrent request objet and noti�es the eventthread using a native method whenever a new request has arrived on its hannel.The event thread then wakes up and proesses this request, possibly sending baka reply. This proess is desribed in muh more detail in the next setion wherethe GTK implementation for the toolkit server is disussed.private native void notifyRequest ();publi void run (){ try {for (;;) {Request request = (Request) hannel.reeive();synhronized (this) {while (this.request != null)wait();this.request = request;notifyRequest();}}} ath (InterruptedExeption ex) {// terminate loop}} 72



The event thread is speial in that is has a native run() method whih runs thetoolkit library's event loop. The getRequest() method is alled from the nativeode to obtain the next request to proess from the dispather:publi lass EventThread extends Thread{ proteted Request getRequest (){ Request request;synhronized (NativeDispather.this) {request = NativeDispather.this.request;NativeDispather.this.request = null;NativeDispather.this.notify();}return request;}publi native void run ();}5.4.2 GTK Toolkit ServerThis toolkit server is based on the native GTK toolkit library, whih was originallydeveloped for the GIMP image editing appliation and the Gnome desktop envi-ronment to render its graphial omponents. The GTK toolkit is a general libraryfor reating graphial user interfaes on Unix/X11 platforms, Windows and MaOS X (the Ma OS X port is still not ompletely �nished). The library itself is im-plemented in ANSI C, but it provides a �exible, objet-oriented arhiteture thatsupports many of the features also found in Java, inluding objets, lasses, inher-itane and dynami binding. There is also a smaller aompanying library alledGLib that provides the basi data types, the framework for the lass and objetsystem, memory management funtions and a multitude of abstration APIs en-abling platform independent support for input/output, Uniode string handling,multi-threading and synhronization. This library is used for many of the datatypes in the native toolkit server.The native thread whih is exlusively interating with the toolkit funtions is theevent thread that is reated by the native dispather when the NativeDispatheris reated, as explained in the previous setion. The event thread's native run()method is running the toolkit's main event loop. When the thread is started, it�rst initializes the GLib and GTK type system and sets up several internal data73



strutures. The next step is to add the noti�ation pipe �le desriptor as an I/Owath to the GTK main loop, whih ensures that the request noti�ations fromthe dispather thread an be handled by the main loop. Finally, the GTK mainloop is started:JNIEXPORT void JNICALLJava_gui_NativeDispather_00024EventThread_run (JNIEnv *env, jobjet obj){ ...allbak_data_t data;g_type_init();gtk_init(&arg, &argv);if (!initialized)init_environment();data.env = env;data.obj = obj;g_io_add_wath(notify_read, G_IO_IN|G_IO_HUP, io_wath, &data);...gtk_main();}What is this noti�ation pipe doing? To understand this, one has to take a moredetailed look at the fundamental problem that needs to be solved here:The native toolkit has its own event loop, implemented in the toolkit library andoften not aessible diretly to the programmer (though there are some exeptionsto this rule, as noted further on). The atual low-level events like mouse movementsand keyboard ations are generated by a display server that is separated fromthe user program itself. Common examples of this are the X11 server on Unixsystems, the Graphis Devie Interfae on Windows and the WindowServer onMa OS X. Events are then distributed to the program by some form of inter-proess ommuniation like sokets or message queues, and the main loop insidethe native toolkit library needs to listen to this soure of events. How this is donedepends on the operating system's failities that an be used here, for example, atoolkit based on X11 uses the selet() or poll() system all to wait for readabledata on its soket onnetion to the X11 display server. On Windows this ishandled similarly, but instead of a soket, a message queue is used together withthe Win32 equivalent of selet(), the WaitForMultipleObjets() funtion.This is all �ne as long as the display server is the only soure of input that thetoolkit's main loop needs to listen to. But here the native event loop must be ableto handle any inoming requests from the ommuniation layer as well, while stilllistening to the display server at the same time. All of this has to work without theneed to introdue separate threads, whih as disussed previously is not desirable.This is atually quite easy to do on a oneptual level, beause both selet() and74



WaitForMultipleObjets() already support listening to multiple input soures,if only the programmer ould in�uene the parameters passed to these funtions.Suh a problem is not new, in fat. Every GUI program that needs to read datafrom a possibly slow data soure (like a remote network server) would bene�t frombeing able to wait for new data and new events from the user interfae at the sametime. Therefore, almost all toolkits in use today atually already provide somemeans to do this, in one of two ways:The �rst method is to provide one's own implementation of the main event loop inplae of the default one. For this ase there are typially some low-level funtionsprovided by the toolkit to make this as easy as possible. For example, with the Xttoolkit on X11 doing so would look like this:fd = ConnetionNumber(display);if (selet(...) > 0){ XEvent event;XtNextEvent(event);XtProessEvent(event);}This method is of ourse somewhat umbersome (as well as less likely to beportable) and just shows that the toolkit implementation in question laks a properabstration of the main loop in the �rst plae2.The seond and more elegant way to solve this is to merely register a new inputsoure with the toolkit's native event loop, when the toolkit's API supports a wayto do this. Waiting for any inoming data an then be handled just �ne by thenative event loop in parallel with waiting for events from the display server.Either way, this does not yet ompletely solve the original problem here: Theevents are delivered to the dispather thread using a Java hannel objet, and suha hannel is obviously not a suitable input soure for use in a selet() operationin the toolkit. It is not really lear whih operation the wait() method used bythe Channel implementation while waiting for data on a hannel maps to at theoperating system level, but on Unix it is most likely one of the synhronizationprimitives provided by the POSIX thread interfae. Alas, none of these an beused as parameters in a selet() operation either, so another way needs to befound. A di�erent approah would be to use the Unix kill() system all to senda signal to the orresponding thread, but POSIX mandates that signals annotbe sent to individual threads inside a proess, they always a�et all threads of a2Xt does have this, in fat. The above ode is just used to illustrate the general onept here.75



proess, whih is learly not desirable for what is needed here. Relying on signalsare also less e�ient and not portable.A simpler and atually portable way is to just reate an anonymous pipe and usethis to send the noti�ation from the dispather thread, sine a pipe is a valid inputsoure that an be registered with the toolkit's main loop. It is not neessary topass the atual message data itself through the pipe (though this ould be done),sine it only serves as a means to wake up the toolkit thread, whih an thenread the data diretly from a variable inside the proess address spae. This isthe approah used by the urrent GTK bakend when running the toolkit serverin the same proess as the appliation. The lateny introdued by the pipe is notmeasurable ompared to the time it takes to exeute the atual operation.There are of ourse even more approahes that ould be used here, depending onwhat the toolkit supports: A separate thread ould be used to listen for inomingrequests and queue their handling into the native event loop. This requires thatthere is already some support for aessing the event loop from another threador loking aess to the event loop. Of ourse, this thread must never aess theGUI omponents itself, otherwise the ondition of permitting only single-threadedaess would be violated. A sheme like this is used by the Swing toolkit server, infat, where there is expliit support for inserting user de�ned events into the eventloop (see setion 5.5.2 on page 89). Should none of the methods desribed abovebe appliable on a ertain platform, one ould in theory also use a timer exeutingin the event thread to atively poll for requests from the ommuniation layer.This method will always work, but it would either introdue delays in the overallresponsiveness of the system (if the poll frequeny is low) or ause unneessaryoverhead (if the poll frequeny is too high).This implementation is relying on an anonymous pipe as mentioned above, whihbeomes apparent when looking at ode of the native notifyRequest() methodof the dispather thread:JNIEXPORT void JNICALLJava_gui_NativeDispather_notifyRequest (JNIEnv *env, jobjet obj){ GIOStatus status;gsize bytes;...status = g_io_hannel_write_hars(notify_write, "�", 1, &bytes, NULL);if (status == G_IO_STATUS_ERROR) {perror("g_io_hannel_write_hars");gtk_exit(1);}}Whenever a new request arrives at the dispather for handling by the toolkit,76



this method writes a single byte into the noti�ation pipe in order to inform theGTK main loop that there is a new request to proess. The pipe is reated in theinit_environment() funtion that is alled as part of the initialization by therun() method shown before, disabling any enoding onversion and bu�ering forthe pipe at the GLib level:stati void init_environment (){ int notify_pipe[2℄;if (pipe(notify_pipe)) {perror("pipe");gtk_exit(1);}notify_read = g_io_hannel_unix_new(notify_pipe[0℄);notify_write = g_io_hannel_unix_new(notify_pipe[1℄);g_io_hannel_set_enoding(notify_read, NULL, NULL);g_io_hannel_set_buffered(notify_read, 0);g_io_hannel_set_enoding(notify_write, NULL, NULL);g_io_hannel_set_buffered(notify_write, 0);}Whenever data is written to the pipe by the dispather thread, the registered I/Owath is invoked from the native event thread, whih is responsible for fething theurrent event from the dispather (using JNI funtions), deoding it by replaingthe Java objets with data types appropriate for use in C and invoking the atualrequest handling funtion handle_request() in the toolkit server:stati gboolean io_wath (GIOChannel *soure, GIOCondition ond, gpointer data){ ...status = g_io_hannel_read_hars(notify_read, &hr, 1, &bytes, NULL);if (status == G_IO_STATUS_ERROR) {perror("g_io_hannel_read_hars");gtk_exit(1);}lass = (*env)->GetObjetClass(env, thread);mid = (*env)->GetMethodID(env, lass, "getRequest", "()Lgui/Request;");request = (*env)->CallObjetMethod(env, thread, mid);...array = deode_request(env, request);handle_request(array, env, request);g_value_array_free(array);return TRUE;} 77



The request handler then looks up the orresponding method in the toolkit inter-fae to all for this request. There are two di�erent ases to onsider here: Normalmethod alls, where the target objet is already known to the toolkit server, andonstrutor alls, where a new native omponent has to be reated and assoiatedwith the omponent proxy visible to the toolkit lient. For methods that returna value, the result value is wrapped into a Java objet and returned using thereply() method of the request via JNI:stati void handle_request (GValueArray *request, JNIEnv *env, jobjet req_obj){ onst har *target = g_value_get_string(g_value_array_get_nth(request, 0));onst har *method = g_value_get_string(g_value_array_get_nth(request, 1));gpointer objet = lookup_objet(target);if (objet) {GValueArray *args =g_value_get_boxed(g_value_array_get_nth(request, 2));GValue result = {0};all_fun_t all_fun = lookup_all(method);if (all_fun) {all_fun(objet, args, &result);if (G_IS_VALUE(&result)) {jlass req_lass = (*env)->GetObjetClass(env, req_obj);jmethodID mid = (*env)->GetMethodID(env, req_lass, "reply","(Ljava/lang/Objet;)V");jobjet value = enode_value(env, &result);(*env)->CallVoidMethod(env, req_obj, mid, value);}}} else {init_fun_t init_fun = lookup_init(method);if (init_fun) {objet = init_fun();register_objet(objet, target);}}}In order to �nd the orret native omponent orresponding to a proxy objet,the toolkit server maintains a two-way mapping between these objets, managedby the register_objet() and unregister_objet() funtions. To ensure thatthe native omponent is not destroyed by GTK while this table still referenes it,an expliit referene is reated:void register_objet (gpointer objet, onst har *_key){ 78



har *key = g_strdup(_key);g_objet_ref(objet);gtk_objet_sink(objet);g_hash_table_insert(map, key, objet);g_hash_table_insert(rmap, objet, key);}void unregister_objet (gpointer objet){ har *key = (har *) lookup_key(objet);if (key != NULL) {g_hash_table_remove(map, key);g_hash_table_remove(rmap, objet);g_objet_unref(objet);g_free(key);}}In addition to handling the requests, the role of the toolkit server is also to forwardnative events in the form of event messages to the lient. This is done using theserver's post_event() funtion, whih works analogous to sending bak replyvalues to the toolkit lient: It onverts the event parameters from C data typesinto Java objets, reates a new EventMessage objet for the event and dispathesthis via the Java Native Interfae:void post_event (gpointer soure, onst har *event, GValueArray *args){ JNIEnv *env = _env;jlass lass = (*env)->FindClass(env, "gui/EventMessage");jmethodID mid = (*env)->GetMethodID(env, lass, "<init>","(Ljava/lang/Objet;Ljava/lang/String;[Ljava/lang/Objet;)V");jobjetArray event_args = NULL;jobjet event_msg;if (args != NULL)event_args = enode_value_array(env, args);event_msg = (*env)->NewObjet(env, lass, mid,enode_omponent(env, soure),enode_string(env, event),event_args);mid = (*env)->GetMethodID(env, lass, "dispath", "()V");(*env)->CallVoidMethod(env, event_msg, mid);} 79



One an think of the enoding and deoding proess mentioned before as a generalway of onverting Java data strutures (objets of di�erent types, arrays of objets)into orresponding native data types, whih are represented by the generi GValuetype in the toolkit server. This type is de�ned by the GLib library and ats as awrapper for all of the standard C types. A Request objet for example onsists ofa target omponent, a method name and an argument array, all of whih are Javaobjets even at the JNI level, i.e. referenes to jobjet data strutures insidethe Java virtual mahine. These are not pratial to work with at the C level,so they must be onverted to native C data strutures �rst. The �rst step in thedeoding proess is to �nd out what type of value is stored inside a given Javaobjet through the use of the re�etion apabilities of the Java Native Interfae.The deode_value() funtion is used to analyze the type of a Java objet: It doesthe equivalent of an o.getClass().getName() method all to obtain the objet'slass name in order to ompare this against a list of known lass names (likeInteger or String). If none of these math, it is tested whether it is a Componentsublass or a Java array. Arrays an be deoded reursively in the same manner.Using an unsupported type at this level results in an error.stati void deode_value (JNIEnv *env, GValue *value, jobjet objet){ jlass omponent_lass = (*env)->FindClass(env, "gui/Component");jstring jtype = NULL;onst har *type = NULL;int is_array = 0;if (objet != NULL) {jlass lass = (*env)->GetObjetClass(env, objet);jlass lass_lass = (*env)->GetObjetClass(env, lass);jmethodID mid = (*env)->GetMethodID(env, lass_lass, "getName","()Ljava/lang/String;");jtype = (*env)->CallObjetMethod(env, lass, mid);type = (*env)->GetStringUTFChars(env, jtype, NULL);mid = (*env)->GetMethodID(env, lass_lass, "isArray", "()Z");is_array = (*env)->CallBooleanMethod(env, lass, mid);}if (objet == NULL) {deode_pointer(env, value, objet);} else if (strmp(type, "java.lang.Boolean") == 0) {deode_boolean(env, value, objet);} else if (strmp(type, "java.lang.Integer") == 0) {deode_long(env, value, objet);} else if (strmp(type, "java.lang.Double") == 0) {deode_double(env, value, objet);} else if (strmp(type, "java.lang.String") == 0) {deode_string(env, value, objet);} else if ((*env)->IsInstaneOf(env, objet, omponent_lass)) {80



deode_omponent(env, value, objet);} else if (is_array) {deode_array(env, value, objet);} else {fprintf(stderr, "invalid type: %s\n", type);}if (type != NULL)(*env)->ReleaseStringUTFChars(env, jtype, type);}The individual funtions used for deoding the di�erent Java data types are allvery similar, so only one of them is shown here to illustrate the general idea: UseJNI funtions to read the value from the Java objet (in this ase an Integer)and store this inside a GValue struture:stati void deode_long (JNIEnv *env, GValue *value, jobjet objet){ jlass lass = (*env)->GetObjetClass(env, objet);jmethodID mid = (*env)->GetMethodID(env, lass, "intValue", "()I");long val = (*env)->CallIntMethod(env, objet, mid);g_value_init(value, G_TYPE_LONG);g_value_set_long(value, val);}The proess of enoding the native data types into Java objets suitable for passingbak to the JNI works just the other way round: enode_value() uses the GLibtype maros to analyze whih data type is stored in a given GValue and alls themathing type enoding funtion:stati jobjet enode_value (JNIEnv *env, GValue *value){ if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_POINTER(value))return NULL;else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS(value, G_TYPE_VALUE_ARRAY))return enode_value_array(env, g_value_get_boxed(value));else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_STRING(value))return enode_string(env, g_value_get_string(value));else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_BOOLEAN(value))return enode_boolean(env, g_value_get_boolean(value));else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_LONG(value))return enode_long(env, g_value_get_long(value));else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_DOUBLE(value))return enode_double(env, g_value_get_double(value));else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_OBJECT(value))return enode_omponent(env, g_value_get_objet(value));elsefputs("invalid type in enode_value()\n", stderr);81



return NULL;}As before, the enoding of a C long value into an Integer objet is shown as anexample here:stati jobjet enode_long (JNIEnv *env, long value){ jlass lass = (*env)->FindClass(env, "java/lang/Integer");jmethodID mid = (*env)->GetMethodID(env, lass, "<init>", "(I)V");return (*env)->NewObjet(env, lass, mid, (jint) value);}5.4.3 Native Event ListenerEvents in GTK are atually just one appliation of a more general noti�ationsystem alled signals, whih is why the funtions used for event handling often referto the term signal instead of event. Event handling in GTK is done by onnetingsignal handlers for spei� events to a omponent, just like event listeners areadded to a omponent in the AWT or Swing API in Java. Beause C is not anobjet-oriented programming language, the handlers work in terms of funtions,not objets, i.e. a allbak funtion is registered for an event instead of an eventlistener objet. The events themselves are represented by the GdkEvent data typein the GTK library.The general role of the native event listener was explained in the previous hapter:It ats as a generi event listener that is apable of reeiving arbitrary event typesand handles these by wrapping them into event messages that are sent to the eventdispather in the toolkit lient. In this implementation, the wrapping of eventsis already handled by the server's post_event() funtion desribed above, so theevent listener just has to forward events to this funtion. For simple events thatdo not require any event arguments, the native event handler ode an just allthe post_event() funtion with the soure objet and the event type:stati void generi_event (GtkWidget *self, gpointer data){ post_event(self, data, NULL);}Not all event listeners an be that simple, however. If further arguments need tobe inluded into the event message, these have to be opied from the native event82



struture into a value array (an array of GValue strutures) that forms the eventmessage argument list. This is for example done for the mouse motion listener:stati gboolean motion_event (GtkWidget *self, GdkEventMotion *event,gpointer data){ GValueArray *args = g_value_array_new(2);GValue value = {0};g_value_init(&value, G_TYPE_LONG);g_value_set_long(&value, event->x);g_value_array_append(args, &value);g_value_set_long(&value, event->y);g_value_array_append(args, &value);g_value_unset(&value);post_event(self, data, args);return FALSE;}Attahing and detahing event listeners to and from omponents just maps to theorresponding GTK funtions for onneting and disonneting signal handlers:stati void attah_liked (GObjet *self, onst har *event){ g_signal_onnet(self, "liked", G_CALLBACK(generi_event),(gpointer) event);}stati void detah_generi (GObjet *self, onst har *event){ g_signal_handlers_disonnet_by_fun(self,G_CALLBACK(generi_event), (gpointer) event);}To support any number of event types, the event listener ontains a table of knowntypes and the orresponding funtions for attahing and detahing event han-dlers of that type on a omponent. These are stored in a hash table at programstartup for faster aess and an be looked up by event type name using thelookup_signal() funtion:stati signal_map_t signals[℄ = {{ "ativate", attah_ativate, detah_generi },{ "hanged", attah_hanged, detah_generi },{ "liked", attah_liked, detah_generi },...};void init_signal_map (void){ 83



int index;signal_map = g_hash_table_new(g_str_hash, g_str_equal);for (index = 0; index < G_N_ELEMENTS(signals); ++index) {onst har *event = signals[index℄.event;g_hash_table_insert(signal_map, (har *) event, &signals[index℄);}}signal_map_t *lookup_signal (onst har *event){ return g_hash_table_lookup(signal_map, event);}5.4.4 Native ComponentsThe native omponent implementation of the toolkit interfae that was desribed insetion 4.6.5 on page 49 onsists of a rather large olletion of individual funtions,eah orresponding to one method of a omponent proxy that may be alled bythe appliation. It is basially a thin adaptor layer between the abstrat GUIomponent interfae presented to the appliation and the apabilities o�ered bythe native library on whih the implementation is based. Using a native toolkitlibrary that follows an objet-oriented approah here an make these adaptors alot easier to implement, but that is in no way a requirement. Most funtions usedhere just map diretly to funtions of the underlying toolkit in the ase of GTK.To illustrate this point, some of the funtions from the implementation of theWindow omponent in the toolkit server are presented here just as an example.Creating a new window simply maps to the gtk_window_new() funtion:gpointer gui_window_new (void){ GtkWidget *result = gtk_window_new(GTK_WINDOW_TOPLEVEL);return result;}Note that the funtion shown above is a onstrutor funtion, so it does note takeany arguments (this is a onvention used throughout the prototype) and alwaysreturns a omponent as the result value. Normal funtions get their arguments inthe form of a GValue array, as an be seen e.g. in the set_size() funtion:void gui_window_set_size (gpointer self, GValueArray *args, GValue *result){ int width = g_value_get_long(&args->values[0℄);84



int height = g_value_get_long(&args->values[1℄);gtk_window_resize(self, width, height);}The GTK toolkit also supports omponent properties very similar to the Beanproperties used in Java, whih an be set using g_objet_set_property():void gui_window_set_visible (gpointer self, GValueArray *args, GValue *result){ g_objet_set_property(self, "visible", &args->values[0℄);}Returning values is done likewise using a GValue struture that an hold arbitrarydata types. In this ase, it is used to return a C string value owned by theomponent:void gui_window_get_title (gpointer self, GValueArray *args, GValue *result){ onst har *value = gtk_window_get_title(self);g_value_init(result, G_TYPE_STRING);g_value_set_stati_string(result, value);}5.4.5 Objet Ownership and Garbage ColletionAnother area that needs to be onsidered is the problem of objet ownership insuh a distributed objet model. It is almost guaranteed that the Java runtime andthe GUI library have di�erent onepts of objet ownership, making the question ofwhen an objet (and here in partiular a graphial omponent) is no longer in useand an be destroyed by the library and garbage olleted by the Java runtime,respetively. The evaluate this, taking a loser look at how objet lifetime ishandled in di�erent systems is neessary:A real garbage olleted memory management system requires an automati wayto determine when new referenes to an objet are reated and when existingreferenes go away. This is generally only possible in higher level languages thatdo not allow diret (i.e. unontrolled by the runtime) aess to variables and datastrutures. Java is one example of this, as are in fat most interpreted languages33This inludes programming languages that are ompiled to byte-ode internally like e.g. Perland Python.
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Over time, many di�erent ways to implement garbage olleted memory manage-ment systems have been proposed, but the most ommon ones in use today are:
• Referene CountingReferene ounting inserts a ounter (as the name implies) into eah managedobjet that traks the number of �live� external referenes to this objet.When a new referene is reated, for example by inserting the objet intoa ontainer � in GUI terms this may orrespond to adding a button to awindow � the referene ounter is inremented. Likewise, when an existingreferene goes away, the ounter is deremented. One the ounter reaheszero, the objet is destroyed.Suh a sheme is fairly straightforward to implement and very e�ient, but ithas the fundamental limitation that it annot (by its very design) orretlytrak objet lifetime for irular referenes: If a set of objets ontains areferene yle, it will never be destroyed beause all objets in the ylekeep eah other alive. Suh a problem needs to be resolved by either usinga weak referene to break suh a yle or by using a di�erent mehanism todetet suh ases.
• Mark and SweepA mark and sweep olletor is based on the idea that eah objet an bedetermined to be either reahable or not after traversing all objet referenesin the program. The basi requirements here are that it must be possible toreliably identify a referene (i.e. there must be no way to �hide� a refereneby for example storing it inside an integer variable) and there must be away to iterate e�iently over all starting objets for the mark algorithm,basially all stati �elds (i.e. lass variables) in lasses and all objets on thestak (loal variables). The runtime system must also be able to somehowenumerate all the objets that are urrently alive.The algorithm works by traversing the graph of all objets reahable byeither of these starting objets and marking eah objet as �seen� when ithas been touhed. In a seond step, it iterates over all objets in the systemand disards all of them that are no longer reahable.
• Objet CopyingA opying olletor maintains a list of potentially reahable objets that isupdated from time to time by opying all urrently reahable objets to anew list and disarding the old list. This is an attempt to avoid memoryfragmentation at the ost of the extra opying operations. However, suha sheme is generally only possible when it is possible to move an objetaround freely in memory and update any referenes to it from other objets.86



Some systems use a ombination of referene ounting with another sheme, oftena mark and sweep or a opying olletor, in order to ath referene yles. TheJava runtime does this as well. The motivation for this in Java was that refereneounting is fast and overs most ases rather well. This is all �ne as long as only onesystem is involved, but gets a lot more di�ult when objets may be distributedamong several proesses. In the arhiteture desribed here, there is fortunatelyone fators that helps to signi�antly redue the omplexity:The only referenes that atually ross the boundaries between the Java virtualmahine and the GUI library are the internally maintained referenes between aJava omponent proxy and its ounterpart in the toolkit library, and these areompletely under the ontrol of the toolkit lient and server, respetively. Thereis no way for the appliation to reate referenes to other objets in the toolkitserver. The way to handle this problem is to use so-alled weak referenes providedby the java.lang.ref pakage for all referenes that ross this boundary in Java.A weak referene is a referene to an objet that does not prevent the Java garbageolletor from onsidering the referened objet for �nalization. The atual termused in Java is that an objet is eligible for �nalization when it is weakly reahable,and an objet is said to be weakly reahable if it is only reahable through one ormore weak referenes.This means that the lifetime of the proxy objet is tied to the lifetime of the atualomponent is suh a way that it keeps the omponent alive but not vie versa. Thetypial life yle of a graphial omponent atually looks like this:
• The appliation reates a new omponent (whih is in fat a proxy objet):Button b = new Button("Clik Me");
• The proxy registers a weak referene to itself in a global lookup table to allowit to be found later on when a referene to it is passed bak as part of anevent. The identi�er used here is a string that uniquely identi�es the objet(the urrent implementation derives this from the internal objet identi�erused by the Java virtual mahine).
• The proxy generates a onstrutor request message for its orresponding typeand sends this via the dispather to the toolkit server.
• The toolkit server instantiates the real omponent objet and registers it ina lookup table on the server side. Further messages send to the same objetwill retrieve this objet from the lookup table. This time, a strong (i.e. non-weak) referene is used, whih ensures that the GUI server will not disposethe objet as long as the lient has a valid referene to it.
• One the last strong referene to the lient side proxy disappears, the proxyobjet is noti�ed via its finalize() method and will notify the omponent87



it represents in the server of this. Then it will delete itself from the lientside lookup table and is ready for �nalization.
• The toolkit server will remove the orresponding omponent from its lookuptable on the server and release its referene to it. It then heks whether theorresponding omponent has any strong referenes left on the server, thiswill the ase for example when the button has been inserted into a layoutontainer. If there are no referenes (i.e. the omponent is �un-owned� onthe server as well), the omponent will be destroyed.The onrete implementation of ourse depends on the apabilities of the toolkitlibrary used on the server side.5.5 Java Toolkit ServerTo show that the general arhiteture presented here is not in any way tied tonative toolkits or GTK in partiular, and that it is in fat apable of supportinga wide range of toolkits, an alternative toolkit server has been implemented inJava that an be used in ombination with a Java dispather lass. Building aJava toolkit server may sound strange at �rst, beause it just seems to wrap oneJava omponent API into another, yet there is a big di�erene between the toolkitused for implementing omponents in the server and the view of the omponentsprovided to the appliation. In fat, all the bene�ts of the native toolkit serverapply in ombination with the Swing-based server as well:
• Aessing the user interfae omponents is fully thread-safe and supportsparallel event handling.
• The omponent API is not that of Swing, but rather the onsistent abstra-tion also used for the GTK omponents, so the bakends an be exhangedtransparently.
• When using a TCP soket onnetion to the toolkit server, the appliation'suser interfae an be displayed on a di�erent system.The following setions desribe this toolkit server based on Swing omponents.5.5.1 The Java DispatherThe implementation of the JavaDispather is really straightforward: Beause itis only used when the toolkit server is running in the same Java virtual mahine asthe dispather, the Java dispather an hold a diret referene to the server objet(whih in fat will be an instane of the JavaServer lass):88



publi lass JavaDispather extends Dispather{ private Server server = Server.getServer();proteted JavaDispather (){ start();}The dispather runs in its own thread and simply forwards any inoming requestssynhronously to the toolkit server. The handling of message replies and eventsis done ompletely by the JavaServer, beause the AWT event thread here takesthe role of the event thread that was used in the ase of the native dispather.This is desribed in more detail in the next setion.publi void run (){ try {for (;;) {Request request = (Request) hannel.reeive();server.handleRequest(request);}} ath (InterruptedExeption ex) {// terminate loop}}}5.5.2 Swing Toolkit ServerOn the toolkit server side, the general arhiteture is similar to that used forthe dispather on the lient side: The atual server is a singleton objet thatis an instane of a onrete sublass of the abstrat Server lass. The lassmethod Server.getServer() will always return the server singleton, reating oneif neessary.publi abstrat lass Server{ private stati Server server;publi stati synhronized Server getServer (){ if (server != null)return server;elsereturn new JavaServer();} 89



proteted boolean debug;proteted boolean syn;proteted Server (){ synhronized (Server.lass) {server = this;}debug = "true".equals(getProperty("gui.debug"));syn = "true".equals(getProperty("gui.syn"));}The Java system properties gui.debug and gui.syn an be set for the server toenable request logging (a debugging aid) and to disable bu�ering of the toolkit'sgraphis state (used for timing tests), respetively. Like already explained forthe dispather, trying to aess system properties from an applet will result in aSeutityExeption, so the same simple wrapper is used here as well:private stati String getProperty (String name){ try {return System.getProperty(name);} ath (SeurityExeption ex) {return null;}}There are two methods that are left as abstrat in the Server lass: postEvent()and handleRequest(). postEvent() is used in the same way as the funtion ofthe same name in the native toolkit server: It allows the event listener to post eventmessages to the event dispather in the lient. The handleRequest() method isalled by the Java dispather to deliver requests to the toolkit server:publi abstrat void postEvent (EventMessage message);publi abstrat void handleRequest (Request request);Additionally, the toolkit server needs to know whether it is running on behalf ofan appliation or an applet, beause in the latter ase it is responsible for loadingand initializing the applet lass. To support this, the loadApplet() funtion isprovided in the base lass. In the ase of an applet, the applet parameters areused instead of system properties:publi void loadApplet (JApplet applet, String name){ this.applet = applet; 90



debug = "true".equals(applet.getParameter("gui.debug"));syn = "true".equals(applet.getParameter("gui.syn"));}Just like the native toolkit server implementation, the Java toolkit server has tomaintain a mapping of lient side omponent proxies to the Swing omponentsand vie versa. This an be handled ompletely in the base lass:private Map map = new HashMap();private Map rmap = new HashMap();proteted Objet lookupObjet (Objet key){ return map.get(key);}proteted Objet lookupKey (Objet objet){ return rmap.get(objet);}These lookup tables are maintained by the two methods registerObjet() andunregisterObjet(): Whenever a new omponents is instantiated by the lient,the server reates the orresponding Swing omponent and stores a new two-waymapping:proteted void registerObjet (Objet objet, Objet key){ map.put(key, objet);rmap.put(objet, key);if (objet == applet) {synhronized (applet) {applet.notify();}}}proteted void unregisterObjet (Objet objet){ Objet key = lookupKey(objet);if (key != null) {map.remove(key);rmap.remove(objet);}} 91



Applets require a speial ase here, however, beause the logi for an applet isdi�erent: Normally, the proxy omponent is always reated �rst inside the appletand the Swing omponent thereafter. But this annot work for applets beause theSwing omponent for an applet is already there at the very start of the applet, sothat the server does not really know whether the applet omponent proxy on thelient side has already been reated or not. Waiting for the noti�ation generatedhere solves this problem.The onrete server implementation that is used for the Swing toolkit is theJavaServer lass. It inherits the basi methods to register its omponents fromthe Server lass and has to implement the handleRequest() and postEvent()methods. handleRequest() is equivalent to the handle_request() funtion ofthe native toolkit server and in fat looks almost idential. It deodes the requestmessage and invokes the orresponding method on the omponent or reates a newomponent:publi void handleRequest (Request request){ Objet target = request.getTarget();String method = request.getMessage();Objet objet = lookupObjet(target);if (objet != null) {Objet args[℄ = (Objet[℄) deodeObjet(request.getArguments());Method m_all = methods.lookupCall(method);if (m_all != null) {invokeRequest(request, m_all, new Objet[℄ {objet, args});}} else {Method m_init = methods.lookupInit(method);if (m_init != null) {try {objet = m_init.invoke(null, new Objet[℄ {});registerObjet(objet, target);} ath (InvoationTargetExeption ex) {...}}}}There is one important di�erene here ompared to the native server, however:Beause handleRequest() itself is alled from the request dispather thread,the atual method all to the omponent annot be made diretly. Only theAWT/Swing event thread may interat with the omponents, so the method allhas to be pushed into the event thread using the invokeLater() method of the92



java.awt.EventQueue lass. The result of the operation is also sent bak fromthis thread:private void invokeRequest (final Request request, final Method method,final Objet args[℄){ EventQueue.invokeLater(new Runnable() {publi void run () {try {Objet result = method.invoke(null, args);if (result != JavaGUI.VOID) {request.reply(enodeObjet(result));}} ath (InvoationTargetExeption ex) {System.err.println(ex.getCause());} ath (IllegalAessExeption ex) {System.err.println(ex);}}});}The postEvent() implementation is really simple beause it an diretly dispaththe message to the toolkit lient's main loops (remember that postEvent is alwaysalled from the event thread). The only speial thing that needs to be done hereis translating the soure omponent into the orresponding omponent proxy forthe lient:publi void postEvent (EventMessage message){ message.setSoure(lookupKey(message.getSoure()));message.dispath();}Finally, the java server is also responsible for loading the lient applet lass whenit is used inside an applet. The general strategy used for running applets in theSwing server onsists of several steps:1. The Swing applet proxy is loaded into the browser and invokes the toolkitserver's loadApplet() method to start loading the applet. This applet proxyis a sublass of javax.swing.JApplet as this is an absolute requirement for ap-plets. As the name implies, it just ats as a proxy for the real applet imple-mentation that is used as the toolkit lient and mainly forwards operationslike init() and start() to the lient applet.2. The toolkit server arranges loading of the lient applet using the Java re�e-tion API and reates a thread for the applet's initial main loop. The server93



then waits until the lient applet is fully initialized.3. The applet proxy sends the �applet-init� pseudo event to the lient to indiatethat the applet an now start to run.The �rst step in this proess is handled by the web browser and the third by theapplet proxy implementation shown in setion 5.8.1 on page 118. The seond stepis the job of the toolkit server and is re�eted in its loadApplet() method:publi void loadApplet (JApplet applet, String name){ try {super.loadApplet(applet, name);Class applet_lass = Class.forName(name);Applet omponent = (Applet) applet_lass.newInstane();Thread thread = new Thread(omponent);synhronized (applet) {thread.start();while (lookupKey(applet) == null) {applet.wait();}}} ath (ClassNotFoundExeption ex) {...}}5.5.3 Swing Event ListenerThe generi event listener for the Swing toolkit server is the EventListener lass,and it implements the listener interfaes for all supported event types, so thatinstanes of this lass an be used to handle any kind of event:publi lass EventListener implementsAtionListener, ChangeListener,MouseMotionListener, WindowListener...{ private String type;publi EventListener (String type){ this.type = type;}Eah event that is reeived by this listener is wrapped into an event message and94



sent to the event dispather in the lient. To avoid making this listener lassdepend on the ommuniation mehanism used by the server, the event messagesare passed to the toolkit server's postEvent() message for transport to the lient.The listener methods for the basi event types do not require any speial ode:publi void ationPerformed (AtionEvent event){ Objet soure = event.getSoure();server.postEvent(new EventMessage(soure, type));}In the ase of events that want to deliver arguments to the lient these have to beopied into the event message out of Swing event objet. This is in fat exatlythe same idea already seen before when looking at the native event listener. Agood example here is again the mouse motion listener:publi void mouseMoved (MouseEvent event){ Objet soure = event.getSoure();Objet args[℄ = new Objet[℄ {new Integer(event.getX()), new Integer(event.getY())};server.postEvent(new EventMessage(soure, type, args));}Attahing an event listener to a Swing omponent then involves �nding the orretadd...Listener() method for the type of event that this listener has been reatedfor, beause there is no single method for attahing event handlers as provided inGTK for example:publi void attah (Component omponent){ if (type.equals("ativate"))((JTextField) omponent).addAtionListener(this);else if (type.equals("liked"))((AbstratButton) omponent).addAtionListener(this);else if (type.equals("losing"))((Window) omponent).addWindowListener(this);else if (type.equals("hanged"))((JSlider) omponent).addChangeListener(this);else if (type.equals("mouse-motion"))((Component) omponent).addMouseMotionListener(this);else if (type.startsWith("applet-"))/* ignore applet pseudo-events */;elseSystem.err.println("unknown event: " + type);} 95



Detahing an event listener works in exatly the same way as attahing it, the onlydi�erene is that the orresponding remove...Listener() method is used instead.5.5.4 Swing ComponentsThe approah used for the implementation of the omponents in the Swing toolkitserver is quite similar to the one used for the GTK toolkit server: Eah operation ismapped onto a orresponding method of a Java lass again using a method table:publi lass JavaMethods{ publi JavaMethods (){ Class init_types[℄ = new Class[℄ {};Class all_types[℄ = new Class[℄ {Objet.lass, Objet[℄.lass};int index;String init_methods[℄[℄ = {{ "gui.Applet", "gui_applet_new" },{ "gui.Button", "gui_button_new" },{ "gui.Grid", "gui_grid_new" },...};String gui_methods[℄[℄ = {{ "gui.Box.add", "gui_box_add" },{ "gui.Button.getText", "gui_button_get_text" },{ "gui.Button.setText", "gui_button_set_text" },...};...}This mapping is stored in a hash table for e�ieny and the methods lookupInit()and lookupCall() of the JavaMethods lass are then used to loate the appro-priate method orresponding to the name of a method that appears in a request.lookupInit() is used spei�ally for onstrutors, lookupCall() for everythingelse (i.e. normal methods):publi Method lookupInit (String name){ return (Method) initMethods.get(name);}publi Method lookupCall (String name)96



{ return (Method) guiMethods.get(name);}}The implementation of the individual methods for eah omponent is now verysimilar to the one already seen for the native omponents before in setion 5.4.4on page 84. Again, these methods have to implement the abstrat omponentinterfae o�ered to the appliation in terms of the methods provided by the toolkitused in the server, in this ase the Swing API.One more, two methods from the Swing version of the toolkit interfae for theWindow lass are shown here to illustrate that: The onstrutor used to reate newwindows and the ode used for the setSize() method:publi stati Objet gui_window_new (){ return new JFrame();}publi stati Objet gui_window_set_size (Objet _this, Objet args[℄){ JFrame self = (JFrame) _this;int width = ((Integer) args[0℄).intValue();int height = ((Integer) args[1℄).intValue();self.setSize(width, height);return VOID;}5.6 Distributed CommuniationUsing the message-based approah makes it possible to move from a model wherethe appliation and the toolkit both run in the same proess to a truly distributedmodel with minimal e�ort. Here, the toolkit server forms a generi �GUI server�for appliations that runs as standalone program. When the toolkit bakend is notrunning in the same proess as the appliation itself, it is of ourse no longer viableto diretly all methods inside the toolkit server. Instead, an approah similar toRemote Proedure Calls or Java's Remote Method Invoation needs to be appliedto the ommuniation between the toolkit lient and the server:All request, reply and event messages need to be serialized upon sending into a bytestream suitable for transport over e.g. a TCP soket, and it must be possible toreonstrut these messages again from their serialized representation at the otherend of the network onnetion. 97



5.6.1 The Remote DispatherThe remote dispather implementation allows the request and event messages tobe passed transparently aross a TCP network onnetion to a di�erent mahine,ompletely deoupling the appliation threads in the lient from the user interfaerunning in the toolkit server. Apart from using this dispather (whih an beseleted using a Java system property), no other hanges are required in the lient.The Dispather sublass on the lient side suitable for ommuniating arossTCP sokets with a toolkit server is the TCPDispather lass. Of ourse, a similarimplementation ould be done for Unix domain sokets or named pipes if desired.The TCPDispather needs to be initialized with a desription of the server address:publi lass TCPDispather extends Dispather{ private List requests;private Soket server;...proteted TCPDispather (String display_name) throws IOExeption{ Display display = new Display(display_name);Soket server = new Soket(display.getHost(), display.getPort());init(server);new EventThread().start();start();}One the soket onnetion is established, the input and output streams used forthe ommuniation are set up and a CodingDelegate is prepared. As explained insetion 5.6.2, the prototype uses a very simple text based protool for the messageexhange, so the streams atually are harater streams, not byte streams as onemight expet. The job of the CodingDelegate is explained later:private void init (Soket server) throws IOExeption{ InputStream in = server.getInputStream();OutputStream out = server.getOutputStream();this.server = server;display_in = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(in, "UTF-8"));display_out = new BufferedWriter(new OutputStreamWriter(out, "UTF-8"));delegate = new CodingDelegate();requests = new LinkedList();} 98



The run() method of the remote dispather is now very similar to the one alreadydesribed before for the native dispather, the only di�erenes here are that nowa request queue is maintained of outstanding requests for whih no reply has beenreeived yet (this is used to math inoming replies to the orresponding requestobjets), and that requests are sent aross the network instead of exeuting themin the same proess:publi void run (){ try {for (;;) {Request request = (Request) hannel.reeive();if (request.hasResult()) {synhronized (requests) {requests.add(request);}}display_out.write(request.toString(delegate));display_out.newLine();display_out.flush();}} ath (InterruptedExeption ex) {// terminate loop} ath (IOExeption ex) {System.err.println(ex);}}Again, all events and request replies are handled in their own thread. For eahinoming message it �rst needs to be determined whether this is an event or thereply to the oldest unanswered request (requests are always proessed in order bythe server). Eah Event is then deoded by the EventMessage lass and dispathedloally to the appropriate main loops. A reply is deoded likewise by the Replylass and the result value is passed on to the thread that sent the original request,using the hannel spei�ed in the request objet:publi lass EventThread extends Thread{ publi void run (){ ... while ((line = display_in.readLine()) != null) {if (EventMessage.isEventMessage(line)) {EventMessage msg = new EventMessage(line, delegate);msg.dispath();} else { 99



Reply reply = new Reply(line, delegate);Request request;synhronized (requests) {request = (Request) requests.remove(0);}if (!request.mathes(reply.getNumber()))throw new InternalError("unknown sequene number");request.reply(reply.getValue());}}...}}The reason why the event and reply handling needs to done in its own threadhere is that it is simply impossible in Java for a thread to simultaneously waitfor messages arriving at a hannel (whih is internally just a all to the wait()synhronization method) and to wait for input from an I/O stream. So there isno real hoie but to separate these two wait operations into two threads.5.6.2 Communiation ProtoolFor the distributed ase, the dispather and the toolkit server have to exhangerequests, request responses and events aross a network onnetion. To be ableto do that, it is �rst neessary to de�ne a protool that is used for this messageexhange. The prototype implementation desribed here uses a simple text basedprotool for this where eah message orresponds to one line of text, the mainmotivation being here that text is easy to monitor and debug if required. It alsodoes no require thinking about byte ordering on di�erent hardware.All message parameters are onverted to Uniode strings, whih are then enodedin UTF-8 for transport aross the ommuniation layer. While this is su�ient fora testing prototype, a ompat binary protool would ertainly be preferable herein the long run to ahieve better performane at this level. Using a binary protoolwould for example ompletely avoid the need to onvert integer and �oating pointvalues to textual form and later on parsing this text to reover the original value onthe reeiver's side. A format similar to XDR [24℄ would be feasible for this, whihis used as the general enoding format for Remote Proedure Calls [17℄. Anotheroption would be to adopt the objet serialization format used by the Java RemoteMethod Invoation API, whih would have the additional bene�t that the Javaenoder/deoder omes for free, but no suh enoder or deoder exists for nativeC programs yet. 100



<request> ::= <seqnum> , <referene> , <method> , <value> \n<reply> ::= <seqnum> , <value> \n<event> ::= <referene> , <type> , <value> \n<seqnum> ::= <integer><method> ::= <string><type> ::= <string><value> ::= <null> |<boolean> | <integer> | <float> |<referene> | <string> | <array><array> ::= { } | { <values> }<values> ::= <value> | <value> , <values><null> ::= *Figure 5.1: BNF de�nition of simple text protoolAn inomplete formal de�nition of the text protool syntax in Bakus-Naur Formis given in �gure 5.1.4 It is inomplete beause it does not inlude the de�nitionfor the non-terminals (basi types) <boolean>, <integer>, <float>, <referene>and <string>, whih are easier desribed informally in the following list:<boolean> A boolean value is represented as one of the onstants �0� (false) or�1� (true), pre�xed with the harater �b� to indiate the type.<integer> Integer values use the standard deimal string representation of theirtype, pre�xed with the harater �i� to indiate the type.<float> Likewise, this is the standard string representation of an IEEE 754 doublepreision �oating point value, pre�xed with the harater �d� to indiate thetype.<referene> A referene is an opaque string identi�er referring to a lient sideobjet (as desribed before) enlosed in single quotes. Referenes must onlyontain ASCII haraters.<string> Strings are always transferred as UTF-8 enoded byte sequenes en-losed in double quotes, with double quotes and the bakslash haraterinside strings esaped with a bakslash harater (as done in Java or C).4Note that this is BNF, not extended BNF, so the urly brakets are terminal symbols, notmeta symbols. 101



To illustrate how the protool messages look like in pratie, �gure 5.2 shows ashort part of the message �ow for a simple demo appliation5. Versions of theprotool enoder and deoder exist for Java and C (both versions use a simplereursive desend parser) and ould be ombined with di�erent transports likesokets or names pipes as required.--> i13,"gui.Slider�173a10f","gui.Slider.setMinimum",{d0}--> i14,"gui.Slider�173a10f","gui.Slider.setMaximum",{d100}--> i15,"gui.Box�a62f3","gui.Container.add",{'gui.Slider�173a10f'}--> i16,"gui.Box�a62f3","gui.Container.add",{'gui.TextField�10b30a7'}--> i17,"gui.Box�a62f3","gui.Container.add",{'gui.Button�1a758b'}--> i18,"gui.Window�14318bb","gui.Container.add",{'gui.Box�a62f3'}--> i19,"gui.Window�14318bb","gui.Window.setVisible",{b1}--> i20,"gui.Window�14318bb","gui.Window.getTitle",{}<-- i20,"Hello World"--> i21,"gui.Button�1a758b","gui.Button.getText",{}<-- i21,"Clik Me!"--> i22,"gui.TextField�10b30a7","gui.TextField.getText",{}<-- i22,"Some Text..."--> i23,"gui.Window�14318bb","gui.Window.setTitle",{"Clik"}<-- 'gui.Button�1a758b',"liked",*<-- 'gui.Slider�173a10f',"hanged",*--> i24,"gui.Slider�173a10f","gui.Slider.getValue",{}<-- i24,d1.65289--> i25,"gui.TextField�10b30a7","gui.TextField.setText",{"1"}Figure 5.2: Communiation fragment of simple text protool5.6.3 Enoding Messages for TransportThe enoding and deoding of the di�erent data types used in Java for the messagesis performed with the help of the Enoder and Deoder lasses. These ontainmethods that implement the neessary steps for most of the basi data typessupported in the protool: Boolean, Integer, Double, String and Array.EnoderThe Enoder enapsulates a string bu�er that holds the enoded data and supportsthe use of an optional enoding delegate that is asked to enode any objet whosetype the Enoder annot handle. Suh delegates are used in the prototype todetermine how omponents should be enoded, although the general mehanismould be used for other types as well.5The diretional arrows before eah line have been added for improved readability, they arenot part of the transmitted messages. 102



The entral method of the Enoder lass is the enodeObjet() method, whihautomatially hooses an appropriate enoding method depending on the objet'stype. Java arrays are enoded by reursively invoking this method for eah objetinside the array:publi void enodeObjet (Objet objet) throws CodingExeption{ if (objet == null)buffer.append('*');else if (objet.getClass().isArray())enodeArray((Objet [℄) objet);else if (objet instaneof String)enodeString((String) objet);else if (objet instaneof Boolean)enodeBoolean((Boolean) objet);else if (objet instaneof Integer)enodeInteger((Integer) objet);else if (objet instaneof Double)enodeDouble((Double) objet);else if (delegate != null)enodeComponent(objet);elsethrow new CodingExeption("no enoding delegate set");}DeoderThe Deoder lass is the ounterpart to the Enoder and is used to rereate theJava data types from their textual representation. The type pre�xes for the valuesde�ned at the protool level make it muh easier to build a simple deoder withoutthe need for a sophistiated sanner, beause the deoder an always deide avalue's type from the �rst harater of the enoded text (making the values easyfor humans to type is not a onern here):publi Objet deodeObjet () throws CodingExeption{ swith (input.harAt(pos++)) {ase '*':return null;ase 'b':return deodeBoolean();ase 'i':return deodeInteger();ase 'd':return deodeDouble();ase '\'':return deodeComponent();ase '"':return deodeString();103



ase '{':return deodeArray();default:throw new CodingExeption("unreognized type: " + input);}}Again, the atual task of deoding a omponent referene is left here to a deod-ing delegate. Doing so ensures that the knowledge of how to enode and deodeomponents is enapsulated inside these delegate objets, and allows the Enoderand Deoder lasses to be reusable.Coding DelegatesThe two delegate interfaes used for this eah just delare one method:publi interfae EnodingDelegate{ publi String enodeObjet (Objet objet) throws CodingExeption;}publi interfae DeodingDelegate{ publi Objet deodeObjet (String string) throws CodingExeption;}When used by the remote dispather on the lient side, the implementation ofthese interfaes relies on the �objet identi�er� to omponent mapping maintainedinternally by the Component lass (as explained in setion 5.3.6 on page 67):publi lass CodingDelegate implements DeodingDelegate, EnodingDelegate{ publi Objet deodeObjet (String string) throws CodingExeption{ Objet result = Component.getComponent(string);if (result == null)throw new CodingExeption("annot deode unregistered objet");return result;}publi String enodeObjet (Objet objet){ String result = objet.toString();return result;}} 104



On the toolkit server side, the lookup methods based on the omponent registrationmehanism provided by the Server base lass are used instead (these are desribedin setion 5.5.2 on page 89). This ensures that the orret toolkit omponents aresubstituted for the omponent proxy identi�ers when deoding a request and vieversa when enoding a response or an event message:publi lass CodingDelegate implements DeodingDelegate, EnodingDelegate{ publi Objet deodeObjet (String string) throws CodingExeption{ Objet result = Server.getServer().lookupObjet(string);if (result == null)throw new CodingExeption("annot deode unregistered objet");return result;}publi String enodeObjet (Objet objet) throws CodingExeption{ Objet result = Server.getServer().lookupKey(objet);if (result == null)throw new CodingExeption("annot enode unregistered objet");return (String) result;}}Request MessagesIn order to allow request messages to be enoded and deoded for transport arossthe network, it is neessary to add one additional method for enoding and aseond onstrutor for deoding to the Request lass disussed is setion 5.3.5:publi String toString (EnodingDelegate delegate){ Enoder enoder = new Enoder(delegate);enoder.enodeObjet(new Integer(number));enoder.enodeCharater(',');enoder.enodeObjet(target.toString());enoder.enodeCharater(',');enoder.enodeObjet(message);enoder.enodeCharater(',');enoder.enodeObjet(args);return enoder.toString();} 105



The toString() method above is pretty self-explanatory, and the additional on-strutor for deoding a message from a textual representation is simple as well:publi Request (String input, DeodingDelegate delegate){ Deoder deoder = new Deoder(input, delegate);number = ((Integer) deoder.deodeObjet()).intValue();deoder.skipCharater(',');target = (Objet) deoder.deodeObjet();deoder.skipCharater(',');message = (String) deoder.deodeObjet();deoder.skipCharater(',');args = (Objet[℄) deoder.deodeObjet();}Response and Event MessagesThe response and event messages an be enoded and deoded in the same manneras requests, using methods almost idential to the ones shown above. All the hardwork is done by the Enoder and Deoder lasses and the orresponding odingdelegates of the lient and the server.5.6.4 GTK TCP Toolkit ServerThe toolkit server an also be adapted to support suh a distributed ommu-niation model with a few small hanges. For the implementation using nativeomponents, the only part of the ode that needs to be replaed is the modulethat uses the Java Native Interfae to interat with the dispather and the eventthread. This module is replaed by an equivalent one that implements a TCPbased transport and ontains a native enoder and deoder for the message pro-tool desribed in setion 5.6.2. All the rest of the native server implementationan be shared between both versions without any modi�ations.The new module now needs to ontain a main() funtion, as the TCP servermust be able to run as a standalone proess instead of being loaded as a sharedlibrary into the Java virtual mahine. This main() funtion is a lot similar tothe run() method of the JNI based server. Like before, it needs to initialize theGLib and GTK libraries and the funtion and objet mapping tables. The onemajor di�erene here is that the GNet library is used to install a server funtionfor handling an inoming soket onnetion on the server's TCP port:106



int main (int arg, har *argv[℄){ int port = 5000; // default port numberGServer *server;g_type_init();gnet_init();gtk_init(&arg, &argv);...server = gnet_server_new(NULL, port, server_fun, NULL);gtk_main();return 0;}The GNet library is a general purpose networking library providing an objet-oriented wrapper around the BSD soket API. It supports both synhronous andasynhronous onnetion handling and represents onnetions as I/O hannels thatan be added to the GLib main loop as additional input soures. This is veryonvenient, as it allows the toolkit server proess to be ompletely single-threadedwithout any further e�orts: Both the onnetion to the lient as well as the eventhandling for the toolkit an be managed by the toolkit's main loop, unlike thein-proess model where reading requests from a hannel needed to be integratedwith the GTK main loop.When the lient has established a onnetion to the server, the data soket isadded to the main loop as a new I/O wath, so that any inoming requests an beproessed from the native main loop:stati void server_fun (GServer *server, GConn *onn, gpointer data){ io_hannel = onn->iohannel;g_io_add_wath(io_hannel, G_IO_IN|G_IO_HUP, io_wath, NULL);gnet_server_delete(server);}As soon as new data beomes available on the soket, the io_wath() funtionis alled by the main loop to read the request. For the text based protool,eah request spans exatly one line of input, so this proess beomes fairly sim-ple. The server deodes the request into a GValue array and passes it to thehandle_request() funtion:stati gboolean io_wath (GIOChannel *soure, GIOCondition ond, gpointer data){ har *buf = NULL;gsize len;GIOError status = gnet_io_hannel_readline_strdup(soure, &buf, &len);if (len > 0) { 107



GValueArray *array = deode_request(buf);handle_request(array);g_value_array_free(array);} else {gtk_exit(0);}g_free(buf);return TRUE;}The atual request handling is then done by that funtion in exatly the sameway as for the in-proess ase already desribed in setion 5.4.2 on page 73. Thetoolkit interfae funtion orresponding to the request is looked up and alled andthe result value is sent bak to the lient:stati void handle_request (GValueArray *request){ ...if (objet) {GValueArray *args =g_value_get_boxed(g_value_array_get_nth(request, 3));GValue result = {0};all_fun_t all_fun = lookup_all(method);if (all_fun) {all_fun(objet, args, &result);if (G_IS_VALUE(&result)) {post_reply(seqnum, &result);}}} else {init_fun_t init_fun = lookup_init(method);if (init_fun) {objet = init_fun();register_objet(objet, target);}}}Of ourse the sending of the result value now involves generating a reply messagethat an be transmitted aross the TCP onnetion, so the result value must beproperly enoded into a text message �rst:stati void post_reply (long seqnum, GValue *result){ 108



...enode_long(buf, seqnum);g_string_append_(buf, ',');enode_value(buf, result);g_string_append_(buf, '\n');gnet_io_hannel_writen(io_hannel, buf->str, buf->len, &len);status = g_io_hannel_flush(io_hannel, NULL);...g_string_free(buf, TRUE);}Apart from the request handling shown above, the other major part of the toolkitserver is the forwarding of events generated by the native omponents to the lient.The same event listener module is used here that was done for the in-proess toolkitserver, so all event messages are routed through the funtion post_event() in theserver. This funtion is responsible for properly enoding the event soure andparameters aording to the protool and sending the onstruted event messagevia the soket onnetion to the event dispather in the lient:void post_event (gpointer soure, onst har *event, GValueArray *args){ ...enode_omponent(buf, soure);g_string_append_(buf, ',');enode_string(buf, event);g_string_append_(buf, ',');if (args != NULL) {enode_value_array(buf, args);} else {enode_pointer(buf, args);}g_string_append_(buf, '\n');gnet_io_hannel_writen(io_hannel, buf->str, buf->len, &len);status = g_io_hannel_flush(io_hannel, NULL);...g_string_free(buf, TRUE);}The text protool enoding and deoding is atually very similar to the implemen-tation shown before in Java (enapsulated in the Enoder and Deoder lasses):enode_value() tries to determine the type of the value to enode and then in-vokes one of the orresponding type-spei� enoding funtions:stati void enode_value (GString *buf, GValue *value){ 109



if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_POINTER(value))enode_pointer(buf, g_value_get_pointer(value));else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS(value, G_TYPE_VALUE_ARRAY))enode_value_array(buf, g_value_get_boxed(value));else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_STRING(value))enode_string(buf, g_value_get_string(value));else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_BOOLEAN(value))enode_boolean(buf, g_value_get_boolean(value));else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_LONG(value))enode_long(buf, g_value_get_long(value));else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_DOUBLE(value))enode_double(buf, g_value_get_double(value));else if (G_VALUE_HOLDS_OBJECT(value))enode_omponent(buf, g_value_get_objet(value));elsefputs("invalid type in enode_value()\n", stderr);}enode_value() works exatly the other way round and is again based on type-spei� deoding funtions, as expeted. All the rest of the server ode is sharedwith the in-proess implementation.5.6.5 Swing TCP Toolkit ServerIt should now be fairly obvious that the same proedure seen before an also beapplied to the Java toolkit server: Replaing the JavaServer implementation fromsetion 5.5.2 with a di�erent sublass of the abstrat Server lass that supportsremote ommuniation with the lient. The overall struture of this lass is in fatvery similar to the native TCP toolkit server desribed above. It also needs tobe able to run in its own proess now, and it too must be able to read requestsfrom the soket onnetion to the lient while simultaneously handling events fromthe toolkit. But this already points to one di�erene: There is no way in Java tointegrate the proess of waiting for data on a soket into the main loop of theSwing toolkit. As a onsequene, the request handling will have to be done in aseparate thread. Again, apart from this lass, all the rest of the ode on the serverside � and in partiular the omponent and event listener lasses � an be simplyreused ompletely unhanged with this TCPServer.The main() method has to set up the toolkit server to listen on its server portfor onnetions from a lient. One a onnetion has been established, the requesthandling loop an be started:publi lass TCPServer extends Server implements Runnable{ publi stati void main (String args[℄){ 110



try {String display_name = System.getProperty("gui.display");Display display = new Display(display_name);TCPServer server = new TCPServer();server.bind(display.getPort());server.run();} ath (IOExeption ex) {...}}The server's bind method is used to aept an inoming lient onnetion and setsup the input and output streams used for the ommuniation with the lient:private void bind (int port) throws IOExeption{ ServerSoket soket = new ServerSoket(port);init(soket.aept());soket.lose();}The thread that is responsible for proessing the lient request messages spendsits time in the run() method, waiting for data from the soket and deoding anyrequest messages that arrive there. The atual request handling is again pushedinto the handleRequest() method:publi void run (){ try {String line;while ((line = lient_in.readLine()) != null) {Request request = new Request(line, delegate);handleRequest(request);}} ath (IOExeption ex) {...}}The job of handleRequest() is then the same proedure as always: Look up thetoolkit method orresponding to the request and invoke the operation with thedeoded argument list provided in the request message:publi void handleRequest (Request request){ ... 111



if (objet != null) {Objet args[℄ = request.getArguments();Method m_all = methods.lookupCall(method);if (m_all != null) {invokeRequest(request, m_all, new Objet[℄ {objet, args});}} else {Method m_init = methods.lookupInit(method);if (m_init != null) {try {objet = m_init.invoke(null, new Objet[℄ {});registerObjet(objet, target);} ath (InvoationTargetExeption ex) {...}}}}As explained above, the requests annot be reeived diretly by the event threadbeause reading requests would blok the event thread, whih must not be done.As a onsequene, the thread that is used to handle the lient requests is notpermitted to talk to the user interfae omponents, due to the known limitations ofthe Swing toolkit. This an be solved, however, by pushing the ode that atuallyalls the toolkit methods into the event thread using the same invokeLater()trik seen before. Method results are also sent bak from this thread in the formof enoded reply messages:private void invokeRequest (final Request request, final Method method,final Objet args[℄){ EventQueue.invokeLater(new Runnable() {publi void run () {try {Objet result = method.invoke(null, args);if (result != JavaGUI.VOID) {int seqnum = request.getNumber();Reply reply = new Reply(seqnum, result);lient_out.write(reply.toString(delegate));lient_out.newLine();lient_out.flush();}} ath (IOExeption ex) {...} 112



}});}The omplete event handling proess in the TCPServer works in the same way asfor the JavaServer: The Swing event listener is used as a generi event handlerthat forwards all events to the postEvent() method in the toolkit server. Theimplementation provided by this lass then just has to send the enoded represen-tation of eah message aross the soket onnetion to the lient:publi void postEvent (EventMessage message){ try {lient_out.write(message.toString(delegate));lient_out.newLine();lient_out.flush();} ath (IOExeption ex) {...}}The role of the loadApplet() method in the server has already been explained atthe very end of setion 5.5.2 on page 93: Its responsibility is to arrange the loadingof an applet that is used as a toolkit lient. Contrary to the implementation seenin the JavaServer lass, the applet annot be diretly loaded here, beause fora distributed ommuniation model the applet of ourse must be loaded on thelient, not on the server. This means that for an applet using the TCPServer, theapplet lass is not loaded into the browser (that ontains the toolkit server for theapplet) but into the Java proess on the remote system where the toolkit lient isrunning. This is why in this ase the applet's lass name is simply transmitted tothe lient instead:publi void loadApplet (JApplet applet, String name){ try {...Thread thread = new Thread(this);init(new Soket(host, display.getPort()));lient_out.write(name);lient_out.newLine();lient_out.flush();synhronized (applet) {thread.start();while (lookupKey(applet) == null) {applet.wait(); 113



}}} ath (IOExeption ex) {...}}Muh more details on the handling of applets in general and an example appletare shown in setion 5.8 on page 118.5.7 Example AppliationTo show how the arhiteture presented here looks from the view of an appliationprogrammer, this setion disusses a simple example program to illustrate thatpoint. The program simply reates a window ontaining a grid layout with threebuttons (that this is done in the run() method an be ignored for now):publi lass ThreadDemo extends Thread{ publi void run () {Window window = new Window("ThreadDemo");Button reate = new Button("Create New Window");Button doquit = new Button("Quit Appliation");Button ounter = new Button("Start Countdown");Grid grid = new Grid(3, 1);The omponent lasses Window, Button and Grid used here should not need anyexplaining, they work just like the orresponding AWT lasses. Grid is a layoutontainer with a on�gurable grid layout, somewhere in between the GridLayoutand GridBagLayout found in the AWT. Unlike the layout lasses, it is however aontainer with a �xed layout, in the same way that the Box lass is used in Swing.Putting the omponent hierarhy together by adding the individual omponentsto the layout ontainers is also really straightforward:grid.add(reate, 0, 0);grid.add(doquit, 1, 0);grid.add(ounter, 2, 0);window.add(grid);window.setVisible(true);The add() method of the Grid lass aepts optional oordinates to speify the ellwhere the omponent should be plaed. Muh more interesting is to look at howthe event handling is done. The event handlers are implemented in separate eventlistener lasses muh like AtionListener implementations are used for AWT or114



Swing event handling, and these are attahed to the omponents using the generiaddEventListener() method:reate.addEventHandler("liked", new StartHandler());doquit.addEventHandler("liked", new QuitHandler());ounter.addEventHandler("liked", new LoopHandler());window.addEventHandler("losing", new CloseHandler());Beause this method is used for all types of events, it is neessary to speify thetype of event the handler is interested in separately. For this, a set of standardevent names is de�ned (strings are a lot more �exible than the event IDs used inthe AWT), for example the �liked� event type orresponds to a lik on a buttonobjet et.Finally, the appliation needs to start the main event loop. This is made expliitin the API beause there simply is not �the one� event loop: There an be as manyas the appliation needs, and to be able to ontrol them they have to be visible tothe program. To make the ommon ase easy, the MainLoop lass provides a lassmethod to obtain the default main loop for a thread, automatially reating oneif neessary. Eah thread an have its own default main loop, of ourse. So, theode to start the main loop is very simple:MainLoop.defaultMainLoop().run();}To be able to atually start the program, it additionally needs to have a main()method:publi stati void main (String args[℄) {new ThreadDemo().start();}The main() method reates a new ThreadDemo objet (whih extends the Threadlass) and starts it. The new thread will begin its exeution in the run() methodseen above, opening a new window and starting a main loop in this thread. Theoriginal main thread simply terminates by leaving the main() method. As a result,there is one thread, one window, and one main loop for handling events.The next aspet to look at is what the event handlers are doing: The simplest oneis the handler for the Quit Appliation button that simply terminates the programusing System.exit():publi lass QuitHandler implements EventListener {publi void handleEvent (Event event) {System.exit(0);}} 115



As an be seen here, the EventListener interfae is in fat very similar to theAtionListener mentioned before: It delares a single method, handleEvent(),that needs to be implemented with the handler ode. The only parameter is theevent objet of type Event, whih is the base lass of all events, so the atual typeof the event may also be a sublass of this.The event handler for the �Create New Window� button reates a new ThreadDemoobjet when liked, and starts the new thread, just like main() did:publi lass StartHandler implements EventListener {publi void handleEvent (Event event) {new ThreadDemo().start();}}What does this do? It reates a seond thread that also exeutes its run() method,whih reates a new window and starts a new main loop in the seond thread. Thisis beause (unless arranged otherwise) eah thread gets its own default main loop.So after one lik on this button there are two threads, two windows and two mainloops. It should now be obvious how this ontinues: Eah press on this button inany of the windows will reate an additional thread, window and main loop.This leads to the next question: How do the omponents inside the individualwindows know whih main loop is responsible for handling the events they gen-erate? The answer to this question is simple: Sine no partiular main loop wasspei�ed that should be used for delivering the events when onneting the eventhandlers, they were onneted to the default main loop of the thread that didthe addEventListener() all. This also explains why the ode was plaed in therun() method of the new thread: If the same thread that onnets the event han-dlers also wants to handle them, nothing speial needs to be done. Of ourse thereare also variants of the addEventListener() method that let the aller determinewhih main loop should be used for event delivery.The bottom line is that one may have any number of windows, eah with its ownmain loop responsible for handling the event generated inside that window. Buthow does one get rid of the threads again? This is equally simple as shown in thehandler for the window lose button:publi lass CloseHandler implements EventListener {publi void handleEvent (Event event) {MainLoop.defaultMainLoop().terminate();}}When a window is losed, the handler for the �losing� event is alled, whih in turn116



Figure 5.3: Sreen shot of the ThreadDemo appliationalls the terminate() method of the main loop for the thread that is responsiblefor this window. Terminating an event loop auses the run() method of the mainloop to return, whih here was alled as the last statement in the run() methodof the thread itself, so that this also auses the thread's exeution to end.To illustrate that the individual main loops an really run independently of eahother, the handler for the last button is doing something seemingly stupid: Itbloks the event handling thread for ten seonds and displays a ountdown duringthat time on the button:publi lass LoopHandler implements EventListener {publi void handleEvent (Event event) {Button ounter = (Button) event.getSoure();String text = ounter.getText();for (int i = 10; i > 0; --i) {ounter.setText(">> " + i + " <<");try {Thread.sleep(1000);} ath (InterruptedExeption ex) {}}ounter.setText(text);}}Figure 5.3 shows a sreen shot of the running appliation on the Linux platformusing the Swing toolkit server. The event thread of the left window is idle whilethe thread of the seond window is exeuting the LoopHandler ode. Despite thefat that one event handler is urrently busy, both windows repaint �ne and theleft window an proess events normally. The ountdown an run in both (or evenmore) windows in parallel, without disturbing the other windows.When trying to do the same thing in a normal Swing appliation, one will notiethat while it is possible to open multiple windows, starting the ountdown in one ofthem will ause all windows to beome unresponsive until the ountdown is over.They will not repaint either if they are temporarily overlapped with another win-dow, meaning that the ountdown will not even be visible in the window where itwas started. This does not even work if there is just one open window, beause therepaints queued by the setText() operations on the button annot be performed117



while the event handler is still running.More examples as well as the omplete soure ode for the prototype implementa-tion an be found on the projet web site [16℄.5.8 Java AppletsDue to the fat that a Swing toolkit server exists, it is also possible to run thisserver inside an applet, using either the in-proess model or a TCP transport forthe message exhange.The main limitation of an applet is that it may not interat freely with the systemon whih is it running due to seurity onsiderations, for example it annot workwith loal �les or open arbitrary network onnetions. There are two exeptions,however: It is allowed to ommuniate with the web browser in whih it is runningand it may open a network onnetion to the server from whih this applet itselfwas loaded.Applets in general work a little di�erent from Java appliations: They do not havea main() method and often do not reate their own windows (though an appletis allowed to do this). Instead, an applet is allotted a �xed part of the browser'swindow to render itself into and an thus beome an integral part of a web page.One the spae has been reserved by the browser, the applet lass is loaded andinstantiated. Then, the applet's init() method is alled to signal that the applet'slife yle has begun.To implement this model on top of the message-based approah presented here,two omponents are neessary: An implementation of a Swing JApplet sublassthat an be loaded into a browser and runs the toolkit server, and an Applet6 lasssimilar to the standard one whih an then be sublassed and used as a templatefor the atual applet spei� ode.5.8.1 Swing Applet ProxyThe Java applet running the toolkit server an atually be reused for any applet,independent of what the applet is doing, sine it just needs to setup the stage forthe toolkit server to run. In the implementation provided in the prototype, thislass is alled JavaApplet and extends the JApplet lass as expeted. It an beparametrized using the applet parameters gui.applet and gui.display : gui.appletselets the name of an applet lass to be loaded as a lient for the toolkit server6This does not refer to the AWT applet lass but rather to the very similar lass provided bythis prototype. 118



running in this applet, whih must be a sublass of the Applet lass disussedbelow. The property gui.display determines whih kind of message transport isused between the lient applet and the toolkit server (TCP or in-proess):publi lass JavaApplet extends JApplet{ publi void init(){ String name = getParameter("gui.applet");String display = getParameter("gui.display");if (display != null)new TCPServer();if (name != null)Server.getServer().loadApplet(this, name);Server.getServer().postEvent(new EventMessage(this, "applet-init"));}The operations init(), start(), stop() and destroy() that ontrol the applet'slife yle are simply enapsulated as pseudo event messages and sent to the appletlient:publi void start(){ Server.getServer().postEvent(new EventMessage(this, "applet-start"));}publi void stop(){ Server.getServer().postEvent(new EventMessage(this, "applet-stop"));}publi void destroy(){ Server.getServer().postEvent(new EventMessage(this, "applet-destroy"));}}5.8.2 Applet Template ClassThe Applet lass that ats as the template for the lient applets now just needsto attah event handlers to eah of these events to make the forwarding of theseoperations to the lient ompletely transparent:publi lass Applet extends Container implements Runnable{ 119



MainLoop loop = new MainLoop();proteted Applet (Class type){ super(type);try {addEventHandler("applet-init", loop, this, "appletInit");addEventHandler("applet-start", loop, this, "appletStart");addEventHandler("applet-stop", loop, this, "appletStop");addEventHandler("applet-destroy", loop, this, "appletDestroy");} ath (NoSuhMethodExeption ex) {System.err.println(ex);System.exit(1);}}Atually, the applet lient needs to have its own main loop, just like an appliation,so this is an example of how to onnet event handlers to a spei� main loop.One that is done, the applet's main loop an be started with the run() method:publi void run (){ loop.setDefaultMainLoop();loop.run();}One problem remains, however: Beause an applet is not allowed to open a listeningsoket (whih is alled a ServerSoket in Java) for seurity reasons, the onnetionproess has to be reversed for an applet when using the TCP message transport:The applet lient needs to open a ServerSoket to whih the toolkit server anthen onnet from inside the web browser. This works beause an applet is allowedto open an outgoing soket onnetion to the same server the applet itself wasloaded from.5.8.3 Generi Applet ServerTo avoid having to inlude the onnetion handling ode (i.e. opening the soketand instantiating the dispather) into eah applet lient, there is a simple appletserver lass that an at as a generi applet lient loader. It establishes the serversoket, obtains the applet lass name from the applet proxy (via the toolkit server)and tries to instantiate the given applet lass using the Java re�etion API. If thissueeds, it will proeed to start the applet lient's main loop:publi lass AppletServer{ 120



publi stati void main (String args[℄){ try {...ServerSoket soket = new ServerSoket(display.getPort());Soket server = soket.aept();TCPDispather dispather = new TCPDispather(server);String applet_name = dispather.getAppletName();Class applet_lass = Class.forName(applet_name);Applet applet = (Applet) applet_lass.newInstane();soket.lose();applet.run();} ath (ClassNotFoundExeption ex) {...}}}5.8.4 An Example AppletJust to give an idea of how this is used in pratie, the lass for a very simpleexample applet is inluded here. The applet itself only ontains a single buttonthat reats to liked events, and for eah of the init(), start(), stop() anddestroy() methods it will print the method name to the Java onsole:publi lass DemoApplet extends Applet{ publi void init(){ System.err.println("[init℄");Button button = new Button("Applet");add(button);button.addEventHandler("liked", new EventListener() {publi void handleEvent (Event event) {System.err.println(event.getSoure());}});}publi void start(){ System.err.println("[start℄");}publi void stop(){ 121



Figure 5.4: Demo applet in the AppletViewerSystem.err.println("[stop℄");}publi void destroy(){ System.err.println("[destroy℄");}}The HTML ode used to embed this applet into a web page illustrates that it hasto referene the JavaApplet proxy lass for the applet ode attribute (instead ofthe example applet lass), and that it inludes the DemoApplet lass as the valueof the gui.applet applet parameter. Also, the gui.display parameter indiates theport number on whih the applet server is running on the system that is servingthe web page:<!DOCTYPE html publi "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"><html><head><title>Demo Applet</title></head><body><enter><applet ode="swing/JavaApplet.lass" width="200" height="100"><param name="gui.applet" value="demo.DemoApplet"><param name="gui.display" value=":5000"></applet></enter></body></html>Figure 5.4 shows this applet running inside the JDK's applet viewer for example.Though this is not immediately obvious when using the applet, liking on thebutton atually exeutes the handler ode on the server side, not in the proxyapplet that is running inside the applet viewer, so the method names printed bythe applet will appear on the server. 122



5.9 SummaryThis hapter presented the prototype implementation for the message-based ap-proah proposed in hapter 4. Though the urrent prototype only ontains a fairlysmall seletion of omponent lasses and only supports a subset of the possibleevent types, it nonetheless proves that the general approah presented here is infat viable and an be o�ered in the form of a rather nie appliation programminginterfae to the user of the toolkit.As already disussed in setion 4.10 on page 55, the message-based approah anful�l all of the objetives presented in the design:
• It o�ers transparent thread-safe aess to user interfae omponents.
• It supports parallel even handling in a way that is very simple to use.
• It an present a lean, abstrat API to the appliation with easily replaeablebakend implementations.
• It allows appliations to display their interfae on a remote system.The implementation of the four di�erent toolkit servers has also shown that itis possible to isolate the hanges required for making a toolkit server apable oftransparent aess aross a network from the generi ode that interats with thenative toolkit omponents. Only a fairly small module has to be redone in order touse a given toolkit server with a ompletely di�erent ommuniation mehanism.
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Chapter 6Evaluation of the Results
The fat that the approah presented in the previous hapters works for smallprograms does not automatially imply, however, that it may not have pratialproblems that may prevent is from being used for real-world appliations.The main point where this ould be a problem is the question of the performaneimpliations inurred by the proposed arhiteture: It adds a lot of indiretion tothe originally very simple proess of alling a method on a omponent. On theother hand, ommuniating with graphial omponents already is a fairly involvedproess, beause the omponent rendering and the physial event handling areoften managed outside of the program anyway: for example by the X11 displayserver on Unix platforms of the Quartz WindowServer on Ma OS X. All of thisdoes it not make very easy to evaluate the performane impliations without doingatual measurements, whih are presented in the following setion.But this hapter disusses other potential problems as well: How the thread inter-ation is designed in way that helps to avoid potential deadloks and whih limi-tations the overall arhiteture plaes on the �exibility available to the appliationdeveloper, espeially regarding the design of ustom user interfae omponents.6.1 Performane EvaluationAll of the extra �exibility provided by this approah omes at a prie: performane.So one has to ask the question: Is using an (albeit somewhat simpli�ed) distributedobjet model feasible for building a graphial program's user interfae onsideringits potential performane impliations?Based on the design presented in hapter 4, there are two main areas that arelikely to introdue performane degradation: loking when aessing the request124



and event queues and thread ommuniation overhead: enoding and deodingthe atual request and event objets, as well as mapping objet identi�ers to theomponent objet referenes or the orresponding proxy objets, respetively.To evaluate this, several fators need to be onsidered:
• Whih perentage of the time used by the program is spent interating withthe GUI omponents?This is an aspet that is fairly di�ult to evaluate objetively. One wouldexpet that the performane of an appliation is determined mainly by theappliation logi, not the omponent interations or the event dispathingtime, though this varies of ourse depending on the onrete appliation oneis looking at. This fator is very di�ult to measure in pratie as well, sinethis would inlude simulating use ases for a program, whih is well beyondthe sope of this thesis. So, the worst ase assumption is made here that theappliation performane is in fat limited by the toolkit performane.
• What is the overhead involved in using the distributed objet system on thelevel of an individual method all?Here, two separate ases need to be looked at: Operations that produea result value from the toolkit require a full roundtrip to the omponentimplementation to be able to deliver the result value before the appliationan proeed. This lass of operations inludes for example all methods thatrequest omponent properties.Operations that do not have a result value an be exeuted ompletely asyn-hronously, that is the appliation an already proeed while the method isstill queued for invoation by the toolkit. This lass of operations inludes allmethods that only update omponent properties and annot report failure(as explained earlier, exeptions on the omponent side need to be handledas result values and an be reonstruted at the proxy level). All of this isinvisible to the appliation, sine the ordering of the requests guarantees thata synhronous operation always waits for all previous requests to omplete.This is neessary beause an appliation an rely on the fat that methodson the omponents are not exeuted out of order. Asynhronous operationsonly involve half the time that a full roundtrip would take.
• What is the delay inurred for handling user events? Does the program'sresponsiveness su�er in a notieable way?To determine this, it is neessary to measure the amount of time it takes todispath an event from the toolkit server to the appliation. Sine eventsand request replies are atually very similar (the only real di�erene beingthe hannel they are dispathed to in the appliation ode), this an be125



alulated from the roundtrip time for a request: Assuming that the timespent on onstruting and transporting a request is about equal to that spenton a reply, the time taken to dispath an event will be half the roundtriptime.The seond of these questions will be looked at here �rst: One way to evaluatethis is to measure the time spent for a single roundtrip from the user appliationto the toolkit library. The atual timing was done on the getText() methodof a button objet, as this is a very basi operation: Is it just reading a GUIomponent's attribute, no update of the user interfae is required. The results ofthese measurements are shown in the �rst olumn of �gure 6.1 on the next page.A seond measurement has been performed on a typial method that needs toupdate a omponent's display and an be exeuted asynhronously. Note thatfor all toolkits involved here synhronous GUI updates have been fored, sineupdating the user interfae is always handled by a separate thread (or even aseparate proess in a windowing system like X11). So the time given here inludesthe time spent by the toolkit drawing the updated omponent. For the message-based approah it also inludes half the roundtrip time from the �rst olumn. Theatual timing here was done on the setText() method of a button objet, againa very basi operation that requires a learly de�ned GUI update: drawing a newbutton label.For omparison purposes, the third olumn gives the time spent for the samesetText() operation without foring synhronous GUI updates. This number isalways lower, of ourse, sine this test just updates the internal omponent stateand queues a redraw noti�ation on the omponent. Note however, that this isthe default mode of operation.Eah timing is given in miroseonds per operation (averaged over 1000 alls in 5runs for eah test), measured using Vlad Roubtsov's high resolution native timerimplementation for Java [23℄. The test system was an Intel Pentium 4 based PCsystem (2.0 GHz, 512 MB RAM) running Linux 2.6 and XFree86 4.3. The Javaruntime environment used for all tests is Sun's JDK release 1.5.0_06 for Linuxwith the HotSpot JIT ompiler enabled.There are some interesting observations that an be made from these results:
• The numbers indiate that the Swing toolkit is atually a lot faster than theAWT for the measured operation. Looking at the test window while the testis running points to a likely reason for this: Both the AWT and GTK toolkitsan be seen updating the text on the sreen while the test is running, whilethe Swing version just displays the �nal text after the test run is omplete.Swing is obviously a lot smarter about dropping unneessary repaints thathave beome obsolete due to further repaints on the same omponent. This126



GUI toolkit used roundtrip synupdate asynupdatestandard Java AWT toolkit n/a 450 µs 224 µsstandard Java Swing toolkit n/a 166 µs 85 µsmessage passing, JNI, GTK 134 µs 542 µs 206 µsmessage passing, TCP loopbak, GTK 417 µs 694 µs 246 µsmessage passing, Channels, Swing 130 µs 510 µs 24 µsmessage passing, TCP loopbak, Swing 674 µs 711 µs 119 µsFigure 6.1: Performane evaluation of single method allsmight be a good optimization to apply to the other toolkits as well.
• Considering that the measured setText() operation does not have a returnvalue and so only requires half the roundtrip time in ommuniation over-head, one an onlude that the atual time spent in the method for updatingthe GUI is around 480 µs for the GTK server and 400 µs for the Swing server.Given that one would expet the native toolkit to perform better, there isobviously still some room for improvement in either the GTK server or theGTK toolkit itself.
• The extra ost inurred by the message passing is notieable, but in thesame order of magnitude as the ost for the GUI update itself. Comparedwith the AWT toolkit, using the message-based approah with an in-proesstoolkit server is not signi�antly slower, so suh an approah is learly usablein general. The message transport aross the TCP loopbak interfae is abit more ostly, but that is to be expeted given the extra �exibility (andrequired ontext swithes between two proesses).
• Given a roundtrip time of about 130 µs for the in-proess ase, one anexpet half that time for dispathing a single event from the toolkit server tothe appliation, whih translates to a maximum limit of above 10000 eventsper seond on typial onsumer hardware, ignoring the time spent in theevent handler itself. So, for all pratial purposes, the limiting fator willbe the atual event handler ode in the appliation, not the event handlingmehanism itself.6.2 Loking ConsiderationsWhenever a omplex system involving multiple threads is designed, one should takea areful look at the possibility of deadloks reated by the thread interation. Adeadlok is formally any situation within the program where two or more threadsannot ontinue beause eah is waiting for one of the other threads to omplete127



some operation.The general requirements for a deadlok to our are:1. exlusive (i.e. non-shared) use of resoures2. proesses wait while trying to alloate a resoure3. alloated resoures annot be relaimed forefully4. there is a ylial wait ondition onsisting of a ring of proesses eah waitingfor the next one.The easiest way to avoid deadloks here is to avoid the last one of these require-ments: the ylial wait ondition. To understand this, one has to take a loserlook at the message �ow between the involved threads:
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• Channels are used in fully bu�ered mode, i.e. the only operation that anblok is a reeive() operation on the hannel. That diretly translates intothe fat that only the reader on a hannel may have to wait on the writer.
• Sokets are di�erent: Here, both the reader as well as the writer may bebloked when the network bu�er is either empty upon read or full uponwrite. But sine the bu�er annot be empty and full at the same time, onlyone of these wait onditions an our at the same time.
• The event queue is ompletely non-bloking: Posting requests for exeutionin the event thread will never blok the sender, as the event queue insidethe appliation is not limited in length. The event thread will never ativelywait for suh requests, either, so there is no wait ondition to examine here.Avoiding possible deadloks is atually one of the main reasons for splitting theevent dispather from the request dispather on the appliation side: If both wererunning in the same thread, a deadlok might potentially our due to a ylialwait ondition. But running both tasks in the same thread would not be feasibleanyway beause is it simply impossible in Java to simultaneously wait for inputon a soket and a hannel, whih translates to a wait() operation on a monitorinternally.6.3 RestritionsThe next setion disusses the two main restritions inherent in the arhiteturepresented in this thesis: Portability to di�erent platforms that do not share thesame graphial toolkit library and reating ustom omponents for use in an ap-pliation.6.3.1 PortabilitySine the general approah is similar to the model used by the Abstrat WindowingToolkit or the SWT where the set of omponent lasses available to the appliationprogrammer is limited by the ommon subset of the omponents provided by theunderlying toolkit(s), the same basi limitation applies here as well.Depending on the rihness of the toolkits in question, this an beome a seriousproblem (as has been the ase for the AWT), but this limitation an be avoidedin general in one of two ways:
• By also using external omponent implementations, the palette of ompo-nents an be extended greatly. For example, the GTK toolkit itself doesnot provide a omponent for rendering HTML ontent, and neither does the129



Win32 API. There are, however, some embeddable web browser omponentsthat �ll this need: Both the Internet Explorer as well as the Geko render-ing engine of the Mozilla Firefox browser an be used for this. This is theroute that the Elipse SWT is taking in this regard: Using (mostly) nativeomponents ombined with seleted third party add-ons to the omponentsprovided by the platform libraries.
• The other way to solve this problem is to enfore the use the same toolkitaross all supported platforms. That was simply not an option bak thenwhen the AWT was designed, but today there are already several toolkitsthat provide the neessary portability aross all the major platforms (Win-dows, Ma OS X and Unix/X11). Qt, GTK and wxWidgets ould be possiblehoies for this.6.3.2 Creating Custom ComponentsAssume that an appliation is not satis�ed with the set of omponents providedby the toolkit library and would like to use for example a turnable knob instead ofa slider in its user interfae. Though the general arhiteture allows for reatingustom omponents in priniple by sending the repaint events to the appliationand also supporting paint operations as requests on a omponent, the performanemay su�er badly when a large number of drawing requests is required eah timea omponent is repainted, though this an be alleviated somewhat by bu�ering ofwindow ontents in the window system.This eventually leads to the question of how many appliations really need toimplement their own omponents from srath, and what alternatives there are toavoid performane problems in suh a ase:Sine implementing new omponents at the toolkit level is hard either way evenusing native ode, there is a growing trend among toolkit designers to avoid thisin favour of a more general approah: a highly �exible anvas element. A anvasis basially � as the name implies � a blank omponent that an be painted uponby the appliation to display anything it wants. It also an trap the physialevents (mouse and keyboard operations) in order to allow for interation of theuser with the omponent. For example Java supports two anvas lasses: Canvasin the AWT and JPanel in the Swing toolkit. Both enable the programmer todesign speialized omponents not provided by the toolkit itself. There is onemajor disadvantage however: The Java anvas does not provide anything beyondthe basi empty spae on whih the omponent an draw itself.A di�erent idea an be seen when looking at the anvas omponent provided inJohn Ousterhout's Tk toolkit [20℄: The Tk anvas (whih is turn was inspired byBartlett's ezd strutured graphis appliation for sheme) is muh more �exible130



due to the fat that is behaves more like a kind of generi ontainer for graphiprimitives. Tk even allows putting other omponents into a anvas.Newer toolkits tend to follow the Tk approah: Make the anvas more �exible byhanging it from a simple drawing area into a generi ontainer for suh graphiprimitives as lines, boxes, text et. Additionally, eah of these primitives an reatto events triggered by the user using the usual event handling mehanism. Theanvas thus basially turns into a small rendering system that also automatiallyhandles srolling, lipping and z-ordering for overlapping primitives2.In fat, the original motivation in the GTK toolkit ame from the fat that odefor ustom omponents (like the drawing area in GIMP or Inksape, the table viewof Gnumeri or the slide view in a presentation program) is often dupliated arossmany appliations, for example the anvas used in Inksape shares a lot of odewith the anvas used in the Dia diagram editor. A proposed implementation for ageneri GTK anvas in desribed in the artile [2℄.Building the ustom ontrol from the example suddenly beomes quite simplenow: The appliation only needs to de�ne the layout of the ontrol one, usingthe provided graphi primitives or alternatively simply loading an image into animage element of the anvas. When the user drags the knob, the appliationonly has to tell the anvas to rotate its ontent by the orresponding amount,the atual painting is then handled ompletely inside the toolkit. This oneptmakes building ustom omponents muh easier and has the added bonus that itwould work just �ne in ombination with this message-based approah, ompletelyavoiding the need for paint events to be exhanged between the appliation andthe toolkit server.6.4 SummaryAs seen in the �rst setion of this hapter, the extra overhead introdued by themessage passing is learly measurable, but not as big as one might have expetedand ertainly in no way prohibitive, even for a worst ase senario where theoverall performane of an appliation primarily depends on the performane ofthe graphial toolkit. Whether suh a worst ase senario even applies to manyreal-world appliations is doubtful, but even when making this assumption, theapproah presented here performs not signi�antly worse than the original AWTtoolkit used for omparison.The extra overhead introdued by the message passing is proportional to the num-ber of requests and events that are interhanged between the appliation and the2There is even a anvas implementation for GTK that aims to provide the ability to load asubset of SVG for this in the future. 131



toolkit bakend, so one an expet two use ases where this extra ost may not beaeptable: large numbers of events and large numbers of requests (or possibly aombination of the two). So the question to ask is: How ommon are those useases, and what an be done to mitigate them?A standard user interfae omponent an at mostly independent of the applia-tion, for example a list that supports drag and drop an implement all the mousemovement handling itself without notifying the appliation of anything beyond the�nal drop event. There is atually little need in this ase for the appliation itselfto trak the mouse movement, whih is a fairly typial example where a large num-ber of events is generated inside the toolkit. Generally, pointer traking, whih isthe prime example of generating a rapid sequene of events, is rarely seen outsideof omponent implementations, whih an often better be done using a generianvas element anyway, moving the performane ritial parts into the omponentimplementation in the toolkit.
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Chapter 7Further Work
There still remains a lot of room for further work and in partiular optimizationsthat ould be applied to the implementation on di�erent levels:Extend the range of available omponentsAlthough enough omponent lasses are inluded in the prototype for some sim-ple appliations, the wide range of omponents provided by either Swing, GTKor similar toolkits is not overed by far. Doing so is mostly a matter of timespent on writing the omponent proxies on the lient side and implementing theorresponding forwarding funtions in the toolkit server.Expanding the available set of omponents and their funtionality ould be made alot easier by reating some form of automati tool to (at least) generate the proxyode, sine these ould easily be auto-generated.Use a binary protool instead of the text protoolThe text based protool urrently used for network transmission of requests, re-sponses and events should be replaed by a ompat binary protool (as alreadymentioned before in setion 5.6.2 on page 100) for better overall performane.This ould also help to signi�antly redue the roundtrip time for synhronousoperations in partiular.Also, the range of types supported in the protool might be extended a bit as well,but sine all of the basi types (apart from byte arrays whih might be used forimages) are already overed there, there is not that muh to gain from this.
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Optimize the request handling if possibleAvoiding or oalesing multiple pending redraw requests on the same omponentan provide a signi�ant performane gain in spei� ases, as seen for the Swingtoolkit in the performane analysis in hapter 6.1 on page 124. However, this issomething that really needs to be done at the toolkit level, not in some intermediateode like the prototype.O�er a simple way to build ustom omponentsWhile it is possible for the appliation developer to sublass the user interfaeomponent lasses de�ned by the GUI library, doing so annot be used to buildustom omponents that atually draw their own appearane on the sreen, sinerepaint events are not forwarded in the prototype implementation. This would infat be fairly easy to do, but that would be useful only if the omplete omponentdrawing API is made available to the appliation as well, whih is a lot more work.While none of this is a tehnial problem � is would be possible to do this inthe urrent arhiteture without problems � the performane onsiderations atthis level are very di�erent: Events are only generated sporadially, but paintoperations involve lots of method alls in a small time window to generate theomponent's visual appearane, and lots of small delays here an easily add up toa notieable visual delay overall.Adding support for a generi anvas omponent that implements its redrawingdiretly at the toolkit level as desribed in the previous hapter is probably thebest way to provide appliation spei� omponents.
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Chapter 8Summary and Conlusion
This thesis proposed a generi message-based approah to event handling in Javamodelled around a lient/server like arhiteture and examined the general appli-ability of suh an approah for use in typial appliation programs and applets.The omparison of the urrently available toolkits for Java presented in hapter 3has shown that none of them an urrently support truly multi-threaded aess,and that it may be a worthwhile idea to try to ombine and apply some of theideas found espeially in the non-Java toolkits as used for example on the Infernosystem and BeOS to a Java toolkit as well.Chapter 4 presented the general arhiteture of the approah and desribed theobjetives on whih the design has been based. It also disussed why most ofthese annot easily or not at all be ahieved within the limitations of the on-ventional Java toolkits. As a possible solution to these problems, the prototypeimplementation of the message-based arhiteture was presented in hapter 5 andthe appliability of suh an approah was disussed in hapter 6.The prototype implementation has learly shown that the objetives laid out areatually attainable, in partiular regarding transparent thread-safe aess to userinterfae omponents and the ability to support parallel even handling in a waythat is very simple to use, all of whih none of the existing toolkits really anprovide. Additionally, the arhiteture allows the separation of the appliationfrom its user interfae into separate proesses to allow the display omponent torun on a remote server, enabling a new form of loation transpareny for Javaprograms as well as a way for applets to be used in a distributed model verysimilar to web appliations.By simply admitting the reality that the native user interfae toolkits have beendesigned for single-threaded aess, it is possible to avoid the problems of lokingaltogether and simply use a message-based model of omponent interation based135



on hannels instead. Here, the synhronization is impliit in the message handling,and it is muh easier to verify than omplex loking ode distributed aross nativeimplementations of Java lasses. It is interesting to note in this ontext that evenfor the toolkit server based on native ode no expliit loking is done. The onlyplae where synhronization atually takes plae is at the hannels and soketsthat onnet the di�erent piees of the arhiteture.The answer of the designers of the Swing toolkit to requests for thread supporthas always been that using multi-threading in a graphial appliation is somehow�evil� and that the appliation should be made to live without it whenever possible,and they presented workarounds as in [19℄. This thesis has shown that a multi-threaded toolkit an be made to atually work in a deadlok free way, even ina distributed environment. It shows that a multi-threaded toolkit does not haveto be the �failed dream� that Graham Hamilton alled it [9℄, and that on theontrary, it an atually work quite well. Yes, there is a performane ost involvedin using message passing at the ore of the toolkit, but it is omparatively small,and onsidering how appliations an bene�t from a redesign of the general toolkitarhiteture along the lines presented in this thesis, this small prie might well beworth paying.
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